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Abstract
This monograph studies the submodularity in wireless communications and how to
use it to enhance or improve the design of the optimization algorithms. The work is
done in three different systems.
In a cross-layer adaptive modulation problem, we prove the submodularity of the
dynamic programming (DP), which contributes to the monotonicity of the optimal
transmission policy. The monotonicity is utilized in a policy iteration algorithm to
relieve the curse of dimensionality of DP. In addition, we show that the monotonic
optimal policy can be determined by a multivariate minimization problem, which can
be solved by a discrete simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation (DSPSA)
algorithm. We show that the DSPSA is able to converge to the optimal policy in real
time.
For the adaptive modulation problem in a network-coded two-way relay channel,
a two-player game model is proposed. We prove the supermodularity of this game,
which ensures the existence of pure strategy Nash equilibria (PSNEs). We apply
the Cournot tatonnement and show that it converges to the extremal, the largest
and smallest, PSNEs within a finite number of iterations. We derive the sufficient
conditions for the extremal PSNEs to be symmetric and monotonic in the channel
signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio.
Based on the submodularity of the entropy function, we study the communica-
tion for omniscience (CO) problem: how to let all users obtain all the information in
a multiple random source via communications. In particular, we consider the min-
imum sum-rate problem: how to attain omniscience by the minimum total number
of communications. The results cover both asymptotic and non-asymptotic models
where the transmission rates are real and integral, respectively. We reveal the sub-
modularity of the minimum sum-rate problem and propose polynomial time algo-
rithms for solving it. We discuss the significance and applications of the fundamental
partition, the one that gives rise to the minimum sum-rate in the asymptotic model.
We also show how to achieve the omniscience in a successive manner.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Submodularity refers to the property of functions defined on lattice [1–3].1 While it
has been known in economics for a long time, submodularity also naturally appears
in many other fields, e.g., operations research, computer science and graph theory.
It is shown that the submodularity imposes a structure which allows much stronger
mathematical results than we would be able to achieve without it [4]. These struc-
tured results have been widely used in various optimization problems recently and
these applications are based on two main groups: submodularity on vector lattice
and submodularity on set lattice.
1.1 Submodularity on vector lattice
In economics, the comparative statics compares one static condition, equilibrium or
economic outcome with another [5, 6]. It is used to study how the equilibrium state
varies after a change in some underlying exogenous parameter. A typical application
is in the study of markets [7]: Comparative statics is used to analyze how the equi-
librium price and quantity are affected by the variations in the demand and supply
determinants. It has also been used in the studies on monetary and fiscal policies
in [8, 9].
1.1.1 Monotonic Optimal Decision
In [1], Topkis studied the monotone comparative statics based on the submodularity
on the vector lattice. It is shown that, for a parametric submodular cost function
1Lattice is one of the fundamental algebraic structures used in abstract algebra [1]. A lattice is a
partially ordered set which is closed under two operations: join and meet. The definition of lattice is
given in Chapter 2.
1
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2 Introduction
that is defined on a vector lattice, the best response of a decision maker is monoton-
ically nondecreasing in the exogenous parameter. When the exogenous parameter
describes the condition of the environment, e.g., market price, temperature and stor-
age, the best decision rule, or the optimal policy, is a nondecreasing function in
the environment/system state. This result has been widely used to study various
economic problems or behaviors. For example, in [10], it is proved that the submod-
ularity of the cost function is the necessary and sufficient condition for the variation
of the welfare to be monotonically nondecreasing in income, which also relieves the
smoothness assumption so that the result applies to the case when the domain of
the cost function is discrete; in [11], a study on the stopping problem shows that
the submodularity ensures that the optimal project stopping time that maximizes a
discounted cash flow is nonincreasing in the discount factor.
Although statics refers to the equilibrium status rather than an evolutional pro-
cess, the study of monotone comparative statics can be easily extended to dynamic or
stochastic models. In [12], the author studied the submodularity, log-submodularity
and single-crossing properties of the expected cost functions to show the monotone
comparative statics in the stochastic decision making problems. While these results
have been applied to various problems such as the optimal portfolio investment
in [13,14], the main applications appear predominantly in the inventory and produc-
tion models in operations research. Based on Markov decision process (MDP) model,
it is shown in [15,16] that the optimal control of an inventory system with one prod-
uct and two categories of customers is fully characterized by a switching curve due
to the submodularity of the dynamic programming (DP). In [17, 18], the monotonic-
ity of optimal appointment management in the primary-care clinics is also proved
based on the submodularity. It turns out that the transmission control problem in
many wireless communications systems, e.g., the buffer departure management in
data link layer, can be also fully characterized by the monotone comparative statics
in the queue occupancy control in [19–22].
In wireless communications, it is usually assumed that the messages from the
data generating devices, e.g., mobile phones and computers, are buffered in the data
link layer before the transmission. On the other hand, due to the fading effects of the
wireless channels, the adaptive modulation is usually implemented in the physical
layer to enhance the spectral efficiency and/or bit error rate (BER). For example, a
transmitter adjusts the transmission rate in proportional to the signal-to-noise (SNR)
9 August 2017
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of the wireless channel so as to improve the average transmission error rate. Since the
data generating process and the variation of the channel signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio
are stochastic,2 there is a cross-layer transmission control problem that is formulated
in [23–27]: how to make sequential decisions on determining the transmission rate in
each symbol durations so that the long-term costs incurred by the queueing effects in
the data link layer and transmit error rate and/or spectral efficiency in the physical
layer are minimized. The authors in [24–26] derived the stationary probability of the
queue occupancy to estimate the long-term average cost so that the optimal policy
could be searched by linear programming (LP). Whereas the authors in [28–33] con-
sidered discounted infinite horizon MDP model so that the optimal solution could
be found by dynamic programming (DP): policy or value iteration [34]. For the latter
case, the monotonicity of the optimal randomized policy in queue occupancy/state
is proved or established in [30–33] based on the submodularity of DP.
However, in the majority of the existing studies on monotone comparative statics
in cross-layer transmission control problems, the existence of the submodularity is
only proved under certain conditions. For example, in [28], the submodularity of
the state transition probability is proved by assuming uniformly distributed traffic
rates. In [30], the strict submodularity of DP is assumed to be preserved by a weight
factor in the cost function, where, however, the exact value of this factor is not given.
On the other hand, most of these studies only prove the monotonicity of the optimal
transmission policy in the queue state.3 It remains unclear if there exists an optimal
deterministic policy that is monotonically varying in both queue and channel states.
And, if so, it is worth discussing whether the monotonicity exists naturally or with
less constraints imposed on the message arrival statistics or the parameters in the
cost function.
In addition, there is also a problem of how to utilize the monotonicity to facilitate
the optimal policy learning process. There are some developments in the existing
literature. For example, based on the monotonicity of the optimal policy, the authors
in [32] adapted the DP to a monotonic policy iteration (MPI) algorithm and the au-
thors in [28, 31] proposed a stochastic approximation algorithm. It has been shown
that both approaches are able to relieve the curse of dimensionality4 of DP for deter-
2Stochastic data generating process means that the quantity of messages generated by mobile devices
is random.
3These works can be summarized by the monotone comparative statics on queue departure control
in [21].
4Although DP is a greedy algorithm, the minimization problem in each iteration is solved in a brute-
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mining a monotonic randomized optimal policy. While the studies in [28, 31, 32] are
based on a constrained MDP model, it remains of interest if the submodularity exists
in a cross-layer transmission control problem that is modeled by an unconstrained
MDP model and, if so, whether the submodularity contributes to the existence of a
deterministic, rather than randomized, optimal transmission policy. Most important
of all, we are interested in whether the MPI and stochastic approximation algorithms
can be still applied for determining this monotonic deterministic optimal policy and
whether the convergence performance and/or complexity can be improved or not.
1.1.2 Strategic Complementarities
On the other hand, in a multi-agent decision-making problem, when the exogenous
parameter in the monotone comparative statics refers to the strategies taken by other
decision makers, the strategies of all decision makers reinforce each other. This sce-
nario is called strategic complementarities [36]. In [37], Tarski proved that the fixed
points of a nondecreasing function or mapping from a nonempty complete lattice
to itself formed a nonempty complete lattice. Consequently, in [38], Davis relaxed
the complete lattice constraint to lattice, i.e., it was proved that the fixed points of a
nondecreasing mapping from a lattice to itself formed a complete lattice which was
necessarily nonempty. In a non-cooperative game with strategic complementarities,
i.e., when the cost functions of all players in the game are submodular, these results
ensure the existence of not only the Nash equilibrium in pure strategy form, but also
the extremal equilibria, the largest and smallest equilibria [39, 40].
In economics, the concept of supermodular game5 has been used to relieve the
constraints for the existence of the structured results in industrial organization anal-
ysis. For example, in [41], the existence of multiple equilibria in the Cournot market
was proved based on the strategic complementarities, which does not require the
quasi-convexity of the cost functions; in [42], the taxonomy of strategic behavior was
proved just based on the monotonicity of the marginal payoffs, which relaxes the
assumption of the existence of a unique and stable market equilibrium in the second
stage of the game.
In wireless communications, there is a problem of how to control the transmitters’
force search way [34], due to which the complexity grows large in the cardinality of the state space of
MDP. This problem is called the curse of dimensionality [35].
5A game with submodular cost functions is called supermodular game [39, 40], where supermodu-
larity refers to the property of the utility function.
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powers so as to minimize the interference and this problem is usually modeled by a
supermodular game [43]. In [44], the authors introduced a price mechanism to the
wireless power management problem, where the pricing function is a linear function
of the transmit power and its supermodularity is used to improve the Nash equilib-
rium by Pareto domination. In [45–47], the distributed power control problem was
considered and the existence, uniqueness and stability of the Nash equilibrium were
studied. In [48], the power control problem was formulated as a repeated supermod-
ular game, where the authors proposed a reinforcement learning algorithm based on
stochastic fictitious play and proved its convergence to the Nash equilibrium.
While the supermodular game model is frequently seen as an analysis tool in the
power control problems, it remains of interest if the strategic complementarities ap-
pears in other multi-agent optimization problems in wireless communications. And,
if so, does the supermodularity of the game ensure the existence of the equilibria
and how is the performance of these equilibria in terms of the quality of wireless
transmissions, e.g., BER, interference and spectral efficiency. On the other hand, the
existing literature in wireless communications does not shed light on the difference
between the largest and smallest equilibria. The Pareto order of the equilibria in the
supermodular game is revealed in [39,40]. Therefore, it would be of interest to see if
this Pareto order results in some preference or priority order of the equilibria in the
practical applications in wireless communications.
1.2 Submodularity on set lattice
In [49], Fujishige studied the combinatorial optimization problem based on submod-
ularity on set lattice, where it is proved that a submodular set function can be min-
imized in strongly polynomial time. There are many examples of submodular set
functions, e.g., the cut function of a graph [50], the rank function of a matroid [51]
and the weighted coverage function [52].
In wireless communications, most of the related studies are based on the sub-
modularity of the cut function of a graph. For example, it is shown in [53] based on a
graphical model that if the cut-set bounds of channels are approximately achievable,
so is the cut-set bound of the multiple-unicast network. In [54], a hypergraphi-
cal model is used to describe a network-coded multicast wireless network, where
a dual decomposition method is proposed for solving the network utility optimiza-
9 August 2017
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tion problems which can be directly used to fully characterize the cut-set bounds of
the broadcast channels. In [55], the wireless relay network in [56] is studied based
on a flow model called linking system and the max-flow min-cut theorem and sub-
modularity of the cut function are proved, based on which an efficient algorithm is
proposed to determine the maximum flow. It is shown that this algorithm can be
easily adapted to determine the minimum costs that are incurred at the inputs and
outputs of the relays.
On the other hand, the emerging studies on the information-theoretic network
coding problems continue to use the submodularity of the entropy function. In [57],
it is shown that every entropy function is the rank of a polymatroid, a subset of
the submodular set functions. In [58], it is shown that the channel capacity upper
bound in a multiaccess fading channel is a polymatroid rank function. In network
coding, while some problems of the optimal recovery of messages, e.g. [54], can
be described by a graph model which depicts the information flow in the network,
many of them still directly deal with the entropy function, e.g., [59–61], for which the
max-flow min-cut algorithms such as [62–64] do not apply. In these cases, it is worth
discussing whether the combinatorial optimization problem under consideration can
be reduced to SFM problems, due to the submodularity of the entropy function, so
that it can be solved in polynomial time.
1.3 Contributions
In this monograph, we look into three different optimization problems in wireless
communications. We study the optimization problems in these systems and prove
the existence of the submodularity on both vector and set lattices. We show how to
utilize the submodularity to propose efficient algorithms for solving the optimiza-
tion problems under consideration. We also introduce new concepts, e.g., the L\-
convexity and principal sequence of partitions (PSP). We show that these properties
can be used to refine and/or improve the results on monotone comparative statics
and combinatorial optimizations in wireless communications.
The monograph starts from a standard definition of submodularity. We clarify
some preliminary concepts such as the definitions of partially ordered set and lattice.
We also briefly describe the results on monotone comparative statics, supermodular
game and submodular set function in [36, 49, 65], based on which, we conduct our
9 August 2017
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packets
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FIFO queue
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transmitter wireless fading channel
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Figure 1.1: Cross-layer adaptive m-QAM system. The packet arrival process is
stochastic. The number of bits in the QAM symbol is controlled by the scheduler.
studies on a queue-assisted cross-layer adaptive modulation problem, an adaptive
modulation problem in the network-coded two-way relay channel (NC-TWRC) and
the problem of communication for omniscience (CO).
1.3.1 Cross-layer Adaptive Modulation
We study the monotone comparative statics in the optimal transmission policy of
a cross-layer adaptive m-quadrature amplitude modulation (m-QAM) problem in
Fig. 1.1. In this system, it is assumed that the packets originated from data-generating
devices are buffered by a finite-length first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue in the data link
layer. The packets that leave the queue are transmitted over a wireless channel in the
physical layer by m-QAM modulation. The number of packets departing the queue,
or the constellation size m in the m-QAM modulation, is controlled by a scheduler.
We model this cross-layer adaptive modulation system by an MDP and derive
sufficient conditions for the existence of a monotonic optimal transmission policy
in both queue and channel states based on the submodularity and L\-convexity of
DP. We also utilize the monotonicity to propose two low complexity algorithms,
monotonic policy iteration (MPI) based on L\-convexity and discrete simultaneous
perturbation stochastic approximation (DSPSA), to relieve the curse of dimension of
DP.
Our main contributions in the cross-layer adaptive m-QAM problem are as fol-
lows.
• We prove that the optimal transmission policy is always nondecreasing in queue
state due to the L\-convexity of DP. The L\-convexity is a type of submodular-
ity which also results in a bounded marginal effect in the monotonic variation
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scheduler 1
m-QAM
transmitter R
scheduler 2
m-QAM
transmitter
user 1 user 2
Figure 1.2: Adaptive m-QAM modulation in network-coded two-way relay channel.
The relay is denoted by node ’R’.
of the optimal policy in the queue state: The increment of the optimal pol-
icy between adjacent queue states is no greater than one, i.e., if the optimal
modulation scheme is 2a-QAM for a certain queue state, then the optimal mod-
ulation scheme for its adjacent queue states must be 2a-QAM, 2(a+1)-QAM or
2(a−1)-QAM.
• By observing the submodularity of DP, we derive the sufficient conditions for
the optimal policy to be nondecreasing in both queue and channel states. We
show that these conditions are satisfied if the channel experiences slow and flat
fading and a proper value of the weight factor, a coefficient in the immediate
cost function in MDP, is chosen.
• We utilize the bounded marginal effect to propose an MPI algorithm for search-
ing the monotonic optimal policy based on the L\-convexity of DP. It is shown
that the time complexity of MPI based on L\-convexity is much lower than the
one based on submodularity that is proposed in [32, 33] and DP.
• We prove that the optimal transmission policy can be determined by a set
of monotonic queue thresholds. For this reason, the optimal policy can be
searched by solving a constrained stochastic minimization problem over queue
thresholds. For solving this problem, we propose to use DSPSA algorithm, a
simulation-based line search method by using augmented Lagrangian penalty
method, to approximate the minimizer (the optimal queue thresholds). We run
experiments to show the convergence performance of DSPSA. We show that
DSPSA is able to adaptively track the optimum and the optimizer even when
the system parameters abruptly change.
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1.3.2 Adaptive Modulation in Two Way Relay Channel
For the network-coded two-way relay channel (NC-TWRC) in Fig. 1.2, we assume
that adaptive m-QAM modulation is implemented at each of the two end users. The
superposition of the m-QAM symbols from the users are broadcast by a relay which
adopts an amplify-and-forward physical layer network coding scheme. Let the adap-
tive modulation be done in the physical layer only, instead of cross-layer. We reveal
the strategic complementarities in this adaptive modulation problem and propose a
two-player supermodular game model, where pure strategy Nash equilibria (PSNEs)
always exist. We show the performance of the extremal, the largest and smallest,
PSNEs in terms of BER and spectral efficiency and derive sufficient conditions for
the symmetry and monotonicity of them in the SNRs of two user-to-user channels.
Our main contributions in the adaptive m-QAM problem in the NC-TWRC are as
follows.
• We propose a two-player game model that is parameterized by the SNRs of two
user-to-user channels. The purpose is to determine the joint strategies of users,
the bit rates of both m-QAM transmitters, such that the transmission error rate
and spectral efficiency in the NC-TWRC are optimized.
• We prove the supermodularity of this two-player game which ensures the ex-
istence of PSNEs due to Tarski fixed point theorem. We show that the largest
and smallest PSNEs can be searched by Cournot tatonnement [66] which con-
verges in a finite number of iterations. We run simulations to show that the
extremal PSNEs are superior to the conventional single-agent adaptive modu-
lation schemes in enhancing the spectral efficiency in the NC-TWRC system.
• We reveal the Pareto order of extremal PSNEs: The smallest PSNE Pareto dom-
inates the largest one. Therefore, the smallest PSNE is always preferred to the
largest one by both users.
• We derive the sufficient conditions for the extremal PSNEs to be symmetric and
nondecreasing in the SNRs of two user-to-user channels, which can be utilized
to relieve the computational complexity of the PSNE learning process, e.g., the
Cournot tatonnement algorithm.
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user 1
z1 = {Wa,Wb,Wc,Wd,We}
user 2
z2 = {Wa,Wb,W f }
user 3
z3 = {Wc,Wd,W f }
Figure 1.3: Coded cooperative data exchange (CCDE) system, an example of the
communication for omniscience (CO) problem. Each Wj denotes a packet. User i
obtains zi, a subset of the packet set {Wa, . . . ,W f }. The users want to obtain the
whole packet set by transmitting linear combinations of zis via lossless broadcast
channels.
1.3.3 Communication for Omniscience
Finally, we consider the communication for omniscience (CO) problem: A set of
users observe a discrete memoryless multiple source and want to recover the entire
multiple source via communications. The 3-user coded cooperative data exchange
(CCDE) in Fig. 1.3 is an example of the CO problem. It is assumed that each user
obtains a portion of a packet set. The users transmit linear combinations of packets
via error-free broadcast channels in order to help each other recover the packet set.
We study the problem of how to attain omniscience with the minimum sum-rate,
the total number of communications, and determine a corresponding optimal rate
vector. The results cover both asymptotic and non-asymptotic models where the
transmission rates are real and integral, respectively.
Based on the submodularity of the entropy function and the concepts of Dilworth
truncation and principal sequence of partitions (PSP), we formulate a maximization
problem, which determines the minimum sum-rate by searching the highest Slepian-
Wolf (SW) constraint imposed on the omniscience-achievability of the sum-rate over
all multi-way cuts of the user set. For solving this maximization problem, we propose
a modified decomposition algorithm (MDA) and a sum-rate increment algorithm
(SIA) for asymptotic and non-asymptotic models, respectively, both of which are
based on the submodular function minimization (SFM) algorithms and complete in
polynomial time. For solving the Dilworth truncation problem as the subroutine
in both MDA and SIA algorithms, we propose a fusion method to implement the
existing coordinate saturation capacity (CoordSatCap) algorithm, where the SFM is
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over a merged user set. We show by experiment results that this fusion method
contributes to a reduction in computation complexity as compared to the original
CoordSatCap algorithm.
Our main contributions in the CO problem are as follows.
• Based on the SW constraints, we define an intersecting submodular function
that is parameterized by the value of the sum-rate. We show that the existence
of an omniscience-achievable rate vector with the designated sum-rate is equiv-
alent to the nonemptiness of the base polyhedron of this function, which can
be determined by a necessary and sufficient condition on the Dilworth trunca-
tion. Based on this condition, the minimum sum-rate in both asymptotic and
non-asymptotic models can be determined via a maximization problem, which
determines the highest lower bound on the achievability of the sum-rate im-
posed by the SW constraint over all multi-way cuts of the user set. The finest
maximizer of this problem is called the fundamental partition and denoted by
P∗.
• The optimal rate vector set, the set that contains all the omniscience-achievable
rate vectors with the minimum sum-rate, is described by a submodular base
polyhedron. The extreme points, or vertex, in this submodular base polyhedron
are the fractional and integral optimal rate vectors in the asymptotic and non-
asymptotic models, respectively.
• For solving the minimum sum-rate problem in the asymptotic model, an MDA
algorithm is proposed. It iteratively updates a lower estimation of the mini-
mum sum-rate by the minimal/finest minimizer of a Dilworth truncation prob-
lem until the minimum is reached. The Dilworth truncation problem can be
solved by the existing CoordSatCap algorithm [49] so that an optimal rate vec-
tor is also returned at the end of the MDA algorithm. In addition, we propose
a fusion method to implement the CoordSatCap algorithm (CoordSatCapFus),
where the SFM problem in each iteration is solved over a merged or fused
user set with the cardinality no greater than the original one. We show that
the results returned by the MDA algorithm can also be utilized for solving the
minimum sum-rate problem in the non-asymptotic model by no more than one
additional call of the CoordSatCapFus algorithm. Independently, we propose
an SIA algorithm which iteratively increases the lower estimation to the mini-
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mum sum-rate in the non-asymptotic model. It is also shown that by choosing
a proper linear ordering of the user indices, the optimal rate vectors returned
by the MDA and SIA algorithms also minimize a weighted sum-rate function
in the optimal rate vector set.
• We show that both MDA and SIA algorithms can be broken down into the
tasks of solving SFM problems so that both algorithms complete in polynomial
time. We compare the experiment results between the CoordSatCap and Co-
ordSatCapFus algorithms. It is shown that the fusion method contributes to
a reduction in computation complexity as compared to the CoorSatCap algo-
rithm that is implemented in [67, 68] and the reduction is considerable when
the number of users grows.
• We show that the fundamental partition P∗ is the minimal separator of a sub-
modular function which gives rise to the decomposition property of P∗ in the
asymptotic model: The separable convex function minimization problem over
the optimal rate vector set can be broken into |P∗| subproblems, each of which
formulates the separable convex function minimization problem that is defined
on one element or user subset in P∗. These subproblems can be solved sepa-
rately so that the overall complexity is reduced. The minimizer of this separable
convex function minimization problem usually gives a fair rate allocation in the
optimal rate vector set in the asymptotic model.
• We show that a complimentary user subset can be searched by the SFM algo-
rithms, which allows the omniscience to be achieved in a successive manner:
The local omniscience can be attained first without increasing the minimum
sum-rate for attaining the global omniscience eventually.
1.4 Thesis Outline
There are four chapters in this thesis. In Chapter 2, we introduce some standard
concepts including the definitions of partially ordered set (poset), lattice and sub-
modularity and the existing results in optimizations including the monotonic best
response in comparative statistics and Taski’s fixed point theorem. We briefly discuss
how they are applied to the three wireless communication problems in Chapters 3 to
5.
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In Chapter 3, we look into a cross-layer adaptive m-QAM modulation problem,
where we show that the submodularity of the dynamic programming (DP) con-
tributes to the monotonicity of the optimal transmission policy based on which we
discuss how to relieve the complexity of DP. This chapter contributes to the author’s
work in [69].
In Chapter 4, we model the adaptive m-QAM modulation problem in the NC-
TWRC by a two-player game and prove the existence, symmetry and monotonicity
of PSNEs. This chapter contributes to the author’s work in [70].
In Chapter 5, we study the CO problem based on the submodularity of the en-
tropy function. We propose polynomial time algorithms for determining the mini-
mum sum-rate and a corresponding optimal rate vector, discuss some properties of
the fundamental partition and show how to achieve the omniscience in a successive
manner. This chapter contribute to the author’s works in [71–76].
In addition, the author has also studied the monotonicity of the optimal trans-
mission policy in a queue-assisted on-off transmission control in NC-TWRC and
multi-user adaptive modulation problem in [77, 78], respectively.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
Submodularity is a property that is defined on the lattice, where the lattice could be
a set of vectors or a set space. In this thesis, the studies in Chapters 3 and 4 are based
on the submodularity on a vector lattice, while the studies in Chapter 5 are based
on the submodularity on a set lattice. In this chapter, we introduce the concepts of
partially ordered sets and lattices, briefly show the submodularity in different types
of lattices and describe how they are applied to the works in this thesis. The contents
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are based on the studies in [1, 49].
2.1 Partially Ordered Set
For a set L,  is a binary relation if, for all a, b ∈ L, either a  b or a 6 b. In addition,
if a  b and a 6= b, we denote a ≺ b. If the binary relationship is
• reflexive: for all a ∈ L, a  a;
• antisymmetric: for all a, b ∈ L, if a  b and a  b, then a = b;
• transitive: for all a, b, c ∈ L, if a  b and b  c, then a  c,
L is called a partially ordered set (poset) with respect to  and we denote this poset by
(L,). In the poset (L,), if a  b for two elements a, b ∈ L, we say that a and b are
ordered; if a 6 b, a and b are unordered. A poset is a chain if it does not contain any
unordered pair of elements.
Example 2.1.1. Let RK be an K-dimension real number space. ≤ is the binary relation de-
fined on RK such that, for x, x′ ∈ RK, x ≤ x′ if xi ≤ x′i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Then,
(RK,≤) is a poset. Let Ri = [li, ui] ⊆ R for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}. For R = ×Ki=1Ri,
where × denotes the Cartesian product, (R,≤) is also a poset. There also exist discrete
15
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posets, e.g., (ZK,≤) and (Z,≤), where Z = ×Ki=1Zi with Zi = {li, li + 1, . . . , ui} ⊆
Z for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, are posets. In addition to parametric variables, poset also ex-
ists in the set variables, e.g., (2V ,⊆), where 2V is the power set of a finite set V, is a
poset. Similarly, we can show that ({∅, {1}, {1, 2}},⊆), ({∅, {1}, {1, 2}, {3}},⊆) and
({∅, {1}, {1, 2}, {3}, {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3}},⊆) are posets. In fact, ({∅, {1}, {1, 2}},⊆) is a
chain since any two elements in it are ordered w.r.t. ⊆.
2.2 Lattice
For a poset (L,), let L′ be a subset of L. We say that b is an upper (lower) bound
of L′ if a  b(a  b) for all a ∈ L′. If b is the upper (lower) bound of L′ and b ∈ L′,
then b is called the maximum (minimum) of L′. We call the minimum (maximum) of
the set of upper (lower) bounds of L′ the supremum (infimum) of L′ and denote by
supL′(infL′). For any a, b ∈ L, we denote a ∨ b = sup{a, b} and a ∧ b = inf{a, b},
where the operations ∨ and ∧ are called join and meet, respectively. We denote the
maximum, or the maximal/largest element, of L′ by ∨L′ = supL′ and minimum,
or the minimal/smallest element, of L′ by ∧L′ = infL′. If ∨L′ and ∧L′ exist, they
are unique.
A poset (L,) is called a lattice if a ∨ b ∈ L and a ∧ b ∈ L for all a, b ∈ L and the
two operations, ∨ and ∧, satisfy
• idempotency: for all a ∈ L, a ∨ a = a and a ∧ a = a;
• commutativity: for all a, b ∈ L, a ∨ b = b ∨ a and a ∧ b = b ∧ a;
• associativity: for all a, b, c ∈ L, a ∨ (b ∨ c) = (a ∨ b) ∨ c and a ∧ (b ∧ c) = (a ∧
b) ∧ c;
• absorption: for all a, b ∈ L, a ∧ (a ∨ b) = a and a ∨ (a ∧ b) = a.
For a lattice (L,), the binary relation  can be converted to the join and meet
operations in that a  b ⇐⇒ a ∨ b = b(or a ∧ b = a). Therefore, the three tuple
(L,∨,∧) denotes a lattice. For L′ ⊆ L, if (L′,∨,∧) is a lattice, then (L′,∨,∧) is a
sublattice of (L,∨,∧). For a lattice (L,∨,∧), if ∨L′ ∈ L and ∧L′ ∈ L for all L′ ⊂ L,
(L,∨,∧) is a complete lattice, which is nonempty and have unique maximal/largest
element
∨L and minimal/smallest element ∧L.
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Example 2.2.1. For x, x′ ∈ RK, let x ∨ x′ = (max{xi, x′i} : i ∈ {1, . . . , K}) and x ∧
x′ = (min{xi, x′i} : i ∈ {1, . . . , K}) be the component-wise maximization and minimization,
respectively. (RK,≤) is a lattice that can be denoted by (RK,∨,∧). (R,≤), where Ri =
[li, ui] ⊆ R for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, is a lattice that can be denoted by (R,∨,∧) where∨
R = (ui : i ∈ {1, . . . , K}) and ∧ R = (li : i ∈ {1, . . . , K}) being the unique maximum
and minimum, respectively. (ZK,≤) and (Z,≤), where Z = ×Ki=1Zi with Zi = {li, li +
1, . . . , ui} ⊆ Z for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, are lattices and can be denoted by (ZK,∨,∧) and
(Z,∨,∧), respectively. In addition, for a finite set V, (2V ,⊆) is a lattice that can be denoted
by (2V ,∪,∩) where V and ∅ are the unique maximum and minimum, respectively. Let L1 =
{∅, {1}, {1, 2}}, L2 = {{1}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3}} and L3 = {∅, {1}, {1, 2}, {3}}. It
can be shown that (L1,⊆) and (L2,⊆) are lattices that can be denoted by (L1,∪,∩) and
(L2,∪,∩), respectively, while (L3,⊆) is not since {1, 2} ∪ {3} = {1, 2, 3} /∈ L3. We have∨L1 = {1, 2} and ∧L1 = ∅ being the maximal/largest and minimal/smallest elements,
respectively, of L1 and ∨L2 = {1, 2, 3} and ∧L2 = {1} being the maximal/largest and
minimal/smallest elements, respectively, of L2.
2.3 Submodularity
Let f be a function that is defined on lattice (L,∨,∧). f is submodular if
f (a) + f (b) ≥ f (a ∨ b) + f (a ∧ b)
for all a, b ∈ L. f is supermodular if − f is submodular. f is modular if f is both
submodular and supermodular. Depending on whether L is a vector set, e.g., RK,
ZK, or subset set, e.g., 2V , and how we embody the join and meet operations in the
lattice (L,∨,∧), the submodularity presents in different ways. We briefly describe
two main categories, the parametric submodular function and the submodular set
function, below and the related works in Chapters 3 to 5.
2.3.1 Parametric Submodular Function
Let ∨ and ∧ be the component-wise maximization and minimization, respectively.
Let L ⊆ RK such that (L,∨,∧) is a lattice. A function f : L 7→ R is submodular if
f (x) + f (x′) ≥ f (x ∨ x′) + f (x ∧ x′)
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for all x, x′ ∈ L. In the case when L ⊆ ZK, f is submodular if
f (x + χi) + f (x + χj) ≥ f (x) + f (x + χi + χj)
for all x ∈ L and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Here, χi ∈ ZK is the characteristic vector such that
the ith entry is 1 and all other entries are 0.
Two concepts that are closely related to the submodularity on the integral vector
lattice are L\-convexity and multimodularity. For L ⊆ ZK, a function f : L 7→ R+ is
L\-convex if ψ(x, ζ) = f (x− ζ1) is submodular in (x, ζ), where 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ ZK
and ζ ∈ Z; a function f : L 7→ R+ is multimodular if ψ(x, ζ) = f (x1 − ζ, x2 −
x1, . . . , xK − xK−1) is submodular in (x, ζ), where ζ ∈ Z. The L\-convexity and mul-
timodularity are related to each other by a unimodular coordinate transform [2, 79]:
Let
MK,i =
 −Ui 0
0 LK−i
 ,
be a matrix where Ui and Li are the i× i upper and lower triangular matrix with all
nonzero entries being one, respectively. A function f is multimodular if and only if it
can be represented by f (x) = g(±MK,ix) for some L\-convex function g; A function
g is L\-convex if and only if it can be represented by g(x) = f (±M−1K,i x) for some
multimodular function f .
2.3.1.1 Monotone Comparative Statics
Monotone comparative statics [65] studies the situation that the optimal solution
varies monotonically with the system parameters. It is shown in [79, 80] that the
submoularity, L\-convexity and multimodularity result in a monotonic optimal de-
cision rule in the state or parameters of the environment. In this monograph, the
monotonicity of the optimal decision rule in the queue departure control problem
in Chapter 3 is proved by the submodularity and L\-convexity. Multimodularity
is often used to show the monotonicity of the queue admission control problems,
e.g., [3, 81, 82].
Let x ∈ X be a vector that contains all parameters that are sufficient to describe
the state of the environment and a ∈ A be an action that is made by a decision
maker. X and A denote the state and action space, respectively. Let (X ×A,∨,∧)
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be a lattice.1 Let f : X × A 7→ R be the cost function. f (x, a) quantifies the cost
incurred when the decision maker takes action a in state x. It is shown in [1, 39] that
the optimal policy, or decision rule, θ(x) = argmina∈A f (x, a) is nondecreasing in x
and f (x, θ(x)) is submodular in x if f (x, a) is submodular in (x, a). In addition, if
f (x, a) is L\-convex in (x, a), the increment of the optimal decision rule is bounded:
θ(x + 1) ≤ θ(x) + 1 [83]. The monotonicity of the optimal policy can be utilized
to facilitate the optimal policy learning process. A typical example is when A is
a finite integer set, where the optimal policy θ(x) can be fully characterized by a
finite set of turning points. In Chapter 3, we show that the optimal policy of a cross-
layer adaptive modulation problem is monotonic in discrete queue and channel states
due to the submodularity and L\-convexity of DP, where the set of optimal turning
points is the optimizer of a multivariate minimization problem which can be solved
efficiently by a discrete stochastic approximation algorithm.
2.3.1.2 Tarski Fixed Point Theorem
In game theory, the monotone comparative statics in the strategy set also results
in the existence of a fixed-point of the best response function, which ensures the
existence of the Nash equilibrium in pure strategy form. According to Brouwer
fixed-point theorem [84], if f : R 7→ R is a continuous function where R ⊆ RK is a
compact convex set, there exists a fixed-point x = f (x). Although Nash used the
Brouwer fixed-point theorem in [85] to prove the existence of Nash equilibrium in
mixed strategy form in any game, it remained unclear if there existed a Nash equi-
librium in the pure strategy form. In [37], Tarski proved that, for a non-decreasing
function f : L 7→ L where L is a complete lattice, the fixed-points form a com-
plete lattice which is nonempty and ensures the existence of PSNEs in supermodular
games [36, 39, 40] where the cost/utility function is submodular/supermodular. Re-
call that a lattice could be a real or integral number set. Tarski fixed-point theorem
can be considered as one of the discrete fixed-point theorems which also ensures the
existence of PSNEs in a supermodular game where the strategy space is discrete.
To determine the PSNEs, there are many equilibrium/strategy learning algo-
rithms in game theory [86], e.g., the fictitious play method in which a player chooses
1In this monograph, we assume that the state and action can be described by real or integral vectors
so that the join ∨ and meet ∧ in lattice (X × A,∨,∧) are the component-wise maximization and
minimization, respectively.
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a best response by observing the others’ strategies, the regret matching method in
which a player chooses a strategy with a probability that is proportional to the
player’s regret for not playing that strategy, the minimax Q-learning algorithm which
can be considered as a reinforcement learning algorithm extended from the single-
agent to multi-agent decision making problem. For the supermodular game in par-
ticular, there exists a fictitious play, or best response, method called the Cournot
tatonnement that converges to the PSNEs in a finite number of iterations [36].
In Chapter 4, we model an adaptive modulation problem in NC-TWRC by a two-
player game, where we prove the supermodularity of this game and the existence of
PSNEs and show how to implement the Cournot tatonnement to search the PSNEs.
2.3.2 Submodular Set Function
Let set union ∪ and set intersection ∩ be the join ∨ and meet ∧ operations, respec-
tively. For a finite set V, let L ⊆ 2V such that (L,∪,∩) is a lattice. A set function
f : L 7→ R is submodular if
f (X) + f (Y) ≥ f (X ∪Y) + f (X ∩Y)
for all X, Y ∈ L. The rank functions of matroid and polymatroid are two examples
of submodular set function.
For a finite set, a pair (V, I) with I being the family of independent sets is called
matroid [87]. For a matroid, the rank function ρ is defined as
ρ(X) = max{|I| : I ⊆ X, I ∈ I}, ∀X ⊆ V
The rank function satisfies: (a) 0 ≤ ρ(X) ≤ |X| for all X ⊆ V; (b) ρ(X) ≤ ρ(Y)
for all X, Y ⊆ V such that X ⊆ Y; (c) submodularity. A matroid rank function is
integral and has the unit-increase property: For any X, Y ⊆ V such that X ⊂ Y and
|X| + 1 = |Y|, we have either ρ(X) = ρ(Y) or ρ(X) + 1 = ρ(Y). Also, the family
of independent sets can be characterized as I = {I : I ⊆ V, ρ(I) = |I|}. A typical
example is the rank function of a matrix. For a matrix M = [xi : i ∈ V] that contains
|V| column vectors, (V, I) with I being the family of independent vector sets of M
is a matroid.
In [51], the author combined the matroid theory and polyhedral combinatorics
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and proposed the concept of polymatroid. The two tuple (V, ρ) is called polymatroid,
where ρ is the rank function that satisfies: (a) ρ(∅) = 0; (b) ρ(X) ≤ ρ(Y) for all
X, Y ⊆ V such that X ⊆ Y; (c) submodularity. Clearly, a polymatroid rank function
is the matroid rank function without the integrality and unit-increase property, i.e.,
the polymatroid rank function is a generalization of the matroid rank function.
While the matroid and polymatroid have been applied to many practical engi-
neering problems, e.g., the matroid property in the discrete event control in op-
erations research in [88], the polymatroid property in the maximum network flow
problem in [89] and the extended polymatroid property in the stochastic dynamic
scheduling problem in [90], the author in [91, 92] found that the essential combi-
natorial structure in the matroid and polymatroid holds without the mononoticity
property (ρ(X) ≤ ρ(Y) for all X, Y ⊆ V such that X ⊆ Y) and proposed a more
general framework: submodular and supermodular systems. A detailed descrip-
tion on the generalization from the matroid to the submodular system can be found
in [49, Chapter II].
2.3.2.1 Submodular Function Minimization
Consider the combinatorial optimization problem
min{ f (X) : X ∈ L}.
It is called submodular function minimization (SFM) problem if f is submodular. It is
shown in [49] that the minimizers of this problem forms a lattice, where the maximal
and minimal minimizers exist. For example, for the SFM problem min{ f (X) : X ⊆
V}, it is possible for L1 = {{1}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3}} to be the set of minimizers,
but not for L2 = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3}} because L2 is not a lattice. For L1 as the
set of the minimizers, {1, 2, 3} and {1} are the maximal and minimal minimizers,
respectively.
It is shown in [93–99] that there exist polynomial time algorithms for solving
an SFM problem. In [57], Fujishige proved the submodularity of the entropy func-
tion, based on which we propose efficient algorithms for solving the CO problem in
Chapter 5.
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2.3.2.2 Dilworth Truncation
The Dilworth truncation operation was first proposed in [100] to build a new matroid
with certain properties based on a specified rank in a given matroid. It has also
been used in other applications, e.g., determining the least number of merging and
splitting of the nodes in an electrical network that results in a graph without a circuit
that intersects more than one element of a given partition of the edge set in [101],
converting a polymatroid to a matroid in [102].
In this monograph, we use the Dilworth truncation to enforce the polyhedron
tightness [103], the tightness of the upper bounds in a polydedron. For a set function
f : 2V 7→ R, the polyhedron is the region in R|V| such that the vectors x in it are
bounded by ∑i∈X xi ≤ f (X) for all X ⊆ V. The Dilworth truncation is defined as
fˆ (X) = minP∈Π(X) ∑C∈P f (C) for all X ⊆ V, where Π(X) is the set of all partitions
of X. For function f : 2{1,2} 7→ R such that f ({1}) = 3 and f ({2}) = 4, consider
two cases of f ({1, 2}): When f ({1, 2}) = 6, fˆ ({1, 2}) = 6; When f ({1, 2}) = 8,
fˆ ({1, 2}) = 7. It can be seen that fˆ ({1, 2}) = min{ f ({1, 2}), f ({1}) + f ({2})} so that
the upper bound ∑i∈{1,2} xi ≤ f ({1, 2}) is tightened to ∑i∈{1,2} xi ≤ fˆ ({1, 2}).
2.4 Notations
In this monograph, we use the uppercase letters, e.g., V, X , to denote a finite set.
The lowercase letters, e.g. α, x, y, denote scalers, while the lowercase letters in bold
font, e.g., x, y, denote vectors. R and Z denote the real and integer number sets,
respectively, while R+ and Z+ denote nonnegative real and integer number sets,
respectively. For a subset X of V, χX = (xi : i ∈ V) is the characteristic vector of X
such that xi = 1 if i ∈ X and xi = 0 if i /∈ X. When X = {i} is a singleton, we use the
notation χi instead of χ{i}. 1 = (1, . . . , 1) denotes an all one vector and 0 = (0, . . . , 0)
denotes an all zero vector, the dimension of which will be made clear in the related
context.
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Cross-layer Adaptive Modulation
In this chapter, we consider a cross-layer adaptive modulation system that is mod-
eled as a Markov decision process (MDP). Based on the submodularity of dynamic
programming (DP), we prove the monotonicity of the optimal transmission policy
and show that the monotonic optimal policy can be searched by two low complexity
algorithms: monotonic policy iteration (MPI) and discrete simultaneous perturbation
stochastic approximation (DSPSA).
Adaptive modulation was proposed for wireless communications in [104–106].
The idea is to vary the transmission rates accordingly with the channel state to en-
hance the spectral efficiency, e.g., the adaptive m-quadrature amplitude modulation
(m-QAM) modulation system in Figure 3.1. In the 5th generation (5G) wireless net-
work based on IEEE 802.11ac standard, while providing high data rate communica-
tions services, we also need to ensure a good performance in terms of power and
spectral efficiency, transmission error rate, coverage and latency, etc. For example,
when the quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and QAM modulation schemes are
widely adopted in 5G standard [107], the average transmission power consumption
and transmission rate are two performance metrics [108] and one solution is to make
the modulation scheme adaptive.
The concept of adaptive modulation was originally designed for the physical layer
separately from higher layers. The underlying assumption of these schemes is: The
data are always available for transmission and they will not pile up. However, this is
not the case when we consider the queueing effects in the data link layer. The queue
may be empty sometimes. At other times, packets may be dropped due to the finite
length of the queue. In these cases, the traditional adaptive transmission approaches
in [104–106] may fail to provide an optimal scheme. This limitation has been pointed
23
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scheduler
m-QAM
transmitter wireless fading channel
physical layer
Figure 3.1: Adaptive m-QAM modulation in wireless transmission [104–106]: the
number of bits per QAM symbol of the m-QAM transmitter is controlled by a sched-
uler according to the channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
out in [24, 26, 109].
The authors in [26] suggested a cross-layer design, in which the stochastic nature
of the packet arrival process is considered and the dynamics of queue occupancy and
the long-term queueing losses are modeled. For example, in [26, 27, 29, 30, 110–112],
by adopting finite-state Markov chain (FSMC) modeled wireless channel(s) [113], the
MDP model is proposed to formulate the dynamics in the cross-layer adaptive m-
QAM system and the optimal policy that minimizes the long-term losses incurred
in both data link and physical layers is searched by a DP algorithm, e.g., value or
policy iteration. The simulation results in these works show that scheduling across
layers, instead of only one-layer, by considering the stochastic features of the system
can provide good quality of service (QoS) and/or throughput in both data link and
physical layers in the long run.
However, most of these studies focus on system model development and problem
formulation without considering the computational complexity involved in solving
the long-term optimization problems. DP is a well-known method to solve the MDP
modeled optimization problems [34]. But, the crucial limitation of DP is that its com-
putation load grows drastically with the cardinalities of the state sets in MDP. This
problem is called the curse of dimensionality [35] and makes DP inefficient for solving
high dimensional or large scale MDP problems. On the other hand, DP is not suit-
able for real-time transmission scheduling cases, either. In practical applications, we
wish to design a model-free reinforcement learning algorithm that is able to adap-
tively track the optimum when the system parameters change. But, DP is an off-line
algorithm, i.e., running DP requires the full knowledge of MDP, and it is hard for DP
to converge in real time for a large-scale MDP system when computational resources
are limited.
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In this chapter, we study how to utilize the submodularity to relieve the compu-
tational complexity of DP in the cross-layer adaptive m-QAM system. The study is
based on the MDP formulation of the m-QAM adaptive modulation system proposed
in [29,30]. We establish the sufficient condition for the existence of a monotonic opti-
mal transmission policy in the queue and channel states based on the submodularity
of DP. The monotonicity of the optimal policy in the queue state is due to the L\-
convexity, a special case of submodularity where the variation of the optimal policy
is not only monotonic, but also restricted by a bounded marginal effect. We propose
two low complexity algorithms, MPI and DSPSA, for solving the cross-layer adaptive
m-QAM problem based on the monotonicity of the optimal policy. We show that the
complexity of the MPI based on L\-convexity is much lower than MPI based on sub-
modularity and the DSPSA is able to adaptively track the optimum and optimizer in
real time when the system parameters change.
3.1 System
Consider the cross-layer adaptive m-QAM system in Figure 3.2. Messages from
higher layers are encapsulated in packets of equal length and stored in an first-in-
first-out (FIFO) queue in the data link layer. The output of queue is connected to
an m-QAM transmitter in the physical layer, where the bit rate of the modulation
scheme is controlled by a scheduler. The packets from higher layers (e.g., application
layer) arrive at the queue in the data link layer. The packet arrival process is stochas-
tic. The m-QAM transmitter sends packets through a wireless fading channel to the
receiver. The optimization problem of the scheduler is to minimize queue overflow
in the data link layer and transmission power consumption in the physical layer in
the long run.
Let the decision making process be discrete, i.e., the time is divided into small
intervals called decision epochs and denoted by t. Each decision epoch lasts for TD
seconds. Let the decision making process start from t = 0 and go on for infinitely
long time, i.e., t ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,∞}. In this system, we assume the following.
Assumption 3.1.1. Let LP denote the length of packet in bits. The number of storage units
(in packets) in FIFO queue is LB < ∞, i.e., the queue can store at most LB packets, or LBLP
bits. The newly arrived packets are dropped if there is a full queue occupancy. We call it
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f (t)
scheduler
FIFO queue
m-QAM
transmitter wireless fading channel
data link layer physical layer
Figure 3.2: Cross-layer adaptive m-QAM system. f (t) denotes the number of packets
arrived at data link layer at time t. The packet arrival process { f (t)} is stochastic.
The scheduler controls the number of bits in the QAM symbol in order to minimize
the queue overflow and transmission power consumption simultaneously and in the
long run.
packet loss due to the queue overflow.
Assumption 3.1.2. The packet arrival process { f (t)} is i.i.d.. f (t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , LB} denotes
the number of packets arrived at queue at t.
Assumption 3.1.3. Let a(t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Am} denote the action taken by the scheduler at t,
where the maximum action Am ≤ LB. Action a(t) has different interpretations in physical
and data link layers. In the physical layer, a(t) = 0 denotes no transmission, and the value of
a(t) when a(t) 6= 0 determines the number of bits in the QAM symbol that is transmitted by
m-QAM transmitter at t. We assume that the number of symbols transmitted by m-QAM
transmitter in one decision epoch is fixed to LP if a(t) 6= 0. Then, in the data link layer,
a(t) denotes the number of packets departing the queue. For example, if a(t) = 3, we have 3
packets, or 3LP bits, departing from the queue. Each 3 bits are modulated to one 23-QAM
symbol. The total LP 23-QAM symbols are transmitted through the wireless channel. Let
TS denote the symbol duration in seconds. Then, one decision epoch lasts for TD = LPTS
seconds.
Assumption 3.1.4. Let γ(t) denote the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
wireless fading channel. {γ(t)} is a stationary random process that is independent of { f (t)}.
Let the full SNR variation range of the wireless channel be partitioned into K non-overlapping
regions {[Γ1, Γ2), [Γ2, Γ3), . . . , [ΓK,∞)}, where Γ1 < Γ2 < . . . < ΓK. Denote h(t) ∈ H =
{1, 2, . . . , K} the channel state at t. We say h(t) = k if γ(t) ∈ [Γk, Γk+1). The channel is
modeled by an FSMC [113] according to the channel parameters, e.g., maximum Doppler
shift, average SNR and statistics. The channel dynamics is characterized by the channel state
transition probability Ph(t)h(t+1) = Pr(h
(t+1)|h(t)). The scheduler knows the value of h(t) to
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support the decision a(t) at each decision epoch.1
Assumption 3.1.5. The order of the events in each decision epoch is shown in Figure 3.3. At
the beginning of the decision epoch t, the scheduler observes the system state x(t) and takes an
action a(t). A cost c(x(t), a(t)) is immediately incurred after a(t). Then, f (t) packet(s) arrives
at queue. The definitions of x(t) and c(x(t), a(t)) will be given in Section 3.2.
x(t)
a(t)
c(x(t), a(t))
f (t)
decision epoch t
Figure 3.3: Events happen in decision epoch t in order: (1) System state x(t) is ob-
served; (2) Action a(t) is taken; (3) Immediate cost c(x(t), a(t)) is incurred; (4) f (t)
packet(s) arrive(s) at queue.
3.2 Markov Decision Process Modeling
Let b(t) ∈ B = {0, 1, . . . , LB} be the number of packets held in the queue at decision
epoch t. We call b(t) the queue state/occupancy. We define x(t) = (b(t), h(t)) ∈ X =
B ×H as the system state at t. Based on Assumptions 3.1.2 and 3.1.5, the variation
of the queue state is governed by Lindley recursive equation [115]:
b := min
{
[b− a]+ + f , LB
}
,
where [y]+ = max{0, y}. Therefore, the queue transition probability can be deter-
mined by the statistics of { f (t)} as
Pa
(t)
b(t)b(t+1) = Pr(b
(t+1)|b(t), a(t))
=
Pr( f
(t) = b(t+1) − [b(t) − a(t)]+) b(t+1) < LB
∑LBl=LB−[b(t)−a(t)]+ Pr( f
(t) = l) b(t+1) = LB
.
(3.1)
1The value of channel state h(t) can be obtained by using some channel estimation technique,
e.g., [114]. We assume that the channel state does not significantly change from one decision epoch
to another or when some pilot symbols are used to estimate the channel state. In this chapter, we
assume the perfect channel estimation and that the value of h(t) is known before the decision making,
determining the value of a(t), at each decision epoch t.
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Because of the independence of packet arrival and channel fading processes as as-
sumed in Assumption 3.1.4, the system state transition probability is given by
Pa
(t)
x(t)x(t+1) = Pr(x
(t+1)|x(t), a(t))
= Pa
(t)
b(t)b(t+1)Ph(t)h(t+1) .
(3.2)
Define the immediate cost c : X ×A 7→ R+ as
c(x(t), a(t)) = c(b(t), h(t), a(t))
= cq(b(t), a(t)) + ctr(h(t), a(t)),
(3.3)
where cq and ctr quantify the costs associated with the queueing effect in the data
link layer and transmission power consumption in the physical layer, respectively.
We define
cq(b(t), a(t)) = wE f
[[
[b(t) − a(t)]+ + f (t) − LB
]+],
where w > 0 is a weight factor, and
ctr(h(t), a(t)) = − ln(5P¯e)(2
a(t) − 1)
1.5Γh(t)
,
where P¯e ≤ 0.2 is a bit error rate (BER) constraint. Here, ctr is an estimation of the
minimum power (in Watt) required to transmit an 2a
(t)
-QAM symbol in channel state
h that will result in an average BER no greater than P¯e. As explained in [30], the
definition of ctr is based on a BER upper bound for m-QAM transmission derived
in [116]. Note, by using w, the immediate cost c in (3.3) is in fact a weighted sum
of the losses incurred in data link and physical layers. The weight factor w can be
regarded as the priority of minimizing the cost incurred in the data link layer as
opposed to that in the physical layer.
3.3 Objective
The optimization objective of the scheduler is to minimize the discounted sum of the
immediate costs over decision epochs, which can be mathematically described as
minE
[ ∞
∑
t=0
βtc(x(t), a(t))
∣∣x(0) = x], ∀x ∈ X , (3.4)
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where β ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor and x(t+1) ∼ Pr(·|x(t), a(t)). The discount
factor β describes how far-sighted a decision maker is: Since β assigns exponentially
decaying weights to future costs, the scheduler becomes more far-sighted as β → 1.
In addition, β < 1 ensures that the limit of the infinite series is finite.2
3.4 Dynamic Programming
Based on Assumptions 3.1.2 and 3.1.4, the MDP model in Section 3.2 is stationary
(time-invariant).3 It is proved in [34] that there exists an optimal policy that is sta-
tionary and deterministic for all discounted stationary MDPs with finite state and
action spaces. Therefore, by defining the expected total discounted cost under a
stationary deterministic policy θ : X → A as
Vθ(x) = E
[ ∞
∑
t=0
βtc(x(t), θ(x(t)))
∣∣∣x(0) = x], (3.5)
problem (3.4) is equivalent to
min
θ
Vθ(x), ∀x ∈ X . (3.6)
Since Vθ can be expressed by Bellman equation [118]
Vθ(x) = c(x, a) +∑
x′
Pθ(x)xx′ Vθ(x
′), (3.7)
problem (3.6) can be solved by DP [34]
V(x) := min
a∈A
Q(x, a), ∀x ∈ X , (3.8)
2We consider discounted cost with β < 1 because, in this case, an optimal deterministic stationary
policy always exists if the state and action spaces are finite [34, Theorems 6.2.7, 6.2.9 and 6.2.10]. When
β = 1, (3.4) is a minimum average cost problem, where the existence of an optimal stationary policy
depends on whether the resulting Markov chian is recurrent or an unichain and these properties need
to be either assumed or proved.
3For an infinite horizon MDP, a stationary, or time-invariant, policy is always preferred by the
decision maker over the time-variant and history dependent policies [34]. The time-variant policy is
usually considered in the situation when the decision-making process terminates in a finite number of
decision epoches, e.g., the packet dissemination problem in [117], where the MDP is a finite horizon
one and the optimal policy determined by the backward induction [34] varies with time.
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where
Q(x, a) = c(x, a) + β∑
x′
Paxx′V(x
′). (3.9)
The optimal policy θ∗ is determined by
θ∗(x) = argmin
a∈A
{
c(x, a) + β∑
x′
Paxx′V
(N)(x′)
}
, ∀x ∈ X , (3.10)
where N is the iteration index when (3.8) converges.4 Note, from (3.7), we drop the
notation t and use x = (b, h) and x′ = (b′, h′) to denote states in the current and next
decision epochs, respectively, because the MDP under consideration is stationary.
3.5 Monotonic Optimal Transmission Policy
Let ∨ and ∧ be componentwise maximization and minimization, respectively, and
(L,∨,∧), where L ⊆ ZK be an integer lattice. The submodularity on the integer
lattice (L,∨,∧) is defined as follows, based on which we introduce the L\-convexity
on the integer lattice (L,∨,∧).
Definition 3.5.1 (Submodularity on integer lattice [2, 3]). f : L 7→ R is submodular if
f (x + χi) + f (x + χj) ≥ f (x) + f (x + χi + χj) for all x ∈ L and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
Definition 3.5.2 (L\-convexity [2]). For L ⊆ Z, f : L 7→ R is L\-convex if f (x +
1) + f (x − 1) − 2 f (x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ L; For L ⊆ ZK, f : L 7→ R is L\-convex if
ψ(x, ζ) = f (x− ζ1) is submodular for all x ∈ L.
In (3.9), Q is a function defined on lattice (X × A,∨,∧). It is proved in [80]
that minimizing a submodular or L\-convex function results in a monotonic optimal
solution, which we summarize in terms of function Q in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.5.3 ( [80, Theorem 2.8.1]). V(x) = mina∈A Q(x, a) is submodular in x and
a∗(x) = arg mina∈A Q(x, a) is nondecreasing in x if Q(x, a) is submodular in (x, a).
Lemma 3.5.4 ( [83, Lemmas 2 and 3]). V(x) = mina∈A Q(x, a) is L\-convex in x,
a∗(x) = arg mina∈A Q(x, a) is nondecreasing in x and a∗(x + 1) ≤ a∗(x) + 1, for all x
if Q(x, a) is L\-convex in (x, a).
4It is proved in [34] that the sequence {V(n)(x)} generated by (3.8) converges to V∗(x) for all x, where
V∗(x) is the minimum and θ∗(x) = arg mina∈A{c(x, a) + β∑x′ Paxx′V∗(x′)} is the minimizer of (3.6).
Usually, a small threshold e > 0 is applied so that (3.8) is terminated when ‖V(N)(x)−V(N−1)(x)‖ ≤ e
for all x. In this chapter, we set e = 10−4.
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Every L\-convex function is also submodular. But, we remark that L\-convexity
differs from submodularity in that the increment of the resulting optimizer a∗ from
x to x + 1 is bounded by 1, which is called the bounded marginal effect [79]. In the re-
maining context, we clarify that when we say that function f (x, y) has some property
in x we mean that f (x, y) has this property in x for all fixed values of y. For example,
if f (x, y) is nondecreasing in x, then f (x+, y) ≥ f (x−, y) for all y if x+ ≥ x−.
3.5.1 Nondecreasing Optimal Policy in Queue State
Based on Lemma 3.5.4, we show that the optimal transmission policy is always non-
decreasing in queue state.
Theorem 3.5.5. The optimal policy θ∗(x) is nondecreasing in b and, for all (b, h), θ∗(b +
1, h) ≤ θ∗(b, h) + 1.
Proof. The queue state at the next decision epoch b′ can be expressed in terms of
queue state at the current decision epoch b in terms of b′ = min{[b− a]+ + f , LB}.
The Q function in (3.9) can be rewritten as
Q(b, h, a) =c(b, h, a) + β∑
h′
Phh′
(
∑
b′
Pabb′V(b
′, h′)
)
=ctr(h, a) + wE f
[
[b− a]+ + f − LB
]+
+∑
h′
Phh′E f
[
V(min{[b− a]+ + f , LB}, h′)
]
.
Based on proof in Appendix 3.A, Q is nondecreasing in b for all V(b′, h′) that is non-
decreasing in b′. Based on the proof in Appendix 3.B, Q is L\-convex in (b, a) for all
V(b′, h′) that is L\-convex in b′. Consider V(b, h) = mina∈A Q(b, h, a) when Q(b, h, a)
is nondecreasing in b and L\-convex in (b, a). Let a∗(b, h) = arg mina∈A Q(b, h, a). We
have V(b, h) not only L\-convex in b according to Lemma 3.5.4, but also nondecreas-
ing in b since
V(b + 1, h)−V(b, h) = Q(b + 1, h, a∗(b + 1, h))−Q(b, h, a∗(b, h))
≥ Q(b + 1, h, a∗(b + 1, h))−Q(b, h, a∗(b + 1, h)) ≥ 0. (3.11)
Let DP in (3.8) start with V(0)(x) that is L\-convex and nondecreasing in b, e.g.,
V(0)(x) = 0 for all x. By induction, in each iteration, Q(x, a) is also L\-convex in
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(b, a) and nondecreasing in b. According to Lemma 3.5.4, the optimal policy θ∗(x)
determined by (3.10) is nondecreasing in b and θ∗(b + 1, h) ≤ θ∗(b, h) + 1 for all
(b, h).
Remark 3.5.6. Theorem 3.5.5 holds unconditionally, i.e., the monotonicity of θ∗ in b and the
bounded marginal effect θ∗(b + 1, h) ≤ θ∗(b, h) + 1 always exist regardless of the values of
system parameters such as the weight factor w, the discount factor β and the state transition
probabilityPaxx′ .
Here, θ∗(b+ 1, h) ≤ θ∗(b, h) + 1 means that, if we choose to transmit 2θ∗(b,h)-QAM
symbols in system state x = (b, h), the optimal modulation scheme is either 2θ
∗(b,h)-
QAM or 2θ
∗(b,h)+1-QAM for system state x = (b + 1, h).
It should be noted that the proof of the monotonicity of θ∗(x) due to the L\-
convexity of DP can be aligned with the results in the adaptive multiple-input and
multiple-output (MIMO) transmission control [32] and the Markov game modeled
adaptive modulation of cognitive radio [28]. In [32], the monotonicity of θ∗ in b was
shown by the multimodularity of Q in (b,−a). But b
−a
 =
 1 0
0 −1
 b
a
 = −M−12,1
 b
a
 ,
where M2,1 is the unimodular coordinate transform matrix that is defined in Sec-
tion 2.3. So, the multimodularity of Q in (b,−a) is equivalent to the L\-convexity
of Q in (b, a). In [28], the monotonicity of θ∗ was shown by the submodularity of
Q in (b, a). But, the Q function in [28] can also be expressed as a function of b− a.
According to Definition 3.5.2, the L\-convexity of g(x1, x2) = f (x1 − x2) in (x1, x2) is
equivalent to the submodularity of g(x1, x2) in (x1, x2).
3.5.2 Nondecreasing Optimal Policy in Queue and Channel States
We derive the sufficient condition for the optimal policy to be nondecreasing in both
queue occupancy and channel states as follows.
Theorem 3.5.7. If Phh′ is first order stochastic nondecreasing5 in h and
w ≤ ctr(h + 1, a) + ctr(h, a + 1)− ctr(h, a)− ctr(h + 1, a + 1) (3.12)
for all (h, a), the optimal policy θ∗(x) is nondecreasing in x = (b, h).
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Proof. If Phh′ is first order stochastic nondecreasing in h and inequality (3.12) holds
for all (h, a), we can prove that Q is submodular in (b, h, a) for all V(x′) that is
submodular in x′ = (b′, h′) (see Appendix 3.E). Based on the same induction method
as in the proof of Theorem 3.5.5, θ∗(x) is nondecreasing in x = (b, h).
Theorem 3.5.7 is in fact conditioned on the value of the weight factor w and
channel statistics.
Corollary 3.5.8. If w ≤ − 2 ln(5P¯b)1.5 ( 1Γh − 1Γh+1 ) for all h, inequality (3.12) holds.
Proof. Since
ctr(h + 1, a) + ctr(h, a + 1)− ctr(h, a)− ctr(h + 1, a + 1)
= −2
a ln(5P¯b)
1.5
(
1
Γh
− 1
Γh+1
) ≥ −2 ln(5P¯b)
1.5
(
1
Γh
− 1
Γh+1
),
inequality (3.12) holds if w ≤ − 2 ln(5P¯b)1.5 ( 1Γh − 1Γh+1 ) holds for all h.
The condition that Phh′ is first order stochastic nondecreasing in h in Theorem 3.5.7
is not hard to satisfy. The following corollary shows that it holds when the channel
experiences slow and flat fading with respect to the duration of decision epoch TD.
Here, slow means that the normalized Doppler frequency shift fDTD ≤ 0.01 [113],
where fD is the maximum Doppler shift.
Corollary 3.5.9. If the channel experiences slow and flat fading with respect to decision
duration TD, the channel transition probability Phh′ is first order stochastic nondecreasing in
h.
Proof. Because the fading is slow and flat, the channel transitions can be worked
out by level crossing rate (LCR) [113] and only happen between adjacent states, i.e.,
h′ ∈ {h− 1, h, h + 1}. Also, Phh′ = Ph′h and Phh′  Phh for all h′ 6= h. According to
Definition 3.D.1, for nondecreasing u, Phh′ is first order stochastic nondecreasing in h
because
∑
(h+1)′
P(h+1)(h+1)′u
(
(h + 1)′
)
−∑
h′
Phh′u(h′) ≥ (1− 2Ph(h+1))
(
u(h + 1)− u(h)
)
≥ 0,
where 1− 2Ph(h+1) ≥ 0 since Phh′  Phh and ∑h′ Phh′ = 1.
5See Appendix 3.D for the definition and explanation of first order stochastic dominance.
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Remark 3.5.10. The results in Theorems 3.5.5 and 3.5.7 and Corollaries 3.5.8 and 3.5.9 are
not conditioned on the fading type of channel, i.e., they can be applied to any fading type such
as Rayleigh, Rician and Nakagami.
3.5.3 Examples
For the adaptive m-QAM system as in Figure 3.2, let the decision rate be 103 decision-
s/sec, i.e., the duration of each decision epoch is TD = 10−3 second. We set queue
length LB = 15 packets, the maximum action Am = 5 bits/symbol, i.e., maximum 32-
QAM is allowed, and the BER constraint P¯e = 10−3. The number of packets arrived
is Poisson distributed: f (t) ∼ Pois(3) for all t. We set the discount factor β = 0.95.
Assume that the channel experiences slow and flat Rayleigh fading. Let the av-
erage SNR be 0dB and the maximum doppler shift be 10Hz (so that the normalized
Doppler frequency shift is fDTD = 0.01). We model the channel by an 8-state FSMC
by using equiprobable SNR partition method [113]. We first set w = 1. In this case,
Theorem 3.5.5 holds. By working out the SNR boundaries by the FSMC method
described in [113], it can be shown that Corollaries 3.5.8 and 3.5.9 hold. Therefore,
Theorem 3.5.7 also holds. As shown in Figure 3.4, θ∗ is nondecreasing in both b and
h and the increment of θ∗ from b to b + 1 for any fixed channel state h is bounded
by 1. From Figure 3.4, we can also see the differences between L\-convexity and sub-
modularity in terms of the resulting optimal policy: Since the monotonicity of θ∗ in
b is due to the L\-convexity, the increment of θ∗ from b to b + 1 is no greater than 1;
Since the monotonicity of θ∗ in h is due to the submodularity instead of L\-convexity,
the increment of θ∗ from h to h + 1 may exceed 1, e.g., when b = 6, the increment of
θ∗ from h = 7 to h = 8 is 2.
We then show examples that the monotonicity of θ∗ in h is not guaranteed if
either conditions in Theorem 3.5.7 is breached. We first change w to 400 to breach
the condition (3.12). The optimal policy is shown in Figure 3.5. We then set w back to
1 and change the channel transition probability as Pr(h′|h = 7) = 0 for all h′ except
Pr(h′ = 8|h = 7) = 1 and Pr(h′|h = 8) = 0 for all h′ except Pr(h′ = 1|h = 8) = 1.
The purpose is to make (3.12) hold but breach the stochastic dominance of Phh′ . The
optimal policy is shown in Figure 3.6. It can be seen from Figures 3.5 and 3.6 that θ∗
is not nondecreasing in h for all b. But, since Theorem 3.5.5 holds unconditionally,
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Figure 3.4: The optimal policy θ∗ in a 16-queue state 8-channel state cross-layer adap-
tive m-QAM system as shown in Figure 3.2, where BER constraint P¯e = 10−3, weight
factor w = 1. The channel experiences slow and flat Rayleigh fading with average
SNR being 0dB and maximum Doppler shift being 10Hz. In this system, both Theo-
rems 3.5.5 and 3.5.7 hold. θ∗ is nondecreasing in queue state b and channel state h.
Since the monotonicity in b is established by L\-convexity, the increment of θ∗ in b is
restricted by a bounded marginal effect, i.e., θ∗(b + 1, h) ≤ θ∗(b, h) + 1 for all (b, h).
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Figure 3.5: The optimal policy θ∗ in a 16-queue state 8-channel state cross-layer
adaptive m-QAM system as shown in Figure 3.2, where BER constraint P¯e = 10−3,
weight factor is w = 400. The channel experiences slow and flat Rayleigh fading
with average SNR being 0dB and maximum Doppler shift being 10Hz. In this
system, Theorem 3.5.7 does not hold. θ∗ is not nondecreasing in h for all b, e.g,
θ∗(b, h + 1) < θ∗(b, h) when b = 3 and h = 2.
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Figure 3.6: The optimal policy θ∗ in a 16-queue state 8-channel state cross-layer adap-
tive modulation system as shown in Figure 3.2, where BER constraint P¯b = 10−3,
weight factor is w = 1. But, the channel transition probability is not first order non-
decreasing, i.e., Theorem 3.5.7 does not hold. Therefore, θ∗ is not nondecreasing in h
for all b, e.g, θ∗(b, h + 1) < θ∗(b, h) when b = 2 and h = 5.
θ∗(b, h) ≤ θ∗(b + 1, h) ≤ θ∗(b, h) + 1 for all (b, h) in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
In Figure 3.7, we keep the same system settings as in Figure 3.5 except that we
change to a Nakagami fading channel with a shape parameter 2 (Nakagami-2). We
adopt the FSMC modeling method proposed in [119]. The same as Figure 3.5, in this
system, only Theorems 3.5.5 holds. Therefore, the optimal policy θ∗ is nondecreasing
in b and not in h.
3.6 Monotonic Policy Iteration
In this and next sections, we discuss how to utilize the monotonicity results derived
in Section 3.5 to relieve the computational complexity of DP. For this purpose, we
first propose a modified policy iteration (MPI) algorithm based on the L\-convexity
in this section and present a discrete stochastic minimization algorithm in Section 3.7.
MPI is a modified DP algorithm that was first introduced in [32, 34] based on the
submodularity of DP. The idea is to modify the DP function in (3.8) as
V(x) := min
a∈A(x)
Q(x, a), ∀x ∈ X (3.13)
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Figure 3.7: The optimal policy θ∗ in a 16-queue state 8-channel state cross-layer adap-
tive m-QAM system as shown in Figure 3.2, where BER constraint P¯e = 10−3, weight
factor is w = 400. The channel experiences slow and flat Nakagami-2 fading with
average SNR being 0dB and maximum Doppler shift being 10Hz. In this system,
Theorems 3.5.5 holds but Theorem 3.5.7 does not. So, θ∗ is only nondecreasing in b
and θ∗(b + 1, h) ≤ θ∗(b, h) + 1 for all (b, h).
where A(x) is a set or selection depending on state x and is defined as follows.
Let θ(x) = mina∈A Q(x). If θ is nondecreasing in b, instead of searching the whole
actions space A to get V(x), we just need to consider those actions that is no less
than θ(b− 1, h). Therefore, A(x) is defined as
A(x) = A(b, h) = {a : θ(b− 1, h) ≤ a ≤ Am},
where A(0, h) = A. (3.13) should be applied in the increasing order of the value of
b so that |A(x)| is progressively reducing. MPI and DP converge at the same rate.
The complexity in each iteration is O(|X |2|A|) for DP and O(|X |2|A(x)|) for MPI.
Since |A(x)| ≤ |A|, the computation load in MPI is less than that in DP. According
to Theorem 3.5.5, L\-convexity of DP holds unconditionally. Q is L\-convex in (b, a)
and θ is nondecreasing in b in each iteration of DP. In addition, θ(b, h) must be either
θ(b− 1, h) or θ(b− 1, h) + 1 according to the bounded marginal effect. We can define
A(x) = {θ(b− 1, h), θ(b− 1, h) + 1}.
Therefore, the time complexity of the MPI algorithm based on the L\-convexity of DP
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Figure 3.8: The time complexity of DP, MPI based on submodularity and MPI based
on L\-convexity in terms of the average number of calculations of Q per iteration.
The experiment is run on Rayleigh and Nakagami-2 fading channels with the system
parameters the same as in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.7, respectively, except that the
number of channel states in FSMC is varied from 2 to 10.
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can be reduced to O(|X |2).
We use the system settings with Rayleigh fading channel as in Figure 3.5 and
show the complexity of DP, MPI based on submodularity and MPI based on L\-
convexity by varying the number of channel states |H| in FSMC from 2 to 10. The
results are in Figure 3.8(a). In this figure, the time complexity is obtained as the num-
ber of calculations of Q averaged over iterations. It can be seen that the complexity of
the two MPI algorithms is less than that of DP. In addition, the complexity of the MPI
algorithm based on L\-convexity is much lower than the one based on submodular-
ity. We repeat the same experiment on a Nakagami-2 fading channel with the same
system settings as in Figure 3.7 and show the results in Figure 3.8(b). The complexity
of DP is the same as that in Figure 3.8(a) since we adopt the MDP model with the
same sizes of state and action spaces. The complexity of the MPI based L\-convexity
is the same in both figures, which is consistent with the results in this section: No
matter how fast θ(b, h) varies in b, |A(x)| ≤ 2 in the MPI based on L\-convexity.
3.7 Discrete Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approxi-
mation
Based on Assumption 3.1.3, |A| < |B|, i.e., the cardinality of the action set A is less
than that of the queue state set B. According to Theorem 3.5.5, there always exists an
optimal policy that is nondecreasing in queue state b. Denote this policy by θ∗mono. It
can be expressed by
θ∗mono(x) =

Am φ∗hAm ≤ b ≤ LB
...
1 φ∗h1 ≤ b < φ∗h2
0 0 ≤ b < φ∗h1
. (3.14)
For all i ∈ {1, . . . , Am}, φ∗hi is the optimal queue threshold when θ∗mono is switching
from action i − 1 to i in channel state h. Define φh = (φh1, . . . , φhAm). φh contains
the set of queue thresholds that are sufficient to describe a monotonic policy for all
b and a certain value of h. Let φ = (φ1,φ2, . . . ,φ|H|) be the queue threshold vector.
φ contains all queue thresholds that are sufficient to describe a deterministic policy
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θmono that is nondecreasing in b by
θmono(x) =
0 if {i : b ≥ φhi} = ∅max{i : b ≥ φhi} otherwise . (3.15)
Let Θmono be the set that contains all the deterministic stationary policies that
are nondecreasing in queue state b and Φ = {0, 1, . . . , LB + 1}|H|×Am be the queue
threshold space. Each θmono ∈ Θmono uniquely determines a queue threshold φ ∈ Φ
by
φhi = min{b : θmono(b, h) = i}. (3.16)
Based on Theorem 3.5.5, θ∗mono ∈ Θmono, which means that we just need to search
Θmono, a subset of the whole policy space, for θ∗mono. It is equivalent to searching the
queue threshold space Φ for φ∗, the optimal queue threshold vector that is deter-
mined by θ∗mono via (3.16). Therefore, problem (3.6) can be converted to a constrained
multivariate minimization problem as follows.
Theorem 3.7.1. The optimization problem (3.6) is equivalent to
min
φ∈Φ
J(φ)
s.t. φhi − φhi+1 ≤ 0, ∀h ∈ H, i ∈ {1, . . . , Am},
(3.17)
where J(φ) = ∑xE
[
∑∞t=0 βtc(x(t), θmono(x(t)))
∣∣x(0) = x]. Let φ∗ be the minimizer of
(3.17) and θ∗mono is determined by φ∗ via (3.16). θ∗mono is the optimal policy, the minimizer to
problem (3.6).
Proof. According to (3.5), J(φ) = ∑x Vθmono(x), where θmono ∈ Θmono is determined
by φ via (3.15). Then, (3.17) is in fact the problem minθmono ∑x Vθmono(x), which is
equivalent to (3.6).
Since the objective function J is an expectation and φ only takes integer values,
(3.17) is a discrete stochastic minimization problem with inequality constraints. The
constraints in (3.17) are due to the monotonicity of θmono in b. Given θmono ∈ Θmono,
φhi is determined by (3.16). Since θmono is nondecreasing in b, the queue thresholds
should satisfy φh1 ≤ φh2 ≤ . . . ≤ φhAm for all h. See examples in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: The optimal queue threshold vector φ∗ extracted from the optimal trans-
mission policy θ∗.
Consider using stochastic approximation algorithm to solve problem (3.17). We
present a DSPSA algorithm in Algorithm 3.1. This algorithm was first proposed
in [120]. It uses gradient based line search iterations and augmented Lagrangian
method6 to solve an inequality constrained stochastic minimization problem. It pro-
duces an estimation sequence of the minimizer {φ˜(n)} with φ˜(n) ∈ Φ˜ = [0, LB +
1]H×Am . In Algorithm 3.1,
υhi(φ) = φhi − φhi+1
is the constraint function in (3.17) and ΠΦ˜(φ˜) is a projection function that returns a
closest integer point (by Euclidean distance) in Φ to φ˜. The implementation details
of Algorithm 3.1 are described as follows.
3.7.1 Obtaining Gradients
Since (3.17) is a discrete optimization problem, we use the gradient calculation method
based on discrete midpoint convexity in [122]. The method is to generate ∆ =
(∆1, . . . ,∆D) with each tuple ∆d ∈ {−1, 1} being an independent Bernoulli random
variable with probability 0.5. The dth entry of g(φ˜(n)) is obtained by
gd(φ˜
(n)
) =
(
Jˆ
(
bφ˜(n)c+ 1 + ∆
2
)
− Jˆ
(
bφ˜(n)c+ 1− ∆
2
))
∆−1d . (3.18)
6Augmented Lagrangian is a combination of penalty and Lagrangian methods for solving con-
strained minimization problems. It is suggested in [121] to prevent the situation when the penalty
coefficient goes to infinity with the iteration index as in quadratic penalty method.
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Algorithm 3.1: DSPSA [120]
input : initial guess φ˜(0) (a D-tuple with D = |H|Am), total number of iterations N,
step size parameters A, B, α1 and α2 and the penalty coefficient R
output: ΠΦ˜(φ˜
(N))
1 begin
2 set Lagrangian multiplier λ(0)hi = 0 for all h and i;
3 for n=1 to N do
4 a(n) = A
(B+n)α1 ;
5 r(n) = Rnα2 ;
6 obtain g at φ˜(n−1) by using simulated objective function Jˆ in (3.19);
7 update estimation by φ˜(n) =
φ˜
(n−1) − a(n)
(
g(φ˜(n−1)) +∑h ∑i max{0,λ(n−1)hi + r(n)υhi(φ˜(n))}∇υhi(φ˜(n))
)
;
8 update Lagrangian multiplier by λ(n)hi = max
{
0,λ(n−1)hi + r
(n)υhi(φ
(n))
}
for all
h and i;
9 endfor
10 end
On the other hand, ∇υhi(φ˜(n)) is the gradient of the constraint function υhi at φ˜(n).
Since υhi is linear, ∇υhi(φ˜(n)) is simply the coefficients in υhi.
3.7.2 Simulated Objective Function
Jˆ is the noisy measurement of the objective function J. The method of obtaining Jˆ(φ˜)
is to simulate the sequence {x(t)}. Here, {x(t)} is governed by the Markov chain
with the state transition probability being Pr(x(t+1)|x(t)) = Pθmono(x(t))
x(t)x(t+1)
. θmono(x) is
determined by φ˜ via (3.15). We obtain
Jˆ(φ˜) = ∑
x(0)∈X
T
∑
t=0
βtc(x(t), θmono(x(t))). (3.19)
T is the simulation length and depends on β in that the simulation stops until the
increments over several successive decision epochs are blow a small threshold (10−4).
Since Jˆ is obtained by simulation rather than calculation, we call it simulated objective
function.
Obtaining Jˆ only requires a simulation model instead of the full knowledge of
the state transition probability Pa
(t)
x(t)x(t+1)
. According to (3.1) and (3.2), by knowing the
packet arrival probability, the queue length LB, the channel statistics that are suffi-
cient for FSMC modeling (in Assumption 3.1.4) and a monotonic policy θmono, the
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simulation model is able to generate sequence {x(t)} according to the state transition
probability Pr(x(t+1)|x(t)) = Pθmono(x(t))
x(t)x(t+1)
. Jˆ in (3.19) can also be obtained online. The
method is to let the scheduler adopt the policy θmono and get Jˆ as the actual cost
incurred over time. The DSPSA algorithm then uses Jˆ to adapt the current policy. By
repeating this process, due to the convergence of the DSPSA algorithm, the scheduler
can have the policy gradually adapted to the optimal one.
3.7.3 Step Size Parameters and Penalty Coefficient
The step size parameters, A, B, α1 and α2, and the penalty coefficient R in Algo-
rithm 3.1 are crucial for the convergence performance of DSPSA algorithms. We
adopt the method of choosing A, B, α1, α2 and R suggested in [120, 123]7: A = 0.015
B = 100, α1 = 0.602, α2 = 0.1 and R = 10. DSPSA always starts with φ˜
(0)
= 0.
3.7.4 Complexity and Convergence Performance
One advantage of DSPSA is its low complexity: The estimation of g in each iteration
only requires two simulations of Jˆ. It is proved in [120, 122, 124, 125] that DSPSA
algorithm, when applied to the optimization problem (3.17), has the queue thresh-
old estimation sequence {φ(n)} and the Lagrangian multiplier estimation sequence
{λ(n)} converge to the optimal ones in probability. To show the convergence perfor-
mance of DSPSA, we do the following experiment.
We set duration of decision epoch TD = 10−3 second, queue length LB = 15
packets, the maximum action Am = 5 bits/symbol, f (t) ∼ Pois(3) and the BER
constraint P¯e = 10−3. The channel is Rayleigh fading with average SNR being 0dB
and maximum Doppler shift being 10Hz. It is modeled by an 8-state FSMC. We set
the discount factor β to 0.95 and the total number of iterations N in DSPSA to 5000.
We first choose w = 100 and apply DSPSA to search the optimal threshold vector φ∗.
The convergence performance is shown in Figure 3.10, where φ∗ is determined by the
optimal policy θ∗ searched by DP. The results in Figure 3.11 shows the convergence
performance when we change w to 400. We then keep the system settings and change
the fading type to Nakagami-2. The convergence results are shown in Figure 3.12.
7The authors in [123] presented an implementation guide for the designers to choose the step size
parameters when applying DSPSA for practical problems. The experiments in the subsequent works,
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Figure 3.10: Convergence performance of DSPSA when LB = 15 packets, Am = 5
bit/second, f (t) ∼ Pois(3) and P¯e = 10−3. The channel is Rayleigh fading with
average SNR being 0dB and maximum Doppler shift being 10Hz. It is modeled by
an 8-state FSMC. The weight factor is w = 100.
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Figure 3.11: Convergence performance of DSPSA when the parameters are the same
as in Figure 3.10, except that w = 400.
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Figure 3.12: Convergence performance of DSPSA when LB = 15 packets, Am = 5
bits/second, f (t) ∼ Pois(3) and P¯e = 10−3. The channel is Nakagami-2 fading with
average SNR being 0dB and maximum Doppler shift being 10Hz. It is modeled by
an 8-state FSMC. The weight factor is w = 400.
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It can be seen from Figures 3.10 to 3.12 that DSPSA converges to φ∗ and the
convergence speed of DSPSA when w = 400 is faster than that when w = 100. We
provide two possible reasons why DSPSA converges faster with higher value of w.
One is the shape of the objective function J in the neighborhood of the local mini-
mizer. A study in [126] shows that stochastic steepest descent algorithms converge
faster for strongly convex functions than for non-strongly ones on average. The other
reason is the step size parameters. We follow the suggestions in [123] to set the values
of step size parameters. But, there may exist a different set of step size parameters
with which the convergence performance when w = 100 could be improved.
The other advantage of DSPSA, as compared to DP, is that it is a simulation-
based algorithm the running of which does not require the full knowledge of MDP.
In Figure 3.13, we show the convergence performance when we change the value of
weight factor w and the channel fading type in the middle of the DSPSA algorithm.
It can be seen that DSPSA is able to adaptively track the optimum and the optimizer
when the system parameters, including the fading type, change. It also implies that
DSPSA can be combined with model-free learning algorithms so that the optimal
transmission policy can be learned in real time.
3.8 Summary
In this chapter, we studied an MDP modeled cross-layer adaptive m-QAM problem
and proved the submodularity of DP that was defined on lattice (X ×A,∨,∧), where
X ×A formed an integral vector set. The submodularity gave rise to the monotonic-
ity of the optimal policy. In fact, we proved the L\-convexity of DP, which was a
special case of submodularity so that the variation of the monotonic optimal policy
was restricted by a bounded marginal effect. To relieve the curse of dimensionality
of DP, we presented two low complexity algorithms: MPI based on L\-convexity and
DSPSA. We showed that the complexity of MPI based on L\-convexity is much lower
than DP [34] and MPI based on submodularity [32]. We ran numerical experiments
to show the convergence performance of DSPSA. It was shown that DSPSA allowed
the decision maker to adaptively trace the optimal policy.
It should be pointed out that main purpose of this chapter is to prove the mono-
e.g., [120], proved that this method could provide good convergence performance for DSPSA.
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Figure 3.13: Convergence performance of DSPSA when the system parameters
change. For the first 5000 iterations, we set w = 300 and the channel to Rayleigh
fading with average SNR being 0dB and maximum Doppler shift being 10Hz. For
the second 5000 iterations, we change w to 20. For the third 5000 iterations, we switch
to a Nakagami-2 fading channel with average SNR being 0dB and maximum Doppler
shift being 10Hz. The other parameters are the same as in Figure 3.10.
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tonicity of the optimal policy in the cross-layer adaptive m-QAM system. The MPI
and DSPSA are presented as two examples of how to utilize the monotonicity to im-
prove the optimal policy learning process. However, the application is not restricted
to MPI and DSPSA. One can always consider applying the results in Section 3.5
to other reinforcement learning algorithms, e.g., the Q-learning, Sarsa and Monte
Carlo methods in [35]. An example is the structured Q-learning algorithm proposed
in [127,128], where the standard Q-learning algorithm in [129] was adapted based on
the submodular constraint to improve the rate of convergence. In addition, one may
consider the random search or simulated annealing algorithms for solving prob-
lem (3.17). By applying an upper bound on the average transmission power con-
sumption, we can make the adaptive modulation problem more practical in wireless
communications. In this case, the MDP model is a constrained one and it will be
worth understanding if the DP is still L\-convex and/or submodular so that we still
have a monotonic optimal transmission policy.
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Appendix
3.A Monotonicity of Q in b in Proof of Theorem 3.5.5
Define ϕo(y, f ) =
[
[y]+ + f − LB
]+ and Vˆ(y, f , h) = wϕo(y, f ) + βV(min{[y]+ +
f , LB}, h). We can write Q(b, h, a) = ctr(h, a) +∑h′ Phh′E f [Vˆ(b− a, f , h′)]. Then, func-
tion Q contains two parts: ctr(h, a) which is a function of (h, a) and ∑h′ Phh′E f [Vˆ(b−
a, f , h′)] which is a function of (b, a, h). Assume V(x′) is nondecreasing in b′. It is
straightforward to see that ϕo(y, f ) and min{[y]+ + f , LB} are nondecreasing in y.
So, βV(min{[y]+ + f , LB}, h′) is nondecreasing in y. Therefore, Vˆ(y, f , h) is nonde-
creasing in y. Q is nondecreasing in b, since
Q(b + 1, h, a)−Q(b, h, a) =∑
h′
Phh′E f [Vˆ(b− a + 1, f , h′)− Vˆ(b− a, f , h′)] ≥ 0.
3.B L\-convexity of Q in (b, a) in Proof of Theorem 3.5.5
Since the addition of two L\-convex functions is L\-convex [83], Q is L\-convex if
both ctr(h, a) and ∑h′ Phh′E f [Vˆ(b− a, f , h′)] are L\-convex in (b, a). Since ctr is just a
function of a, it suffices to show that ctr is L\-convex in a. ctr is L\-convex in a since
2a is convex in a.
Consider the L\-convexity of ∑h′ Phh′E f [Vˆ(b− a, f , h′)]. Since the expectation of
L\-convex function is L\-convex [83], it suffices to show the L\-convexity of Vˆ(b −
a, f , h) in (b, a). By Definition 3.5.2, we need to prove that ψ(b, a, f , h′, ζ) = Vˆ(b −
a, f , h′) is submodular in (b, a). But, by Definition 3.5.1, ψ(b, a, f , h′, ζ) is submodular
in (b, a) since
ψ(b + 1, a, f , h′, ζ) + ψ(b, a + 1, f , h′, ζ)− ψ(b, a, f , h′, ζ)− ψ(b + 1, a + 1, f , h′, ζ)
= Vˆ(b− a + 1, f , h′) + Vˆ(b− a− 1, f , h′)− 2Vˆ(b− a, f , h′) ≥ 0 (3.20)
for all (b, a). See the proof that Vˆ(y, f , h) is L\-convex in y in Appendix 3.C for the last
step in (3.20). Therefore, Q is L\-convex in (b, a). Note that since Vˆ can be expressed
as a function of b− a based on the queue state transition probability, the L\-convexity
of Vˆ(b− a, f , h) in (b, a) is equivalent to the L\-convexity of Vˆ(y, f , h′) in y as shown
in (3.20).
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3.C L\-convexity of Vˆ(y, f , h) in y in Appendix 3.B
For V(x′) that is L\-convex in b′, Vˆ(y, f , h) is L\-convex in y because
Vˆ(y + 1, f , h) + Vˆ(y− 1, f , h)− 2Vˆ(y, f , h)
= w
(
ϕo(y + 1, f ) + ϕo(y− 1, f )− 2ϕo(y, f )
)
+ β
(
V
(
min{[y + 1]+ + f , LB}, h
)
+V
(
min{[y− 1]+ + f , LB}, h
)
− 2V
(
min{[y]+ + f , LB}, h
))
=

0 y < 0
w
(
ϕo(1, f )− ϕo(0, f )
)
−β
(
V(min{1+ f , LB}, h)−V( f , h)
)
≥ 0 y = 0
β
(
V(y˜ + 1, h) +V(y˜− 1, h)− 2V(y˜, h)
)
≥ 0 0 < y < LB − f
w + β
(
V(LB − 1, h)−V(LB, h)
)
y = LB − f
0 LB − f < y ≤ LB
,
where y˜ = y + f . Note, the inequality in the case of y = 0 is due to the mono-
tonicity of ϕo(y, f ) in y and V(b′, h′) in b′. Let a∗b = arg mina Q(LB, h, a) and a
∗
LB−1 =
arg mina Q(LB − 1, h, a). We have
V(b, h)−V(b + 1, h) = Q(b, h, a∗b)−Q(LB, h, a∗b+1) ≥ Q(b, h, a∗b)−Q(b + 1, h, a∗b)
=∑
h′
Phh′E f
[
Vˆ(b− a, f , h)− Vˆ(b + 1− a, f , h)
]
≥ −w. (3.21)
So, w + β
(
V(LB − 1, h)−V(LB, h)
)
≥ w− wβ ≥ 0. Therefore, Vˆ is L\-convex in y.
3.D First Order Stochastic Dominance
Stochastic dominance is the stochastic ordering that is used in decision analysis. It
describes the situation that a probability distribution is superior to another in terms
of the expected outcomes or costs.
Definition 3.D.1 (first order stochastic dominance [130]). Let ρ˜(x) be a random selection
on space X where x conditions the random selection, then ρ˜(x) is first order stochastically
nondecreasing in x if E[u(ρ˜(x+))] ≥ E[u(ρ˜(x−))] for all nondecreasing functions u and
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x+ ≥ x−.
3.E Proof of Submodularity of Q in (b, h, a) in Theorem 3.5.7
Assume that V(x′) is submodular in x′ = (b′, h′). Q is submodular in (b, h) because
Q(b, h + 1, a) + Q(b, h, a + 1)−Q(b, h, a)−Q(b, h + 1, a + 1)
= ctr(h + 1, a) + ctr(h, a + 1)− ctr(h, a)− ctr(h + 1, a + 1)
+ ∑
(h+1)′
P(h+1)(h+1)′E f
[
Vˆ(b− a, f , (h + 1)′)− Vˆ(b− a− 1 f , (h + 1)′)
]
+∑
h′
Phh′E f
[
Vˆ(b− a− 1, f , h′)− Vˆ(b− a, f , h′)
]
≥ w +∑
h′
Phh′E f
[
Vˆ(b− a− 1, f , h′)− Vˆ(b− a, f , h′)
]
(3.22)
≥ w− w ≥ 0, (3.23)
Q(b + 1, h, a) + Q(b, h + 1, a)−Q(b, h, a)−Q(b + 1, h + 1, a)
= ∑
(h+1)′
P(h+1)(h+1)′E f
[
V(min{[b− a]+ + f , LB}, (h + 1)′)
−V(min{[b− a + 1]+ + f , LB}, (h + 1)′)−∑
h′
Phh′E f
[
V(min{[b− a]+ + f , LB}, h′)
−V(min{[b− a + 1]+ + f , LB}, h′)
] ≥ 0 (3.24)
and
Q(b + 1, h, a) + Q(b, h, a + 1)−Q(b, h, a)−Q(b + 1, h, a + 1) ≥ 0. (3.25)
The inequality in (3.22) is because Vˆ is nondecreasing in y as proved in Appendix 3.A.
The inequality in (3.23) is because ∑h′ Phh′E f
[
Vˆ(b− a− 1, f , h′)− Vˆ(b− a, f , h′)
]
≥
−w as proved in (3.21). The inequality in (3.24) is because of the submodularity
of V(x′) in x′ = (b′, h′) and first order stochastic monotonicity of Phh′ in h. The
inequality in (3.25) is due to the L\-convexity of Q in (b, a) as shown in Appendix 3.B.
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Chapter 4
Adaptive Modulation in Two-way
Relay Channel
In this chapter, we consider the adaptive modulation problem in a network-coded
two-way relay channel (NC-TWRC). We propose a two-player game model that is
parameterized by the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of two user-to-user channels and
prove that it is a supermodular game, i.e., the cost function to each user is submod-
ular. The supermodularity of the game ensures the existence of pure strategy Nash
equilibria (PSNEs), which form a complete lattice. We reveal the Pareto order of
the extremal PSNEs, the largest and smallest PSNEs, and show the symmetry and
monotonicity of them.
Consider the two-way relay network in Figure 4.1. There are two terminal/end
users in the system. They can only communicate via a relay, the center node labeled
by ‘R’, over wireless channel. The relay exchanges the messages from users 1 and 2
by adopting a two-phase amplify-and-forward network coding scheme [131, 132]. In
phase I, the multiple access (MAC) stage, two users transmit messages x1 and x2 to
the relay simultaneously. In phase II, the amplify and forward (AF) stage, the relay
broadcasts z, the superposition of the received signals in phase I. Since a user knows
its own message, each user subtracts the self-interference term from z and extracts
the message sent by the other. It was shown in [131] that this network coding scheme
offered a higher spectral efficiency than the conventional one-way relaying method.
We call the system in Figure 4.1 network-coded two-way relay channel (NC-TWRC).
By assuming that both terminal users in Figure 4.1 adopt adaptive m-QAM mod-
ulation mechanism in Figure 4.1, we have an adaptive m-QAM NC-TWRC system
as shown in Figure 4.2. The problem left to each scheduler is how to find the best
53
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user 1
x1
R
x2
user 2
phase I: multiple access (MAC)
user 1
z
R
z
user 2
phase II: amplify and forward (AF)
Figure 4.1: Two-phase physical layer network coding (PNC) scheme using amplify-
and-forward (AF) protocol [131, 132] in the network-coded two-way relay channel
(NC-TWRC).
scheduler 1
m-QAM
transmitter R
scheduler 2
m-QAM
transmitter
user 1 user 2
Figure 4.2: Adaptive m-QAM modulation in NC-TWRC: Each scheduler makes its
own decision to optimize its transmission error rate and the spectral efficiency in the
system.
transmission scheme that minimizes the transmission error rate and improves the
total spectral efficiency in NC-TWRC. One way to solve the problem is to directly
apply the conventional single-agent adaptive modulation method in [133–135], e.g.,
letting the users make decisions separately based on SNRs of their corresponding
user-to-user channels without considering the other users decision/action. For ex-
ample, in [133], the average bit-error-rate (BER) is defined as a function of the bit rate
in the m-QAM modulation and user-to-user SNR so that, by assuming the Rayleigh
fading of the user-to-relay channels, the optimal SNR thresholds correspond to dif-
ferent levels of m-QAM scheme to one user can be worked out based on the statistics
of the corresponding user-to-user channel. But, does the optimal modulation scheme
just depend on the SNR of the user-to-user channel? We show in the following
context that the spectral efficiency in a two-way relay channel is determined by the
combination of the decisions of both users, a fact that is overlooked in [133–135].
Therefore, the conventional single-agent adaptive modulation scheme may not be
the best choice for NC-TWRC.
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In any adaptive modulation method for NC-TWRC, the decisions of both sched-
ulers are made in phase I, the MAC phase. By considering the SNRs of user-to-
user channels, the transmission error rate in the system is minimized. But, does
the conventional single-agent adaptive modulation method also optimize the spec-
tral efficiency in NC-TWRC? Before answering this question, it is worth discussing
what contributes to the overall spectral efficiency in NC-TWRC. It can be seen in
Figure 4.1 that the spectral efficiency is determined by the number of bits per trans-
mission, or broadcast, at the relay in phase II, which is affected by the decisions of
both schedulers in phase I. So, a decision made by just considering the user-to-user
channels does not necessarily optimize the spectral efficiency. For example, assume
that the SNR of user 1-to-user 2 channel is very low and by following the single-agent
adaptive modulation scheme, scheduler 1 would choose holding (not transmitting)
in order to maintain a good average transmission error rate. Assume that scheduler
2 decides to transmit an 8-QAM symbol at this time. Due to scheduler 2’s action, if
scheduler 1 changes his/her decision to transmitting, the number of bits broadcast
by the relay in phase II will be increased from 3 to at least 4.1 If the gain in spectral
efficiency is greater than the loss in transmission error rate, holding is not so good
as transmitting for scheduler 1, i.e., the single-agent adaptive modulation transmis-
sion scheme is not optimal in this case. In addition to deciding whether or not to
transmit, scheduler 1 should also determine the number of bits in the QAM symbol,
e.g., 2, 4 or 8-QAM, by considering the quantified gains and losses in both trans-
mission error rate and spectral efficiency. From this example, it can be seen that the
spectral efficiency in NC-TWRC depends on the joint decisions of both schedulers.
Therefore, to make optimal decisions in the adaptive m-QAM NC-TWRC system in
Figure 4.2, a scheduler should consider not only the SNR of the user-to-user channel,
but also the decision made by the other scheduler. Then, the adaptive modulation
problem in NC-TWRC is a multi-agent, instead of a single-agent, optimization prob-
lem. On the other hand, the 5th generation (5G) wireless network based on IEEE
802.11ac standard should be able to support emerging services such as [138, 139] of
high data rate (tens of Gbps). Therefore, it is important to utilize the wireless channel
more efficiently and it would be of interest to see if the multi-agent decision making
1It means that if one user decides to transmit, the other intends to transmit, too, in order to enhance
the spectral efficiency. This strategic complementary behavior has also been described by the cost
function in the transmission control problems in NC-TWRC in [77,136,137]. However, the transmission
control problems in [77,136,137] only decide whether or not to transmit. In addition, the study in [136]
assumes perfect or error-free channels, i.e., it does not consider the fading effects of wireless channels.
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techniques can be applied to the NC-TWRC system to further improve the spectrum
efficiency.
In this chapter, we consider a game theoretic approach, a multi-agent decision-
making framework, for the adaptive modulation problem in the NC-TWRC in Fig-
ure 4.2. In the proposed game model, the cost associated with the spectral efficiency
is quantified based on the actions of both users. We show that the strategic com-
plementarity in NC-TWRC system is naturally captured by the supermodular game
theory [1, 36, 40], base on which, a two-player game model for the adaptive modula-
tion problem in NC-TWRC is proposed. We prove the supermodularity of this game,
which guarantees the existence of pure strategy Nash equilibria (PSNEs). The two
extremal, the largest and smallest, PSNEs can be determined by a greedy recursive
algorithm within a finite number of iterations. Our study also reveals the Pareto or-
der of the extremal PSNEs, where it is shown that the largest and smallest PSNEs are
Pareto worst and best PSNEs, respectively. Finally, we derive the sufficient conditions
for the extremal PSNEs to be symmetric and monotonic in channel SNRs.
4.1 System
In the NC-TWRC system in Figure 4.2, schedulers 1 and 2 decide the number of bits
per QAM symbol of their own m-QAM transmitters. The objective of each scheduler
is two-fold: (a) to minimize the BER over the user-to-user channel, and (b) to optimize
the spectral efficiency, i.e., maximize the number of bits exchanged between two
users. Let i ∈ {1, 2}, we list the assumption in this system as follows.
Assumption 4.1.1. Let ai ∈ Ai = {0, 1, . . . , Am} be the strategy taken by scheduler i. ai
denotes the number of bits per QAM symbol except that ai = 0 denotes no transmission. A
decision that determines the value of ai is made at each symbol duration by scheduler i.
Assumption 4.1.2. We assume that users adopt amplify-and-forward physical layer network
coding (AF-PNC) scheme [132, 133, 140, 141] as follows. In Figure 4.1, assume that x1 and
x2 are two messages sent from user 1 and user 2, respectively, in phase I. The received signal
at the relay is z = ∑2i=1
√
Pihixi + nr. The relay broadcasts an amplified version of z to the
end users in phase II. Here, Pi is the symbol power consumed by scheduler i to transmit xi, hi
is the gain of the fading channel from user i to the relay, nr is the noise at the relay. Scheduler
i receives the broadcast signal yi = G
√
Prhiz + ni where Pr is the power consumed by the
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relay to broadcast z and ni is the noise at user i. Since scheduler i knows its own symbol, the
self interference term G
√
Pr
√
Pih2i xi is subtracted from yi. The remaining signal
yˆi = G
√
Pr
√
P−ihih−ix−i + G
√
Pihinr + ni
is demodulated. Here, −i = {1, 2} \ i denotes the other scheduler/user. Let σ2r , σ21 and
σ22 be the noise power of nr, n1 and n2, respectively. G is a scaling factor that the relay
uses to normalize the average per-symbol power and is given by G =
√
1
P1|h1|2+P2|h2|2+σ2r
[133,140,141]. Denote γi the SNR of the wireless channel from user i to −i and assume that
the user-to-relay channels are reciprocal. The value of γi is [132]
γi =
Pr Pi |hi |2|h−i |2
σ2−iσ2r
P−i |h−i |2
σ2−i
+ 1G2σ2r
. (4.1)
Assumption 4.1.3. The schedulers and relay transmit/broadcast symbols by unit transmis-
sion power, i.e., Pr = P1 = P2 = 1. Scheduler i obtains the instantaneous values of both
γ1 and γ2 to assist the decision making. Let Γi be the set that contains all possible values
of γi and Γ = Γ1 × Γ2, where × denotes the Cartesian product. We define an SNR vector
γ = (γ1,γ2) ∈ Γ. Here, Γi could be an infinite or finite set. The game model proposed in
this chapter can be applied to both cases. But, we just consider the finite case, i.e., the entire
SNR range is quantized into finite number of regions so that Γi is a finite set for i ∈ {1, 2}.
It should be noted that there exist channel estimation methods for each scheduler
to obtain the instantaneous value of γ1 and γ2. For example, by adopting the two-
phase training protocol proposed in [142], the instantaneous values of h1 and h2 can
be estimated. By assuming that both schedulers obtain the values of σ21 , σ
2
2 and
σ2r , γ1 and γ2 can be derived by (4.1). In this chapter, we consider the game with
perfect information, i.e., we assume the perfect channel estimation. In addition, in a
system when there are more than two users, the SNR can be replaced by the signal-
to-interference-ratio (SINR), e.g., [143]. However, this replacement does not affect the
main result, the supermodularity of the game model, in this chapter.
4.2 Game Formulation
We propose a two-player game model for the adaptive modulation problem in NC-
TWRC in Figure 4.2 as follows.
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4.2.1 Two-player Game model
Let the game be denoted by Ωγ = {N, Γ, {Ai, ci(γi, a)}Ni=1}.2 In this game,
• N = 2 denotes the number of schedulers/users;
• a = (a1, a2) ∈ A is a strategy profile, the joint strategy taken by two schedulers,
and A = A1 ×A2 = {0, 1, . . . , Am}2 is the strategy profile set. We also use the
notation a = (ai, a−i) in this chapter, where ai and a−i denote the strategy of
scheduler i and the strategy of the other scheduler, respectively;
• ci : Γi ×A 7→ R+ is the cost function that quantifies the losses associated with
transmission error rate and spectrum efficiency. We define ci as
ci(γi, a) = ci(γi, ai, a−i)
= wce(γi, ai) + ct(ai) + cr(a), (4.2)
where w > 0 is a weight factor. ce, ct and cr are defined as follows.
We define ce : Γi ×Ai 7→ R+ as the cost function that quantifies the loss incurred
by the transmission BER. We consider two expressions of ce. One is
ce(γi, ai) = 0.2 exp
(
− 1.5γi
2ai − 1
)
, (4.3)
where ce denotes the upper BER bound of transmitting 2ai -QAM symbol when the
SNR of the user-to-user channel is γi [104, 106, 116]. The other is
ce(γi, ai) =
− ln(5P¯b)(2ai − 1)
1.5γi
, (4.4)
where ce denotes the minimal symbol power required to transmit 2ai -QAM symbol
with an average BER less than a constraint P¯b ≤ 0.2. We set P¯b = 10−3. Note,
defining ce as in (4.4) does not necessarily mean that variable symbol power will
be consumed to transmit 2ai -QAM symbols. As assumed in Assumption 4.1.3, we
consider constant transmission power. Equation (4.4) just shows another way of
quantifying the transmission error loss. In Section 4.4, we will show the advantage
of defining ce as in (4.4): The resulting PSNEs are monotonically increasing in γ.
2The normal form game model is Ω = {N, {Ai, ci(a)}Ni=1} [144]. Here, Ωγ can be considered a
normal form game that is parameterized by γ, i.e., for each value of γ, there is a game in normal form.
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We define ct : Ai 7→ R+ as
ct(ai) =
1
ai + 1
so that ct is inversely proportional to the transmission rate of user i. We define
cr : Ai 7→ R+ as
cr(a) =
a−i
ai + 1
.
Here, cr models the strategic complementary behaviors of two schedulers when they
are trying to enhance the spectral efficiency: In order to minimize cr, if scheduler −i
increases a−i, scheduler i tends to increase ai. On the other hand, the definition of
cr also promotes equal share of the spectrum of the communication channel between
two users. The equilibrium point by considering cr alone is when users take the
same strategy, i.e., ai = a−i. It can be seen that ct(ai) + cr(a) =
a−i+1
ai+1
determines the
costs in losing spectral efficiency in NC-TWRC. Therefore, ci is a weighted-sum cost
of transmission error rate and spectral efficiency.3 We show in Section 4.2.3 that the
game model differs from the conventional single-agent adaptive modulation method
in the presence of cr.
4.2.2 Nash Equilibria
Denote a pure strategy θ : Γ 7→ A as θ(γ) = (θ1(γ), θ2(γ)) where θi(γ) determines
the strategy of scheduler i by following θ when the SNR vector γ takes a certain
value. The pure strategy Nash equilibrium (PSNE) is defined as follows.
Definition 4.2.1 (PSNE). A pure strategy θ∗ is a Nash equilibrium of Ωγ if
ci(γi, θ∗i (γ), θ
∗
−i(γ)) ≤ ci(γi, θi(γ), θ∗−i(γ))
for all i ∈ {1, 2}, θi and γ .
It should be noted that a PSNE is a function of γ = (γ1,γ2), i.e., if a PSNE θ
is adopted as the adaptive modulation scheme in Fig. 4.2, each scheduler is only
required to know the instantaneous SNRs or two user-to-user channels instead of the
other scheduler’s strategy.
3Since there is naturally a tradeoff between transmission error rate and spectral efficiency, they
cannot be optimized at the same time. In the definition of ci in (4.2), we adopted the scalarization
approach in the multi-objective optimization [145]: defining the total cost as the weighted-sum of all
costs. The purpose is to seek the Pareto optimality [145] between transmission error rate and spectral
efficiency.
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4.2.3 Single-agent Adaptive Modulation
One can see that if we omit cr in the cost function ci, the optimization problem
reduces to
min
ai∈Ai
{wce(γi, ai) + ct(ai)}, ∀i ∈ {1, 2}, (4.5)
which is a conventional single-agent adaptive modulation problem as proposed in
[104–106, 146], which has been applied to NC-TWRC in [133–135]. The optimization
problem in (4.5) can be solved separately for two terminal users, where the optimal
decision of user i is a function of the corresponding user-to-user SNR γi. Both the
conventional single-agent adaptive and the game-theoretical adaptive modulation
approaches require the decision-making at the end users rather than the relay, i.e., in
phase II, the relay simply amplifies and forwards whatever it receives from the two
end users without any scheduling. The difference lies in what needs to be known
to assist the decision-making: In the conventional single-agent adaptive modulation
method, each user only needs to know the SNR of its corresponding user-to-user
channel, i.e., user 1 knows γ1 and user 2 knows γ2; In the game-theoretical adaptive
modulation approach, both users need to know γ1 and γ2, the SNRs of two user-to-
user channels. However, according to equation (4.1), the values of both γi depend on
the estimations of h1 and h2. If we adopt the channel estimation technique proposed
in [142], the values of h1 and h2 can be estimated at both end users. In this case, the
overhead in obtaining the necessary information for adopting an PSNE are the same
as in the conventional single-agent adaptive modulation method in [133–135].
4.3 Pure Strategy Nash Equilibrium
Pure strategy is always more preferred to randomized one because of its simplicity.
But, Nash equilibrium is not in the form of pure strategy in general. The remaining
question is whether one can prove the existence of PSNEs in Ωγ. In this section
we show that this question can be easily answered by showing the supermodularity
of game Ωγ. The work in this section is based on the studies on supermodular
game in [36, 39, 40]. We first introduce the definitions of super/submodularity and
supermodular game (SupG) and some existing results on SupG as follows.
Let ∨ and ∧ be component-wise maximization and minimization, respectively,
and (L,∨,∧), where L ⊆ RK. The submodularity on the real lattice (L,∨,∧) is
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defined as follows.
Definition 4.3.1 (Submodularity on real lattice [1–3]). f : L 7→ R is submodular if
f (x) + f (y) ≤ f (x ∨ y) + f (x ∧ y) for all x ∈ L; If L ⊆ ZK, f : L 7→ R is submodular if
f (x + χi) + f (x + χj) ≥ f (x) + f (x + χi + χj) for all x ∈ L and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
Recall that (L,∨,∧) is a complete lattice if ∨L′ ∈ L and ∧L′ ∈ L for all L′ ⊂ L.
We have the supermodularity of Ωγ defined as follows.
Definition 4.3.2 (SupG [39, 40]). Ωγ is supermodular if Ai is a complete lattice and ci is
submodular in a = (a1, a2) for all i and γ.4
Due to Tarski fixed-point theorem [37], PSNEs always exist in SupG [36]. Besides,
a SupG also has the following properties.
Lemma 4.3.3 (Properties of SupG [36,39,40]). If Ωγ is supermodular, the following hold.
(a) PSNE exists. For each γ, the set of PSNEs is a complete lattice, i.e., there exist a largest
PSNE θ∗ and a smallest PSNE θ∗.
(b) θ∗ and θ∗ can be found by Cournot tatonnement: Define maximal best response function
ψ : Γ×A 7→ A with the ith tuple being ψi(γ, a−i) = max{arg minai∈Ai ci(γi, ai, a−i)}.
Let θ(0)(γ) = sup(A) for all γ.5 The sequence {θ(k)(γ)} generated by iteration
θ(γ) := ψ(γ, θ(γ))
converges monotonically downward to θ∗(γ) for all γ. Similarly, Let ψ be the minimal
best response function and θ(0)(γ) = inf(A) for all γ. The sequence {θ(k)(γ)} generated
by iteration
θ(γ) := ψ(γ, θ(γ))
converges monotonically upward to θ∗(γ) for all γ.
(c) If ci(ai, a−i) is nondecreasing in a−i for all i, then PSNEs are Pareto ordered such that
ci(γi, θ∗(γ)) ≤ ci(γi, θ∗(γ)) for all i and γ, i.e., θ∗ Pareto dominates θ∗.
4‘Supermodular’ in SupG denotes the supermodularity of the utility function in the game model.
Since the cost is the negative of utility, the submodularity of the cost function contributes to the super-
modularity of game.
5sup(A) and inf(A) denote the componentwise supremum and infimum of A, respectively. Since
A is a finite set, sup(A) and inf(A) denote the componentwise maximum and minimum of A, respec-
tively.
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Figure 4.3: The sequences {θ(k)1 (γ)} and {θ(k)1 (γ)} generated by Cournot taton-
nement, when Am = 9 and the SNR vector (in ratio) is γ = (γ1,γ2) = (7, 8). In
this case, the sequence {θ(k)1 (γ)} converges to θ∗1(γ), the first tuple in the largest
PSNE θ∗(γ). The sequence {θ(k)1 (γ)} converges to θ∗1(γ), the first tuple in the small-
est PSNE θ∗(γ), at the 3rd iteration.
4.3.1 Existence and Cournot Tatonnement
Based on Lemma 4.3.3(a), we show in the following theorem that the extremal PSNEs
exist in Ωγ. The proof is in Appendix 4.A
Theorem 4.3.4. Ωγ is supermodular for all γ, where PSNEs exist. The largest and smallest
PSNEs, θ∗ and θ∗, can be found by Cournot tatonnement.
Example 4.3.5. In Figure 4.3, we show the examples of the sequences {θ(k)1 (γ)} and {θ(k)1 (γ)}.
We set Am = 9 and the SNR vector (in ratio) as γ = (γ1,γ2) = (7, 8). We first start the
iteration θ(γ) := ψ(γ, θ(γ)) in Cournot tatonnement with θ(0) = sup(A) = (Am, Am) =
(9, 9). We plot θ
(k)
1 (γ), the first tuple in θ
(k)
(γ), in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the
sequence {θ(k)1 (γ)} converges monotonically downward to the largest PSNE θ∗1(γ). We then
run the iteration θ(γ) := ψ(γ, θ(γ)) that starts with θ(0) = inf(A) = (0, 0). We plot
θ
(k)
1 (γ) in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the sequence {θ(k)1 (γ)} converges monotonically
upward to the smallest PSNE {θ∗1(γ)}.
In fact, Figure 4.3 presents a method of learning the extremal PSNEs, θ∗ and
θ∗, by Cournot tatonnement. Assume that θ∗ and θ∗ are not available to the two
users at the beginning. To learn them, or one of them, the only thing to do is to
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implement the greedy Cournot tatonnement algorithm. Based on the convergence
results in Figure 4.3, θ∗ and θ∗ for each γ can be learned within a finite number of
iterations. In addition, the users can learn the extremal PSNEs online. Let the two
users adopt strategy θ(γ) = sup(A) initially. In the first symbol duration, let user
i take the action ai = max{argminai∈Ai ci(γi, ai, θ−i(γ))} based on the channel SNRs
γ = (γ1,γ2). Then, at the end of the symbol duration, each user knows the other’s
action a−i and does the update θ(γ) = (ai, a−i).6 In the second symbol duration,
repeat the same procedure and so on. By doing so, each user can adapt the strategy
θ(γ) towards the largest PSNE θ∗ for each γ gradually. The smallest PSNE can be
learned online in the same way. It should be pointed out that there exist PSNEs other
than the two extremal ones. But, we are just interested in θ∗ and θ∗ since they are
the ones that can be found directly by the existing Cournot tatonnement algorithm.
Also, in Section 4.3.3, the Pareto order of the PSNEs shows that the smallest PSNE
θ∗ is the best adaptive modulation scheme since it Pareto dominates all other PSNEs.
Therefore, in reality, θ∗ may be the only one that is of interest.
4.3.2 Simulation Results
To show the performance of the extremal PSNEs, θ∗ and θ∗, we do the following
experiment.
Example 4.3.6. We run a simulation that lasts 104 symbol durations, where h1 and h2, the
gains of two user-to-relay channels, are both Rayleigh distributed. Let γ¯i denote the average
channel SNR from user i to user −i. We set γ¯1 = γ¯2 = γ¯ and vary the value of γ¯ from
−6dB to 7dB. Let γimin and γimax denote the maximum and minimum values of γi (in ratio),
respectively. We choose 100 SNR levels in [γimin,γimax] with step size
γimax−γimin
100 to constitute
the finite set Γi for all i ∈ {1, 2}. The strategies used in simulation are listed below.
• We consider two sets of PSNEs based on SupG model with Am = 9. The first group
contains:
6The actual implementation may require more signaling information. For example, the user needs
to let the other know which action he/she takes for demodulation and/or online implementation of the
Cournot tatonnement algorithm. This problem can be solved by implementing the adaptive modulation
method at a packet level instead of a symbol level so that the overhead information can be included in
the packet header. Whether the adaptive modulation is done on packet or symbol level does not affect
the main results in this chapter.
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Figure 4.4: BER and spectral efficiency vs. average SNR γ¯ by following the strategies
in the experiment in Example 4.3.6. The simulation lasts for 104 symbol durations.
Spectral efficiency is obtained as the number of bits exchanged at the relay averaged
over symbol durations, which also denotes the average number of bits sent by both
users. γ¯ denotes the average SNR of both user-to-user channels. We set Am = 9.
The extremal PSNEs, θ∗ and θ∗, in the experiment in Example 4.3.6 are obtained by
Cournot tatonnement.
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– SupG-BER-θ∗ and SupG-BER-θ∗: They are the largest and smallest PSNEs when
we adopt the SupG model with the cost function ce being ce(γi, ai) = 0.2 exp
(−
1.5γi
2ai−1
)
and weight factor w being 50.
– SupG-Pr-θ∗ and SupG-Pr-θ∗: They are the largest and smallest PSNEs when we
adopt the SupG model with the cost function ce being ce(γi, ai) =
− ln(5P¯b)(2ai−1)
1.5γi
and weight factor w being 0.05.
• We also consider the conventional single-agent adaptive modulation methods corre-
sponding to the two sets of PSNEs above.
– AM-BER: User i adopts the strategy a∗i (γi) = arg minai{wce(γi, ai) + ct(ai)}
where ce(γi, ai) = 0.2 exp
( − 1.5γi2ai−1) and weight factor w = 50. This is the
single-agent adaptive modulation method that corresponds to SupG-BER-θ∗ and
SupG-BER-θ∗.
– AM-Pr: User i adopts the strategy a∗i (γi) = arg minai{wce(γi, ai) + ct(ai)}
where ce(γi, ai) =
− ln(5P¯b)(2ai−1)
1.5γi
and weight factor w = 0.05. This is the single-
agent adaptive modulation method that corresponds to SupG-Pr-θ∗ and SupG-
Pr-θ∗.
• We finally try a fixed rate strategy, 2-QAM (BPSK), i.e., the schedulers always transmit
BPSK symbols whatever the channel SNRs γ = (γ1,γ2) are.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.4. We present the transmission er-
ror rate by the BER in the entire NC-TWRC system: the total number of erroneous
bits divided by the total number of bits sent by two schedulers. It can be seen
that the extremal PSNEs always incur slightly lower transmission error rates than
the corresponding conventional single-agent adaptive modulation methods. We also
present the spectral efficiency as the number of bits broadcast by the relay averaged
over symbol durations. It can be seen that the extremal PSNEs incur higher spectral
efficiencies than the corresponding conventional single-agent adaptive modulation
methods. Both extremal PSNEs and conventional adaptive modulation schemes offer
more flexible transmission control methods than the fixed rate strategy. But, when
the user-to-user channel SNR is above 2dB, the spectral efficiency in NC-TWRC is
significantly improved by following the extremal PSNEs of two-player SupG formu-
lation. For example, when γ¯ = 6dB, following SupG-Pr-θ∗ or SupG-Pr-θ∗ allows the
relay to exchange 4 more bits per channel use and on average than AM-Pr.
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Figure 4.5: The broadcast rate, the number of broadcasts averaged over symbol du-
rations, at the relay vs. average SNR γ¯ by following the strategies listed in the
experiment in Example 4.3.6. The simulation and system settings are the same as in
Figure 4.4
In Figure 4.5, we also show the broadcast rate at the relay in the simulation. The
broadcast rate is obtained as the number of broadcasts at the relay averaged over the
number of symbols. Since the transmission powers are all constant in our system
(Assumption 4.1.3), the broadcast rate shown in Figure 4.5 also indicates the aver-
age power consumption at the relay. It can be seen that the adaptive transmission
methods, the conventional single-agent adaptive modulation scheme and extremal
PSNEs based on SupG model, can adjust the transmission rate accordingly to chan-
nel quality, i.e., the adaptive transmission methods become more conservative when
the channel SNR reduces. It also shows that the smallest PSNEs, SupG-BER-θ∗ and
SupG-Pr-θ∗, incur approximately the same broadcast rate at the relay as the cor-
responding conventional single-agent adaptive modulation methods, AM-BER and
AM-Pr, respectively. Combined with the results in Figure 4.4, we can see that by fol-
lowing the smallest PSNEs there are more bits delivered at the relay in each broad-
cast. It means by consuming the same amount of transmission power as in the con-
ventional single-agent adaptive modulation scheme, we can transmit more symbols
in NC-TWRC by following the smallest PSNEs.
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4.3.3 Pareto Order of Extremal PSNEs
Based on Lemma 4.3.3(c), we prove the Pareto order of extremal PSNEs in Ωγ as
follows.
Theorem 4.3.7. In Ωγ, θ∗ Pareto dominates θ
∗, i.e.,
ci(γi, θ∗(γ)) ≤ ci(γi, θ∗(γ)),
for all γ and i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. It can be seen that cr(ai, a−i) =
a−i
ai+1
is nondecreasing in a−i. So, ci(γ, ai, a−i) is
nondecreasing in a−i. According to Lemma 4.3.3(c), Theorem 4.3.7 holds.
Theorem 4.3.7 in fact describes the preference order of the extremal PSNEs. Since
for both schedulers, θ∗ incurs less cost than θ∗, they always prefer θ∗ to θ∗, i.e., in
reality, both of the schedulers will adopt θ∗. In fact, θ∗ Pareto dominates not only
θ
∗ but also all other PSNEs. Since θ∗ is the smallest PSNE of all PSNEs, if ci is
nondecreasing in a−i in SupG Ωγ, θ∗ Pareto dominates all other PSNEs including θ
∗,
i.e., θ∗ is the most preferred equilibrium strategy among all PSNEs [36].
Example 4.3.8. To show an example of Theorem 4.3.7, we also record the mean costs incurred
by following four extremal PSNEs adopted in the experiment in Example 4.3.6. The results
are shown in Figure 4.6, where we can see that the average costs incurred by the smallest
PSNEs are always lower than those incurred by the largest ones.
4.4 Symmetry and Monotonicity of Nash Equilibria
In addition to the well-known results on SupG, we study two more properties of
PSNEs in Ωγ: the symmetry and the monotonicity of θ
∗ and θ∗. If we assume
homogenous players: The schedulers not only adopt the same strategy set, i.e., Ai =
A−i,7 but also use the same SNR set, i.e., Γi = Γ−i,8 we show in the following theorem
that the extremal PSNEs are symmetric in γ. The proof is in Appendix 4.B.
7As stated in Assumption 4.1.1, A1 = A2 = {0, 1, . . . , Am}.
8Γi = Γ−i means: If Γ1 and Γ2 are infinite, the SNR variation range of two user-to-user channels are
the same; If Γ1 and Γ2 are finite, the quantization levels of the SNR variation range of two user-to-user
channels are the same.
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Figure 4.6: The average costs incurred at scheduler 1 and 2 by following the extremal
PSNEs in the experiment in Example 4.3.6. c¯i is the costs actually incurred at sched-
uler i in the simulation averaged over symbol durations. The simulation and system
settings are the same as in Figure 4.4. According to Theorem 4.3.7, the costs incurred
by θ∗ are always lower than those incurred by θ∗.
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Theorem 4.4.1 (Symmetry of PSNEs). In Ωγ, if Γi = Γ−i, then θ
∗ and θ∗ are symmetric
in γ, i.e.,
θ
∗
i (γi,γ−i) = θ
∗
−i(γ−i,γi),
θ∗i (γi,γ−i) = θ
∗
−i(γ−i,γi),
for all i ∈ {1, 2}.
Based on Theorem 4.4.1, if we know the values of θ∗ and θ∗ at some γ = (γ1,γ2),
then we automatically know the values of θ∗ and θ∗ at γ = (γ2,γ1). This prop-
erty can be used to reduce the computational complexity in learning θ∗ and θ∗ in
real applications. For example, by implementing the Cournot tatonnement, we find
that θ∗(5, 7) = (1, 4), then we can directly assign θ∗(7, 5) = (4, 1) without running
Cournot tatonnement again for γ = (7, 5). By doing so, we just need to know the val-
ues of θ∗ and θ∗ in half of the space of Γ. So, the complexity of Cournot tatonnement
is halved.
As explained in Section 4.2, a PSNE is a function of γ = (γ1,γ2), i.e., the PSNE
assigns a strategy for each value of SNR vector. It is then worth discussing how the
extremal PSNEs vary with γ, or whether there is some regularity in the variations of
θ
∗ and θ∗. We study the monotonicity of the θ∗ and θ∗ in γ in the following context.
We first introduce a result in monotonic comparative statics as follows.
Lemma 4.4.2 (Monotonic PSNEs in SupG [40]). In Ωγ, if Γ is a lattice and the cost
function ci is submodular in (γi, ai) for all a−i, the largest and smallest PSNEs, θ
∗ and θ∗,
are nondecreasing in γ.
Based on Lemma 4.4.2, we can derive immediately the sufficient condition for the
monotonicity of θ∗ and θ∗ in Ωγ.
Theorem 4.4.3 (Monotonicity of PSNEs in γ). If ce is submodular in (γi, ai), θ
∗ and θ∗
are nondecreasing in γ.
Proof. (Γ,∨,∧) where Γ = Γ1 × Γ2 is a lattice, and ci is submodular in (γi, ai) for all
i if ce is submodular in (γi, ai). Therefore, Lemma 4.4.2 holds for game Ωγ if ce is
submodular in (γi, ai). Therefore, θ
∗ and θ∗ are nondecreasing in γ.
The sufficient condition in Theorem 4.4.3 is not hard to satisfy. The following
corollary shows one way to make this condition hold by choosing a proper ce func-
tion. The proof is in Appendix 4.C.
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Corollary 4.4.4. If ce(γi, ai) =
− ln(5P¯b)(2ai−1)
1.5γi
, Theorem 4.4.3 holds.
The monotonicity of θ∗ and θ∗ can also be used to relieve the complexity of
the PSNE learning process. For example, assume Theorem 4.4.3 holds and, by
implementing the Cournot tatonnement algorithm, we find that θ∗(6, 7) = (4, 6)
and θ∗(6, 7) = (2, 3). Due to the monotonicity of θ∗ and θ∗ in γ, we know that
θ
∗
(5, 7) ≤ (4, 6) and θ∗(6, 8) ≥ (2, 3). So, when using Cournot tatonnement to
find the value of θ∗ for γ = (5, 7), we can start with θ(0)(5, 7) = (4, 6) instead of
θ
(0)
(5, 7) = sup(A); when using Cournot tatonnement to find the value of θ∗ for
γ = (6, 8), we can start with θ(0)(6, 8) = (2, 3) instead of θ(0)(6, 8) = inf(A). It can
be shown that a proper implementation of this method will have the size of PSNE
searching space decreasing gradually in γ and therefore the complexity is reduced
accordingly. There also exist many other algorithms concerning how to utilize the
monotonicity of PSNEs to relive the computational complexity. For example, the idea
based on the works in [77,147] is that we just need to know the turning points in the
optimal monotonic strategy instead of learning the overview of it, which sometimes
can be accomplished by a multivariate optimization algorithm. We do not extend
further in this aspect since it is beyond the scope our work and could be one of the
research directions in the future.
We show examples of Theorem 4.4.1 and Theorem 4.4.3 in Figures 4.7-4.9, where
we set Am = 9 and the SNR sets (in ratio) as Γ1 = Γ2 = {0.1, 1, 2, . . . , 10}.9 Fig-
ure 4.7 shows the largest PSNE θ∗ of Ωγ. In the game model, we use ce(γi, ai) =
− ln(5P¯b)(2ai−1)
1.5γi
and set w = 0.05. The symmetry and monotonicity of θ
∗
1 and θ
∗
2 in γ
can be clearly seen from Figure 4.7. The monotonicity of the smallest PSNEs θ∗ is
shown in Figure 4.8. Since θ∗ is also symmetric in γ, we just show one tuple of θ∗.
We then change the ce in the game model to ce(γi, ai) = 0.2 exp
(
− 1.5γi2ai−1
)
and set
w = 50. The purpose of changing the expression of ce is to breach the condition, the
submodularity of ce, so that Theorem 4.4.3 no longer holds. We show θ
∗
1 , the first
tuple of θ∗, in Figure 4.9. It can be seen that θ∗1 is not nondecreasing in γ.
9Since SNR value is greater than 0, Γi starts from 0.1, instead of 0.
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(a) θ∗1 , the equilibrium strategies of scheduler 1, in the largest
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Figure 4.7: The equilibrium strategies of schedulers 1 and 2 in the largest PSNE θ∗
of game Ωγ. In this game model, we use ce(γi, ai) =
− ln(5P¯b)(2ai−1)
1.5γi
and set w = 0.05.
According to Corollary 4.4.4, Theorem 4.4.3 holds. Both θ
∗
1 and θ
∗
2 are nondecreasing
in γ = (γ1,γ2). Also, since A1 = A2 = {0, 1, . . . , 9} and Γ1 = Γ2 = {0.1, 1, 2, . . . , 10},
due to Theorem 4.4.1, θ
∗
i is symmetric in γ, i.e., θ
∗
1(γ1,γ2) = θ
∗
2(γ2,γ1).
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Figure 4.8: θ
∗
1 , equilibrium strategy of scheduler 1 in the largest PSNE θ
∗ of game Ωγ.
In this game model, we use ce(γi, ai) =
− ln(5P¯b)(2ai−1)
1.5γi
and set w = 0.05. According to
Corollary 4.4.4, Theorem 4.4.3 holds. θ
∗
1 is nondecreasing in γ = (γ1,γ2).
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Figure 4.9: θ
∗
1 , equilibrium strategy of scheduler 1 in the largest PSNE θ
∗ of game
Ωγ. In this game model, we use ce(γi, ai) = 0.2 exp
( − 1.5γi2ai−1) and set w = 50.
Theorem 4.4.3 no longer holds. In this case, θ
∗
1 is not monotonic in γ = (γ1,γ2).
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a two-player game model for the adaptive m-QAM mod-
ulation problem in a NC-TWRC where a two-phase AF-PNC scheme was adopted. In
this game, the cost function to each user was defined on the lattice (A,∨,∧), where
A was the strategy file space which could be a real or integral vector set. We proved
the supermodularity of this game and the existence of the PSNEs based on Tarski
fixed-point theorem. We showed that extremal PSNEs were superior to the conven-
tional adaptive modulation scheme in enhancing spectral efficiency while providing
slightly better BERs. We proved that the smallest PSNE always Pareto dominated the
largest one and derived the sufficient conditions for the largest and smallest PSNEs
to be symmetric and monotonic in user-to-user channel SNRs.
There are three possible extensions based on the game model. The first one is the
equilibria searching problem. The Cournot tatonnement presented in this chapter
finds the PSNEs for each value of γ. The complexity would be very high if the
cardinality of SNR set Γ is large (an extremal case is when Γ is infinite set, e.g.,
a continuum in the real number set). To propose low complexity algorithms, the
results in Section 4.4 can be utilized. The second extension is to consider the case
of imperfect channel estimation cases, which is a more realistic assumption. In this
case, one can model the game as a Bayesian game and study its supermodularity
and show the existence and properties of Bayesian equilibria. The third extension is
to consider the cross-layer adaptive modulation problem in a two-way relay channel,
where one can observe the monotonic comparative statics in both system state and
action space. Also, it is of interest to see if there exists a Markov perfect equilibrium
in pure strategy.
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Appendix
4.A Proof of Theorem 4.3.4
Proof. It is straightforward to see that Ai = {0, . . . , Am} is a complete lattice. Con-
sider the submodularity of ci on the strategy profile space. Since
ci(γi, ai + 1, a−i) + ci(γi, ai, a−i + 1)− ci(γi, ai + 1, a−i + 1)
− ci(γi, ai, a−i) = cr(ai + 1, a−i) + cr(ai, a−i + 1)
− cr(ai, a−i)− cr(ai + 1, a−i + 1) = 1ai −
1
ai + 1
≥ 0, (4.6)
by Definition 4.3.1, ci is submodular in a = (ai, a−i) for all γ and i ∈ {1, 2}.10 There-
fore, according to Definition 4.3.2, game Ωγ is supermodular. By Lemma 4.3.3(a) and
(b), the largest and smallest PSNEs, θ∗ and θ∗, exists, and can be found by Cournot
tatonnement.
4.B Proof of Theorem 4.4.1
Proof. Since Γi = Γ−i, the cost function is indifferent to the identity of player, i.e.,
ci(γi, ai, a−i) = c−i(γ−i, a−i, ai). Then, ψ is also identity-indifferent, i.e.,
ψi(γi,γ−i, a−i) = ψ−i(γ−i,γi, ai).
Since θ∗(γ) is a fixed point of the maximal best response function ψ, we have θ∗(γ) =
ψ(γ, θ∗(γ)). Then,
θ
∗
i (γi,γ−i) = ψi(γi,γ−i, θ
∗
−i(γi,γ−i))
= ψ−i(γ−i,γi, θ
∗
i (γ−i,γi))
= θ
∗
−i(γ−i,γi),
(4.7)
In the same way, we can show that the minimal best response function ψ is also
identity-indifferent and prove θ∗i (γi,γ−i) = θ
∗
−i(γ−i,γi).
10In (4.6), we show submodularity for the function defined on 2-dimensional integer space. Based on
Definition 4.3.1, f : Z2 7→ R is submodular if f (x+1 , x−2 ) + f (x−1 , x+2 ) ≥ f (x−1 , x−2 ) + f (x+1 , x+2 ) for all
x−1 , x
+
1 , x
−
2 , x
+
2 ∈ Z such that x+1 ≥ x−1 and x+2 ≥ x−2 .
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4.C Proof of Corollary 4.4.4
Proof. When ce(γi, ai) =
− ln(5P¯b)(2ai−1)
1.5γi
, we have
ce(γ+i , ai) + ce(γ
−
i , ai + 1)− ce(γ−i , ai)− ce(γ+i , ai + 1)
= − ln(5P¯b)
1.5
(2ai+1 − 1
γ−i
+
2ai − 1
γ+i
− 2
ai − 1
γ−i
− 2
ai+1 − 1
γ+i
)
= − ln(5P¯b)
1.5
( 2ai
γ−i
− 2
ai
γ+i
)
≥ 0
for all γ+i ≥ γ−i . By Definition 4.3.1, ce is submodular. Therefore, Theorem 4.4.3
holds.
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Chapter 5
Communication for Omniscience
In this chapter, we consider the communication for omniscience (CO) problem: A
set of users observe a discrete memoryless multiple source and want to recover the
entire multiple source via noise-free broadcast communications. We study the prob-
lem of how to attain omniscience with the minimum sum-rate, the total number of
communications, and determine a corresponding optimal rate vector. We show the
submodularity (on set lattice) of this problem, based on which we discuss how to
efficiently solve it in both asymptotic and non-asymptotic models where the trans-
mission rates are real and integral, respectively.
5.1 Introduction
Assume that there are a finite number of users in a system. Each of them observes
a distinct component of a discrete multiple correlated source in private. The users
are allowed to exchange their observations over public authenticated broadcast chan-
nels. We assume that these channels are noiseless so that all the transmissions are
correctly heard, or received, by all users. The communications could be interactive
and the rates of public communications are unconstrained. That is, there are no
capacity upper bounds imposed on the broadcast links. The purpose is to attain
omniscience, the state that each user obtains all the components in the entire multi-
ple source in the system. This problem is called communication for omniscience (CO),
which was originally formulated in [148]. The CO problem in [148] is based on an
asymptotic model where the length of observation sequence is allowed to approach
infinity. Whereas the authors in [149–151] also study the non-asymptotic model where
the number of observations is finite and the communication rates are restricted to be
integral. In fact, the non-asymptotic model is significant in a practical problem in
77
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peer-to-peer (P2P) wireless communications as described below.
The finite linear source model studied in [150] is an example of the non-asymptotic
model, where the multiple random source is represented by a vector that belongs to a
finite field and users transmit linear combinations of their observations to obtain this
vector. By assuming that each dimension in this vector represents a packet, the finite
linear source model describes the situation when a base station wants to disseminate
a set of packets to a group of mobile clients: Each client only obtains the partial
knowledge of the packet set due to the fading effects of the wireless channels. The
omniscience of the packet set can be attained by letting the clients transmit linear
combinations of packets, say, by some network coding schemes, e.g., [152], via the
P2P channels, which could be more reliable than the retransmissions over base-to-
peer (B2P) channels if the clients are geographically close to each other. The CO
problem in this packet model is called coded cooperative data exchange (CCDE) which
was proposed in [152] and studied in [67, 153–158]. In [67, 159], the idea of packet-
splitting was introduced to CCDE. It allows each packet to be divided into a number
of chunks so that the transmissions in CCDE refer to the linear combinations of
chunks and the normalized transmission rates are fractional. This can be considered
as an extension of the CCDE and finite linear source model towards the asymptotic
model.
An optimization problem that naturally arises is how to attain the omniscience
with the least cost and the cost usually refers to the overall transmission rates, or
sum-rate, e.g., the total number of linear combinations of packets that are trans-
mitted by all clients in CCDE. It turns out that the Slepian-Wolf (SW) constraints
on all proper subsets of the user set determine the omniscience-achievability of all
transmission rate vectors. Hence, in [67, 68, 151, 156–158, 160, 161], the problem of
minimizing the sum-rate is formulated by linear programming (LP) and the combi-
natorial nature of this problem has also been pointed out. Then, instead of solving
this problem directly by the existing LP algorithms, the main issue is how to deal
with the exponentially growing number of constraints.
In the studies on the finite linear source model in [68, 162] and CCDE in [67,
71–74,156–158], the submodularity of the minimum sum-rate problem was revealed,
which is essentially due to the submodularity of the entropy function.1 In particu-
1In [57], it is shown that the entropy function is the rank function of a polymatroid, which belongs
to a subgroup of submodular functions. The entropy function reduces to the matrix rank function in
the finite linear source model and the cardinality function in CCDE, both of which are submodular.
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lar, it is shown in [71, 72, 74, 162] that, in a non-asymptotic model where the entropy
function takes integer values,2 all omniscience-achievable rate vectors that have the
same sum-rate constitute a submodular base polyhedron. Since a rate vector in this
submodular base polyhedron can be found by the Edmond greedy algorithm3 and
the variation range of the minimum sum-rate in a non-asymptotic model is inte-
gral and bounded,4 the minimum sum-rate and a corresponding optimal rate vector
are determined efficiently by the sum-rate adaption algorithms proposed in [67, 68].
However, it still remains unclear if all the results derived in [71, 72, 74, 162] for the
non-asymptotic model also hold for the asymptotic one and if there exist algorithms
that efficiently determine the minimum sum-rate and an optimal rate vector in an
asymptotic model where the variation range of the minimum sum-rate is continu-
ous. On the other hand, the study in [159] shows that allowing packet-splitting in
CCDE incurs less transmission costs in P2P communications. It could mean that the
minimum sum-rate in the asymptotic model is no greater than the one in the non-
asymptotic model in the same system, which makes it desirable to know the optimal
solution for CO in the asymptotic model.
The importance of studying the CO problem in the asymptotic model is also
highlighted by its dual relationship with the multivariate mutual information (MMI)
[160, 161]: The omniscience is attained by the minimum sum-rate if the users just
transmit the information that is not mutual to all, i.e., the MMI of the multiple source
equals to the total amount of information in the multiple source minus the minimum
sum-rate.5 Then, the MMI is measured if the CO problem in the asymptotic model
is solved and vice versa. It is shown in [160, 163] that the problem of obtaining the
MMI reduces to the tasks of determining the value of the Dilworth truncation, which
can be solved in strongly polynomial time due to the submodularity of the entropy
function. However, for solving the CO problem, knowing the minimum sum-rate is
2Finite linear source model and CCDE are examples of non-asymptotic model with integer-valued
entropy function.
3The Edmond greedy algorithm in [51] is a special case of the coordinate saturation capacity algo-
rithm for submodular functions [49], which determines a point in a submodular base polyhedron. The
one implemented in [67, 68] is modified for the intersecting submodular function, which is based on
submodular function minimization (SFM) algorithms and completes in polynomial time.
4The value of the minimum sum-rate is real in the asymptotic model and integral in the non-
asymptotic model. It is nonnegative and no greater than the total amount of information in the multiple
source.
5The part of the information that is mutual to the users can be used as secret and the MMI is the
maximum amount of secret, or secrete key rate. Here, the secret key rate refers to the case when there
is no helpers that can assist the users to generate the secret in [148].
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not sufficient: We also need to know how to distribute the minimum sum-rate among
the users so that omniscience is achievable.
The work in this chapter is based on the CO problem in [148]. We consider the
minimum sum-rate problem: how to attain omniscience with the minimum total
number of communications. Despite the main purpose: determining the minimum
sum-rate and an optimal rate vector in the asymptotic model, the results cover both
asymptotic and non-asymptotic models. For the non-asymptotic model, we focus
on the finite linear source model and CCDE. Based on the concepts of submodu-
larity and Dilworth truncation, we derive the necessary and sufficient condition on
the omniscience-achievability of the sum-rate and convert the LP for determining
minimum sum-rate to a maximization problem over partitions of the user set. The
maximum of this problem is the highest SW constraint imposed on the omniscience-
achievability of the sum-rate over all multi-way cuts of the user set, which determines
the value of the minimum sum-rate; The finest maximizer of this problem is called
the fundamental partition and denoted by P∗.6
For solving this maximization problem for the asymptotic model, we propose a
modified decomposition algorithm (MDA). It iteratively updates a lower estimation
of the minimum sum-rate until the minimum is reached. The Dilworth truncation
problem can be solved by the existing CoordSatCap algorithm [49] so that an optimal
rate vector is also returned at the end of the MDA algorithm. In addition, we pro-
pose a fusion method to implement the CoordSatCap algorithm (CoordSatCapFus),
where the submodular function minimization (SFM) in each iteration is solved over
a merged or fused user set with the cardinality no greater than the original one. We
show that the results returned by the MDA algorithm can also be utilized for solving
the minimum sum-rate problem in the non-asymptotic model by no more than one
additional call of the CoordSatCapFus algorithm. Independently, we propose an SIA
algorithm which iteratively increases the lower estimation to the minimum sum-rate
in the non-asymptotic model. We show by experimental results that the CoordSat-
CapFus algorithm incurs less complexity as compared to the CoordSatCap algorithm.
It is also shown that by choosing a proper linear ordering of the user indices the opti-
mal rate vectors returned by the MDA and SIA algorithms also minimize a weighted
6The authors in [160, 161] show that the MMI can be determined via a minimization problem over
partitions of the user set. The minimizers of this problem form a partition lattice, which is called the
Dilworth truncation lattice [164] where the minimal/finest and maximal/coarsest minimizers uniquely
exist. The finest minimizer of this problem is called the fundamental partition.
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sum-rate function in the optimal rate vector set.
The results also show the existence of an integral optimal vector in the finite linear
source model and CCDE and a fractional optimal rate vector in CCDE where pack-
ets are divisible. In CCDE, this fractional optimal rate vector can be implemented
by dividing each packet into |P∗| − 1 chunks. We also reveal some decomposition
property of the fundamental partition P∗, which allows a fair rate allocation prob-
lem in the optimal rate vector set in the asymptotic model to be solved separately in
each element in P∗ so that the overall complexity is reduced accordingly. Finally, we
show how to choose the complimentary user subset so that the omniscience can be
attained successively.
5.2 System Model
Let V with |V| > 1 be a finite set that contains the indices of all users in the system.
We call V the ground set. Let ZV = (Zi : i ∈ V) be a vector of discrete random
variables indexed by V. For each i ∈ V, user i can privately observe an n-sequence
Zni of the random source Zi that is i.i.d. generated according to the joint distribution
PZV . We allow users exchange their sources directly so as to let all users in V recover
the source sequence ZnV . The state that each user obtains the total information in the
entire multiple source is called omniscience, and the process that users communicate
with each other to attain omniscience is called communication for omniscience (CO).
Let rV = (ri : i ∈ V) be a rate vector indexed by V. We call rV an achievable
rate (vector) if the omniscience can be attained by letting users communicate with the
rates designated by rV . Let r be the function associated with rV such that
r(X) = ∑
i∈X
ri, ∀X ⊆ V
with the convention r(∅) = 0. We call r(V) the sum-rate of rV . For X, Y ⊆ V, let
H(ZX) be the amount of randomness in ZX measured by Shannon entropy [165] and
H(ZX|ZY) = H(ZX∪Y)−H(ZY) be the conditional entropy of ZX given ZY. In the rest
of this chapter, without loss of generality, we simplify the notation ZX by X.
It is shown in [148] that an achievable rate vector must satisfy the Slepian-Wolf
constraints:
r(X) ≥ H(X|V \ X), ∀X ⊂ V. (5.1)
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The interpretation of (5.1) is: To achieve CO, the total amount of information sent
from user set X should be at least equal to the total amount of information that is
missing in V \ X. The set of all achievable rate vectors is
RCO(V) = {rV ∈ R|V| : r(X) ≥ H(X|V \ X), ∀X ⊂ V}.7
We say that α is an achievable sum-rate if there exists an achievable rate vector rV ∈
RCO(V) such that r(V) = α.
5.2.1 Asymptotic and Non-asymptotic Models
We consider both asymptotic and non-asymptotic models. In the asymptotic multiple
random source model, we will study the CO problem by considering the asymptotic
limits as the block length n goes to infinity. The communication rates in an asymptotic
model could be real or fractional. The minimum sum-rate can be determined by the
following linear programming (LP)
RACO(V) = min{r(V) : rV ∈ RCO(V)} (5.2)
and the set of all optimal rate vectors is R∗ACO(V) = {rV ∈ RCO(V) : r(V) =
RACO(V)}.
In the non-asymptotic model, the block length n is finite and the communication
rates are required to be integral. The minimum sum-rate can be determined by the
integer linear programming (ILP)
RNCO(V) = min{r(V) : rV ∈ RCO(V) ∩Z|V|} (5.3)
and the set of all optimal rate vectors is R∗NCO(V) = {rV ∈ RCO(V) ∩Z|V| : r(V) =
RNCO(V)}.
5.2.2 Finite Linear Source Model and CCDE
Let Fq be a finite field. q is the order of Fq such that q = pN , where p is a prime
number and N is a nonnegative integer. In a finite linear multiple source model, we
assume that each Zi can be expressed by an l(zi)-dimensional column vector zi in the
7In the expression of RCO(V), rV ∈ R|V|, instead of rV ∈ R|V|+ , is sufficient for the nonnegativity of
all rate vectors in RCO(V). The reason will be explained in Theorem 5.3.7.
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finite field Fl(zi)q such that
zi = Aix,
where x ∈ Fl(x)q is some l(x)-dimensional uniformly distributed random vector and
Ai ∈ Fl(zi)×l(x)q is an l(zi)-by-l(x) matrix. For X ⊆ V, let AX = [Ai : i ∈ X]. In the
finite linear source model, the value of the entropy function at X reduces to the rank
of AX, i.e., H(X) = rank(AX) and H(X|Y) = rank(AX∪Y)− rank(AY). Then, H is
integer valued, i.e., H(X) ∈ Z+, ∀X ⊆ V, and H(V) = l(x). The users transmit linear
combinations of zis in order to attain the omniscience of x.8 Therefore, the finite
linear source model is an example of the non-asymptotic model where the value of
the entropy function H is integral.
By realizing that each dimension in x represents a packet, the finite linear source
model poses a practical problem in wireless communications: the omniscience, or
recovery, of a packet set in P2P wireless network. Let all the users in V be mobile
clients that are geographically close to each other so that any client’s broadcasts
can be received losslessly by the others. Consider the problem of disseminating the
packet set x from a base station to all mobile clients in V. Due to the fading effects of
wireless channels, each client may just obtain a partial knowledge of x at the end of
base-to-peer (B2P) transmissions, but the clients’ knowledge could be complementary
to each other. In this case, we can set free the base station and let the clients transmit
linear combinations of packets, e.g., by some network coding scheme, e.g., [152], so
as to help each other recover x. The omniscience problem in this packet model is how
to let all users recover the packet set x with the least number of transmissions and this
problem, which was originally formulated in [152], is called the coded cooperative
data exchange (CCDE). The concept of packet-splitting was also introduced to CCDE
in [67, 159]. It extends the finite linear source model from a non-asymptotic setting
towards an asymptotic one, which is exemplified by the following example.
Example 5.2.1. There are three users V = {1, 2, 3} in the system. They observe respectively
Z1 = (Wa,Wb,Wc,Wd,We),
Z2 = (Wa,Wb,W f ),
Z3 = (Wc,Wd,W f ),
8In a finite linear source model, it is sufficient for the user i to transmit linear combinations of zis to
attain omniscience [150].
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client 1
z1 = [Wa,Wb,Wc,Wd,We]ᵀ
client 2
z2 = [Wa,Wb,W f ]ᵀ
client 3
z3 = [Wc,Wd,W f ]ᵀ
Figure 5.1: The corresponding CCDE system in Example 5.2.1, where Wj denotes
a packet that belongs to a field Fq. The users want to obtain six packets in
x = [Wa, . . . ,W f ]ᵀ by transmitting linear combinations of zis via lossless broadcast
channels.
where each Wi is an independent uniformly distributed random bit. The purpose is to let
all the users attain the omniscience of ZV via communications. In the corresponding CCDE
system (see Fig. 5.1), each Wj represents a packet so that the column vector zi denotes all
the packets received by mobile client i after the B2P transmissions. All mobile clients in V
transmit linear combinations of zis over P2P channels in other to attain the omniscience of
all packets in x = [Wa, . . . ,W f ]ᵀ.
In this system, we have all the achievable rate vectors contained in
RCO(V) =
{
rV ∈ R|V| : r(∅) = 0, r({1}) ≥ H({1}|{2, 3}) = 1,
r({2}) ≥ H({2}|{1, 3}) = 0, r({3}) ≥ H({3}|{1, 2}) = 0,
r({1, 2}) ≥ H({1, 2}|{3}) = 3, r({1, 3}) ≥ H({1, 3}|{2}) = 3,
r({2, 3}) ≥ H({2, 3}|{1}) = 1}.
sOne can show that the minimum sum-rate is RACO(V) = 72 and the optimal rate vector
set is R∗ACO(V) = {( 52 , 12 , 12 )} for the asymptotic model. In CCDE, the rate vector ( 52 , 12 , 12 )
can be implemented by packet-splitting. Let the users divide each packets into two chunks
of equal length, e.g., Z2 = (W
(1)
a ,W
(2)
a ,W
(1)
b ,W
(2)
b ,W
(1)
f ,W
(2)
f ) where each Wj is split to
W(1)j and W
(2)
j . Let the users transmit the rate (5, 1, 1) with each tuple denoting the number
of packet chunks. We have ( 52 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ) and
7
2 being the normalized rate vector and sum-rate,
respectively. For the non-asymptotic model, we have the minimum sum-rate RNCO(V) = 4
and the optimal rate vector set R∗NCO(V) = {(3, 0, 1), (2, 1, 1), (3, 1, 0)}.
We show an example of how to implement the rate vector (2, 1, 1) in R∗NCO(V) for the
non-asymptotic model by network coding scheme. The implementation of other optimal rate
vectors in R∗NCO(V) and (
5
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ) in R
∗
ACO(V) can be derived in the same way. By letting
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user i transmit Wb +W f +Wc and We, user 2 transmit Wa +W f and user 3 transmit
Wd +W f , all the users are able to recover the whole packet set x. For example, user 2 receives
We, recovers Wc by subtracting message Wb +W f +Wc by Wb +W f and recovers Wd
by subtracting message Wd +W f by W f so that he/she obtains all the packets in x. The
corresponding transmission rate vector in this coding scheme is (2, 1, 1).9
For a fractional rate vector rV , let k ∈ Z+ be the least common multiple (LCM) of
all denominators of ris, i.e., k is the minimum nonnegative integer such that krV =
(kri : i ∈ V) is integral. It means that rV can be implemented by k-packet-splitting,
dividing each packet into k chunks, in CCDE. For example, in Example 5.2.1, k = 2
is the LCM of the denominators of all dimensions in rV = ( 52 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ), which means
( 52 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ) can be implemented by 2-packet-splitting. Therefore, in a finite linear source
model, we are not only interested in the existence and determination of an integral
optimal rate vector inR∗NCO(V) for the non-asymptotic setting but are also concerned
whether there exists a fractional optimal rate vector in R∗ACO(V) for the asymptotic
setting and how large is the LCM k.
5.3 Minimum sum-rate and Optimal Rate Vector
The fundamental problem in CO is how to determine the minimum sum-rate and
a corresponding optimal rate vector: The asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem
refers to determining the value of RACO(V) and a rate vector in R∗ACO(V); The non-
asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem refers to determining the value of RNCO(V)
and a rate vector in R∗NCO(V). Although the minimum sum-rate problem can be
formulated by linear programs (5.2) and (5.3) for asymptotic and non-asymptotic
settings, respectively, it is not efficient to directly solve them by the existing LP or
ILP techniques since the number of the constraints grow exponentially large in |V|.
In this section, we study the submodularity of the minimum sum-rate problem in
both asymptotic and non-asymptotic models based on the fact that the entropy func-
tion is a polymatroid rank function. We show that the achievability of a sum-rate
α is conditioned on the Dilworth truncation. Based on this condition, we show that
the minimum sum-rate in both asymptotic and non-asymptotic models can be de-
termined by the maximum lower bound on the achievability of the sum-rate over all
multi-way cuts of the user set.
9The coding scheme that implements an achievable rate vector rV is not necessarily unique.
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5.3.1 Preliminaries
We first clarify the definitions of submodularity, base polyhedron and Dilworth trun-
cation and the related concepts as follows.
For a set function f : 2V 7→ R and a binary relationship ≤, the polyhedron and base
polyhedron of f are respectively [49, 166]
P( f ,≤) = {rV ∈ R|V| : r(X) ≤ f (X), ∀X ⊆ V},
B( f ,≤) = {rV ∈ P( f ,≤) : r(V) = f (V)}.
In the same way, we can define P( f ,≥) and B( f ,≥). Here, (2V ,∪,∩) is a lattice. A
set function f that is defined on (2V ,∪,∩) is submodular if the submodular inequality
f (X) + f (Y) ≥ f (X ∩Y) + f (X ∪Y) (5.4)
holds for all X, Y ⊆ V; f is supermodular if − f is submodular; f is modular if it is both
submodular and supermodular.
If f is submodular, P( f ,≤) and B( f ,≤) are called submodular polyhedron and
submodular base polyhedron, respectively. A set function f is intersecting submod-
ular if the submodular inequality (5.4) only holds for all sets that are intersecting,
i.e., all X, Y ⊆ V such that X ∩Y 6= ∅.
A set function f is the rank function of a polymatroid if it is (a) normalized: f (∅) =
0; (b) monotonic: f (X) ≥ f (Y) for all X, Y ⊆ V such that Y ⊆ X; (c) submodular. If f
is a polymatroid rank function, the normality and monotonicity ensure the nonneg-
ativity of f , i.e., f (X) ≥ 0, ∀X ⊆ V, and all rate vectors in B( f ,≤) are nonnegative,
i.e., B( f ,≤) ⊆ R|V|+ [49]. It is shown in [57] that the entropy function H is a polyma-
troid rank function. It is easy to see that r, the function that is associated with a rate
vector rV , is modular and f (X)− r(X) is submodular/intersecting submodular if f
is submodular/intersecting submodular.
5.3.2 Nonemptiness of the Base Polyhedron
For α ∈ R+, we define
fα(X) =
H(X|V \ X) X ⊂ Vα X = V .
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The base polyhedron of fα
B( fα,≥) = {rV ∈ P( fα,≥) : r(V) = fα(V)}
= {rV ∈ RCO(V) : r(V) = α}
contains all achievable rate vectors that have sum-rate equal to α. It is possible that
B( fα,≥) = ∅, which means that the sum-rate α is not achievable. Let f #α be the dual
set function of fα that is defined as [49]
f #α (X) = fα(V)− fα(V \ X)
= α− fα(V \ X), ∀X ⊆ V.
Consider the constraint r(X) ≥ fα(X) in B( fα,≥). If we restrict the rate vector rV
to satisfy r(X) ≥ fα(X) for some X ⊆ V and r(V) = α, then we necessarily put
constraint
r(V \ X) = r(V)− r(X)
≤ α− fα(V \ X)
= f #α (V \ X)
on set V \X. By converting the constraints in B( fα,≥) in the same way for all X ⊆ V,
we get the base polyhedron
B( f #α ,≤) = {rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤) : r(V) = f #α (V) = α}
such that B( f #α ,≤) = B( fα,≥).10 Then, the set of all achievable rate vectors with sum-
rate α is described by B( f #α ,≤). It is obvious that B( f #α ,≤) 6= ∅ if the polyhedron
P( f #α ,≤) intersects with the hyperplane {rV ∈ R|V| : r(V) = α}. Also, the optimal
rate sets can be described by the base polyhedra as
R∗ACO(V) = B( f
#
RACO(V),≤);
R∗NCO(V) = B( f
#
RNCO(V),≤) ∩Z|V|.
Therefore, the minimum sum-rate, either RACO(V) or RNCO(V), can be determined
by studying the condition on α for the nonemptiness of B( f #α ,≤), and a rate vector
in the optimal rate set, either R∗ACO(V) or R
∗
NCO(V), can be determined by any
10B( f #α ,≤) = B( fα,≥) holds without the submodularity constraint [49, Lemma 2.4], i.e., it does not
require f #α to be (intersecting) submodular.
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0
1
2
3
4
0
1
0
1
r1
r2
r 3
r(V) = 165
P( f #16/5,≤)
Figure 5.2: For the system in Example 5.2.1, when α = 165 , the polyhedron P( f
#
16/5,≤)
does not intersect with the plane {rV ∈ R3 : r(V) = 165 }. Therefore, B( f #16/5,≤) =
{rV ∈ RCO(V) : r(V) = 165 } = ∅, i.e., there does not exist an achievable rate vector
that has sum-rate equal to 165 .
algorithm that is able to search a base point rV in B( f #RACO(V),≤) or B( f #RNCO(V),≤
) ∩Z|V|.11
Example 5.3.1. For the system in Example 5.2.1, we have B( fα,≥) = {r ∈ RCO(V) : r(V) =
α}. For a fixed value of α, consider the constraint r({1}) ≥ fα({1}) = 1 in B( fα,≥). Since
we restrict the sum-rate to be r({1, 2, 3}) = α, we have constraint r({2, 3}) = α− r({1}) ≤
α− fα({1}) = f #α ({2, 3}) = α− 1. If we convert the constraints one by one in B( fα,≥),
we have the dual base polyhedron
B( f #α ,≤) =
{
rV ∈ R|V| : r(∅) = 0, r({1}) ≤ α− 1, r({2}) ≤ α− 3, r({3}) ≤ α− 3,
r({1, 2}) ≤ α, r({1, 3}) ≤ α, r({2, 3}) ≤ α− 1,
r({1, 2, 3}) = α}
such that B( f #α ,≤) = B( fα,≥). We increase the value of α from 0. It can be shown that
B( f #α ,≤) = ∅ when α < 72 , e.g., when α = 165 in Fig. 5.2. When α = 72 , we have
R∗ACO(V) = B( f
#
3.5,≤) = {( 52 , 12 , 12 )} as in Fig. 5.3. We keep increasing α after reaching
7
2 . It can be shown that B( f
#
α ,≤) ∩ Z|V| = ∅ when α < 4. When α = 4, we have
R∗NCO(V) = B( f
#
4 ,≤) ∩Z|V| = {(3, 0, 1), (2, 1, 1, ), (3, 1, 0)} as in Fig. 5.4.
11A base (point) is a |V|-dimension vector rV in B( f ,≤), where f is a given set function defined on
the power set 2V .
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Figure 5.3: For the system in Example 5.2.1, when α = 72 , the polyhedron P( f
#
7/2,≤)
intersects with the plane {rV ∈ R3 : r(V) = 72} at rV = ( 52 , 12 , 12 ), i.e., B( f #7/2,≤) =
{rV ∈ RCO(V) : r(V) = 72} = {( 52 , 12 , 12 )}. In this case, there is only one optimal rate
vector for the asymptotic model.
5.3.3 Minimum Sum-rate
The condition for the nonemptiness of B( f #α ,≤) can be easily derived based on the
submodularity of this base polyhedron.
Lemma 5.3.2. If 0 ≤ α < H(V), f #α is intersecting submodular; If α ≥ H(V), f #α is
submodular.
Proof. For function f #α , we have
f #α (X) + f
#
α (Y)− f #α (X ∪Y)− f #α (X ∩Y) =H(X) + H(Y)− H(X ∪Y)− H(X ∩Y) + α− H(V) X ∩Y = ∅H(X) + H(Y)− H(X ∪Y)− H(X ∩Y) otherwise .
Due to the submodularity of the entropy function H, if α ≥ H(V), f #α (X) + f #α (Y)−
f #α (X ∪ Y)− f #α (X ∩ Y) ≥ 0, ∀X, Y ⊆ V, i.e., f #α is submodular; if α < H(V), f #α (X) +
f #α (Y) − f #α (X ∪ Y) − f #α (X ∩ Y) ≥ 0, ∀X, Y ⊆ V : X ∩ Y 6= ∅, i.e., f #α is intersecting
submodular.
For X ⊆ V, denote by Π(X) the set that contains all partitions of X. A partition P
of X is the set that satisfies: (a) C 6= ∅ for all C ∈ P ; (b) C∩C′ = ∅ for any distinctive
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Figure 5.4: For the system in Example 5.2.1, when α = 4, the polyhedron P( f #4 ,≤)
and the plane {rV ∈ R3 : r(V) = 4} intersect, i.e., B( f #4 ,≤) = {rV ∈ RCO(V) : r(V) =
4} 6= ∅. Also, R∗NCO(V) = B( f #4 ,≤) ∩Z3 = {(2, 1, 1), (3, 0, 1), (3, 1, 0)}. In this case,
there are three optimal rate vectors for the non-asymptotic model.
C, C′ ∈ P ; (c) ∪C∈PC = X. Denote Π′(X) = Π(X) \ {X} = {P ∈ Π(X) : |P| > 1}.
For a partition P ∈ Π(X), let
f #α [P ] = ∑
C∈P
f #α (C)
and fˆ #α be the Dilworth truncation of f #α that is defined as [100]
fˆ #α (X) = minP∈Π(X)
f #α [P ], ∀X ⊆ V. (5.5)
We have fˆ #α being a submodular function due to the intersecting submodularity of
f #α [164]. It is shown in [167] that, for a given value of α, the minimal/finest and max-
imal/coarsest partitions that minimize minP∈Π(X) f #α [P ] exist.12 Dilworth truncation
is an important concept in CO. We will show in the following context that a condi-
tion on the Dilworth truncation determines the nonemptiness of the base polyhedron
B( f #α ,≤). In Section 5.5.2, we will show that this maximization problem can be solved
in polynomial time by efficient algorithms for solving the Dilworth truncation problem,
the minimization problem in (5.5).
12In [167], it is shown that the minimizers of minP∈Π(X) f #α [P ] form a partition lattice, which is called
the Dilworth truncation lattice, where the minimal/finest and maximal/coarsest minimizers uniquely
exist.
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Theorem 5.3.3. B( f #α ,≤) is nonempty, i.e., α is achievable, and B( f #α ,≤) = B( fˆ #α ,≤) if and
only if
α = fˆ #α (V). (5.6)
Proof. When α ≥ H(V), f #α is submodular according to Lemma 5.3.2. So, α = f #α (V) =
fˆ #α (V) and B( f #α ,≤) 6= ∅ [49]. When 0 ≤ α < H(V), due to the intersecting submod-
ularity of f #α , B( f #α ,≤) 6= ∅ if and only if α = fˆ #α (V) based on Lemma 5.A.1 in
Appendix 5.A.
In Theorem 5.3.3, fˆ #α (V) determines the maximum sum-rate of all rate vectors in
polyhedron P( f #α ,≤),13 while α is the sum-rate for all rate vectors in the hyperplane
{rV ∈ R|V| : r(V) = α}. There are two situations: if α > fˆ #α (V), P( f #α ,≤) does
not intersect with the hyperplane {rV ∈ R|V| : r(V) = α}; if α = fˆ #α (V), P( f #α ,≤)
intersects with the hyperplane {rV ∈ R|V| : r(V) = α} at B( f #α ,≤). In the latter
case, B( f #α ,≤) 6= ∅. Theorem 5.3.3 can also be interpreted by the principal sequence
of partitions (PSP) in 5.5.1, where the comparison between the maximum sum-rate
in P( f #α ,≤) and the sum-rate α of the hyperplane {rV ∈ R|V| : r(V) = α}, or the
nonemptiness of the base polyhedron B( f #α ,≤), is fully characterized by a fˆ #α (V) vs.
α plot.
Example 5.3.4. For the system in Example 5.2.1, it can be shown that: when α < 72 , we
have α > fˆ #α (V); when α ≥ 72 , we have α = fˆ #α (V).14 For example, in Fig. 5.2 when α = 165 ,
one can show that max{r(V) : rV ∈ P( f #16/5,≤)} = fˆ #16/5(V) = 135 < α. So, P( f #16/5,≤)
does not intersect with hyperplane {rV ∈ R|V| : r(V) = 165 }, i.e., B( f #α ,≤) = ∅.
In Fig. 5.4, when α = 4, we have f #4 being
f #4 (∅) = 0, f
#
4 ({1}) = 3, f #4 ({2}) = 1, f #4 ({3}) = 1,
f #4 ({1, 2}) = 4, f #4 ({1, 3}) = 4, f #4 ({2, 3}) = 3, f #4 ({1, 2, 3}) = 4
and the Dilworth truncation fˆ #4 being
fˆ #4 (∅) = 0, fˆ
#
4 ({1}) = 3, fˆ #4 ({2}) = 1, fˆ #4 ({3}) = 1,
fˆ #4 ({1, 2}) = 4, fˆ #4 ({1, 3}) = 4, fˆ #4 ({2, 3}) = 2, fˆ #4 ({1, 2, 3}) = 4.
13For determining the maximum sum-rate in P( f #α ,≤), we have max{r(V) : rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤)} = r[P∗] =
∑C∈P r(C) = fˆ #α (V), where P∗ is the minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] [49]. The detailed explanation is
shown in Appendix 5.C.
14The two situations can be seen from the fˆ #α (V) vs. α plot in Fig. 5.8.
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One can show that max{r(V) : rV ∈ P( f #4 ,≤)} = fˆ #4 (V) = 4 = α and B( f #4 ,≤) =
B( fˆ #4 ,≤) 6= ∅.
By comparing the values of f #4 and fˆ
#
4 , we can see that the Dilworth truncation tight-
ens the constraints in the polyhedron P( f #4 ,≤). For example, the inequality r({2, 3}) ≤
f #4 ({2, 3}) = 3 in P( f #4 ,≤) can be tightened by r({2}) ≤ f #4 ({2}) = 1 and r({3}) ≤
f #4 ({3}) = 1 so that we have r({2, 3}) ≤ fˆ #4 ({2, 3}) = 2 in P( fˆ #4 ,≤). It also ex-
plains that fˆ #α (V) determines the maximum sum-rate over all rate vectors in the polyhedron
P( f #α ,≤) [49].
Theorem 5.3.3 and the geometric relationship between P( f #α ,≤) and the hyper-
plane {rV ∈ R|V| : r(V) = α} can also be interpreted by the concept of principal
sequence of partitions (PSP) in Section 5.5.1.
Corollary 5.3.5. For P ∈ Π′(V), define
ϕ(P) = ∑
C∈P
H(V)− H(C)
|P| − 1 .
The minimum sum-rate in the asymptotic and non-asymptotic models are respectively
RACO(V) = maxP∈Π′(V)
ϕ(P), (5.7a)
RNCO(V) =
⌈
max
P∈Π′(V)
ϕ(P)⌉. (5.7b)
Proof. (5.6) in Theorem 5.3.3 is equivalent to α ≤ f #α [P ], ∀P ∈ Π(V), which can be
converted to α ≥ ϕ(P), ∀P ∈ Π′(V). It gives rise to the expressions of RACO(V) and
RNCO(V) in (5.7a) and (5.7b), respectively.
Corollary 5.3.5 states that the minimum sum-rate can be determined by a maxi-
mization over all multi-way cuts of V. Any partition P ∈ Π′(V) can be considered as
a multi-way cut of the user set V. For any C ∈ P , the cut {C, V \ C} imposes the SW
constraint r(V \ C) ≥ H(V \ C|C) = H(V)− H(C). By applying this to each C ∈ P ,
we have ∑C∈P r(V \ C) = (|P| − 1)r(V) ≥ ∑C∈P
(
H(V) − H(C)), which imposes
requirement or lower bound
r(V) ≥ ∑
C∈P
H(V)− H(C)
|P| − 1 = ϕ(P)
on the sum-rate for attaining omniscience. Here, |P| − 1 is a normalization factor.
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Since the SW constraint applies to all the subset of V, an achievable sum-rate must
satisfy the highest requirement imposed by ϕ(P) over all multi-way cuts, i.e., ϕ(P)
should be maximized over all P ∈ Π′(V). Therefore, we have (5.7a) and (5.7b). We
call the mininal/finest maximizer of (5.7a) the fundamental partition and denote it by
P∗. The fundamental partition is of great importance in many problems, e.g., the
secrecy capacity problem [151, 160, 161], the clustering problem [163, 168] and the
optimal network attack problem [169].
Example 5.3.6. For the system in Example 5.2.1, by applying (5.7a) and (5.7b), we have
RACO(V) = 72 and RNCO(V) = 4, which is consistent with the results in Examples 5.2.1
and 5.3.1. In addition, we have P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}} being the fundamental partition.
5.3.4 Related Results
Based on Corollary 5.3.5, RNCO(V) = dRACO(V)e so that RNCO(V) ≥ RACO(V),
i.e., the minimum sum-rate in non-asymptotic model is no less than the one in the
asymptotic model, which is consistent with the result in [159].
It is also straightforward that RACO(V)+ 1 > RNCO(V). It is shown in [67] that the
maximum difference between RACO(V) and RNCO(V) is one transmission. Whereas
the result RNCO(V) − RACO(V) < 1 states that this maximum difference is strictly
less than one. Besides, we also have the following results.
Theorem 5.3.7. fˆ #α is polymatroid rank function and B( fˆ #α ,≤) = B( f #α ,≤) = {rV ∈
RCO(V) : r(V) = α} 6= ∅ for all α ≥ RACO(V).
Proof. According to the definition of function f #α and the Dilworth truncation fˆ #α , for
all α ∈ R+, we have fˆ #RACO(V) being normalized, i.e., fˆ #RACO(V)(∅) = 0, and submodular
[49, Theorem 2.5]. The remaining task is to prove the monotonicity of fˆ #α when
α ≥ RACO(V). According to (5.7a), we have α ≥ RACO(V) ≥ ϕ({{i}, V \ {i}}) =
2H(V)− H({i} − H(V \ {i}) for all i ∈ V. Then, when α ≥ RACO(V),
fˆ #α ({i}) = f #α ({i}) = α− H(V) + H({i}) ≥ H(V)− H(V \ {i}) ≥ 0,
where the last inequality is due to the monotonicity of the entropy function H. So,
for all α ≥ RACO(V) and i ∈ V, we have fˆ #α ({i}) ≥ fˆ #α (∅) and fˆ #α (X) ≥ fˆ #α (Y) for all
X, Y ⊆ V such that i ∈ Y ⊆ X, i.e., fˆ #α is monotonic. When α ≥ RACO(V), α = fˆ #α (V).
According to Theorem 5.3.3, B( fˆ #α ,≤) = B( f #α ,≤) 6= ∅
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Remark 5.3.8. It is shown in [49] that the base polyhedron of a polymatroid rank function
is a subset of R|V|+ . Then, based on Theorem 5.3.7, when α ≥ RACO(V), B( f #α ,≤) 6= ∅
and B( f #α ,≤) ⊆ R|V|+ .15 Since RCO(V) = {rV ∈ B( f #α ,≤) : α ≥ RACO(V)}, we have
RCO(V) ⊆ R|V|+ . Therefore, we just have the constraint rV ∈ R|V|, instead of rV ∈ R|V|+ , in
the expression of RCO(V) in Section 5.2.
Theorem 5.3.7 is important in proving the existence of a fractional and integral in
R∗ACO(V) and R
∗
NCO(V), respectively, in the finite linear source model and CCDE.
Corollary 5.3.9. In a finite linear source model,
(a) there exists an integral optimal rate vector in R∗NCO(V).
16
(b) there exists a fractional optimal rate vector in R∗ACO(V) that can be implemented by
(|P∗| − 1)-packet-splitting in CCDE.
Proof. Recall that in a finite linear source model, the entropy function H is integer-
valued. Then, since f #RNCO(V) is integer-valued, based on Theorem 5.3.7, fˆ
#
RNCO(V)
is
an integer-valued polymatroid rank function. Denote by EX( fˆ #RNCO(V)) the set of all
extreme points, or vertices, in B( fˆ #RNCO(V),≤). According to [49, Theorem 3.22], all
rV ∈ EX( fˆ #RNCO(V)) ⊆ B( fˆ #RNCO(V),≤) = R∗NCO(V) are integral. Corollary 5.3.9(a)
holds.
On the other hand, in a finite linear source model, we have RACO(V) being
fractional with denominator |P∗| − 1, i.e., RACO(V)(|P∗| − 1) is integral. Then,
(|P∗| − 1) f #RACO(V) is an integer-valued polymatroid rank function. According to [49,
Theorem 3.22], all rV ∈ EX((|P∗| − 1) fˆ #RACO(V)) are integral. For all rV ∈ EX((|P∗| −
1) fˆ #RACO(V)), we have
1
|P∗|−1 rV ∈ EX( fˆ #RACO(V)) ⊆ B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) = R∗ACO(V) being an
optimal rate vector. For 1|P∗|−1 rV , |P∗| − 1 is the LCM of the denominators of all
dimensions. Corollary 5.3.9(b) holds.
Example 5.3.10. Consider the system in Example 5.2.1. We have RACO(V) = 72 , RNCO(V) =
4 and P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}}. From Fig. 5.4, it can be seen that the set of extreme points in
B( fˆ #RNCO(V),≤) is
EX( fˆ #RNCO(V)) =
{
(2, 1, 1), (3, 1, 0), (3, 0, 1)
}
.
15In [49], it is proved that min{ri : rV ∈ B( f ,≤)} ≥ 0 for all i ∈ V if f : 2V 7→ R is a polymatroid rank
function, which means B( f ,≤) ⊆ R|V|+ necessarily.
16In fact, in a finite linear source model, there exists an integral rate vector in B( fˆ #α ,≤) = {rV ∈
RCO(V) ∩Z|V| : r(V) = α} for all α ∈ Z+ such that α ≥ RNCO(V), which can be proved in the same
way as Corollary 5.3.9(a). This result is also derived in [67, 68] based on the Edmond greedy algorithm
as in Appendix 5.C.
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All rV ∈ EX( fˆ #RNCO(V)) are integral optimal rate vectors in R∗NCO(V). From Fig. 5.3, it can
be seen that
EX( fˆ #RACO(V)) =
{
(
5
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
)
}
= B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤).
( 52 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ) can be implemented by (|P∗| − 1)-packet-splitting.
Example 5.3.11. Consider a different system compared to previous examples where V =
{1, . . . , 5} and each user observes respectively
Z1 = (Wb,Wc,Wd,Wh,Wi),
Z2 = (We,W f ,Wh,Wi),
Z3 = (Wb,Wc,We,Wj),
Z4 = (Wa,Wb,Wc,Wd,W f ,Wg,Wi,Wj),
Z5 = (Wa,Wb,Wc,W f ,Wi,Wj),
where Wj is an independent uniformly distributed random bit. In this system, we have
RACO(V) = 132 , RNCO(V) = 7 and P∗ = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}}. One can show that all
rate vectors rV ∈ EX( fˆ #RNCO(V)) ⊂ B( fˆ #RNCO(V),≤) ∩Z|V| = R∗NCO(V) are integral, e.g.,
rV = (0, 1, 1, 5, 0). For R∗ACO(V) = B( fˆ
#
RACO(V)
,≤), the extreme point set is
EX( fˆ #RACO(V)) =
{
(1,
1
2
,
1
2
, 2,
5
2
), (2,
1
2
,
1
2
, 1,
5
2
), (1,
1
2
,
1
2
,
9
2
, 0),
(
3
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
, 4, 0), (
3
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
, 1, 3)
}
.
We have |P∗| − 1 = 2 and all rate vectors in EX( f #RACO(V)) can be implemented by 2-packet-
splitting.
It is shown in [67] that (|V| − 1)-packet-splitting is sufficient to achieve the mini-
mum sum-rate RACO(V) in a CCDE system with high probability.17 However, Corol-
lary 5.3.9(b) states that (|P∗| − 1)-packet-splitting with |P∗| − 1 ≤ |V| − 1 is sufficient
to achieve the minimum sum-rate RACO(V) in a CCDE system for sure.
Remark 5.3.12. The proof of Corollary 5.3.9 states that determining the integral and frac-
tional optimal rate vectors in R∗NCO(V) and R
∗
ACO(V), respectively, is equivalent to search-
ing the extreme points in B( fˆ #RNCO(V)) and B( fˆ
#
RACO(V)
).
17The authors in [67] study the more general CCDE system where each user can only communicate
with a subset of V. In the CCDE problem considered in this paper, we assume that each user can
communicate losslessly with all other users, which is a special case of the general CCDE system in [67].
The authors in [67] call the model studied in this paper a clique system.
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5.3.5 Secrecy Capacity and Multivariate Mutual Information
In the studies on secrecy capacity in [151, 160, 161], it is shown that the maximum
secrecy capacity in V equals to the multivariate mutual information (MMI)
I(V) = min
P∈Π′(V)
D(PZV‖∏C∈P PZC)
|P| − 1 , (5.8)
where D(·‖·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence and is given by D(PZV‖∏C∈P PZC) =
∑C∈P H(C)− H(V) [148].
There is a duality between CO and secrecy capacity [157, 160]:
RACO(V) = H(V)− I(V), (5.9a)
RNCO(V) = H(V)− bI(V)c. (5.9b)
The interpretation of (5.9a) is as follows. I(V) can be considered as the maximum
amount of information that is mutual to users in V [160]. Therefore, the minimum
sum-rate RACO(V) must be H(V)− I(V), the amount of information that is not mu-
tual to users in V. The fundamental partition defined in [151, 160, 161] refers to
the finest/minimal minimizer of (5.8), which is consistent with the definition in this
chapter. The dual relationship between RACO(V) and I(V) makes it more signifi-
cant to study the minimum sum-rate problem in CO: Determining the MMI I(V), or
the secret capacity, relies on efficient algorithms for solving the minimum sum-rate
problem and vice versa.
5.4 Lower Bound on Minimum Sum-Rate
The existing algorithms for solving the minimum sum-rate problem all start with an
estimation of the minimum sum-rate, e.g., the ones in [67,68] for the non-asymptotic
model. The MDA and SIA algorithms proposed in Section 5.5 also require an initial
lower estimation of RACO(V) and RNCO(V), respectively. Therefore, in this section,
we propose lower bounds (LBs) on RACO(V) and RNCO(V) and show that the LB on
RNCO(V) is tighter than the existing ones in the literature.
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Theorem 5.4.1. The minimum sum-rate is lower bounded by
RACO(V) ≥ max
i∈V
{
ϕ({{i}, V \ {i}}), ϕ({{i} : i ∈ V})},
RNCO(V) ≥
⌈
max
i∈V
{
ϕ({{i}, V \ {i}}), ϕ({{i} : i ∈ V})}⌉.
Proof. The LBs on RACO(V) and RNCO(V) are obtained by (5.7a) and (5.7b), respec-
tively, by partitions P = {{i}, V \ {i}} and P = {{i} : i ∈ V} for all i ∈ V.
The LBs in Theorem 5.4.1 can be obtained in O(|V|) time. They are tight in 3-user
systems.
Corollary 5.4.2. If |V| = 3, the LBs in Theorem 5.4.1 are tight.
Proof. If |V| = 3, P = {{i}, V \ {i}} and P = {{i} : i ∈ V} for all i ∈ V constitute all
partitions in Π′(V).
The LB on RNCO(V) has also been proposed in [152, 153] for CCDE. In [152], it is
shown that
RNCO(V) ≥ H(V)−min
i∈V
H({i}). (5.10)
In addition, if H({i}) = b for all i ∈ V, RNCO(V) ≥ H(V) − b + 1, which can be
explained by the LB
RNCO(V) ≥
⌈
∑
i∈V
H(V)− H({i})
|V| − 1
⌉
= dϕ({{i} : i ∈ V})e
(5.11)
proposed in [153] in that dϕ({{i} : i ∈ V})e = d |V||V|−1 (H(V)− b)e = H(V)− b + 1 in
the case when H({i}) = b, ∀i ∈ V. But,
max
i∈V
ϕ({{i}, V \ {i}}) ≥ max
i∈V
{
H(V)− H({i})}
= H(V)−min
i∈V
H({i}).
The LB on RNCO(V) in Theorem 5.4.1 is tighter than the ones in [152, 153].
Experiment 5.4.3. We generate a number of CCDE systems as follows. The number of
packets H(V) varies from 6 to 30, while the number of users |V| varies from 3 to 15. For
each combination of H(V) and |V|, we repeat the procedure below for 20 times.
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Figure 5.5: The average error incurred by (5.10), the lower bound on RNCO(V) that is
proposed in [152], in Experiment 5.4.3.
• randomly generate the packet sets zi = Aix for all i ∈ V subject to the condition
l(x) = H(V);
• compute the LBs on RNCO(V) based on [152, 153] and Theorem 5.4.1.
We obtain the error as the absolute difference between the LB and RNCO(V). We plot the
average error incurred by the LBs on RNCO(V) in [152, 153] and Theorem 5.4.1 over rep-
etitions in Figs. 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, respectively. It can be seen that the LB on RNCO(V) in
Theorem 5.4.1 is much tighter than the ones in [152, 153]. In addition, the error in Fig. 5.7
is zero for |V| = 3 according to Corollary 5.4.2.
5.5 Algorithms for the Minimum Sum-rate CO Problem
The remaining problem is to discuss how to efficiently solve the maximization prob-
lems in (5.7a) and (5.7b) in Corollary 5.3.5 for the asymptotic and non-asymptotic
models, respectively, and determine a corresponding optimal rate vector. For this
purpose, we first propose the MDA algorithm based on the concept of principal se-
quence of partitions (PSP) for the asymptotic model and then utilize the existing
results to propose an SIA algorithm for the non-asymptotic model.
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Figure 5.6: The average error incurred by (5.11), the lower bound on RNCO(V) that is
proposed in [153], in Experiment 5.4.3.
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Figure 5.7: The average error incurred by the lower bound on RNCO(V) in Theo-
rem 5.4.1, in Experiment 5.4.3. The error is zero in the case when |V| = 3 according
to Corollary 5.4.2.
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5.5.1 Principal Sequence of Partitions (PSP)
Before presenting the MDA algorithm, it worth describing the concept of principal
sequence of partitions (PSP). Firstly, the PSP contains all the parameters that are
sufficient to characterize the variation of the value of the Dilworth truncation fˆ #α (V)
in α, which also gives a graphical interpretation of Theorem 5.3.3. Secondly, the
MDA in Section 5.5.2 is proposed based on the existing methods for determining
the PSP in the literature due to the fact that the minimum sum-rate RACO(V) and
the fundamental partition P∗ correspond to one of the critical/turning points in the
PSP. Thus, the optimality of the MDA algorithm is also proved based on the existing
results on PSP.
We define the pairwise relationship between two partitions in Π(V) as follows.
Definition 5.5.1 (order ). For P ,P ′ ∈ Π(V), we denote P  P ′ if ∃X′ ∈ P ′ such that
X ⊆ X′ for all X ∈ P ; P = P ′ if P  P ′ and P  P ′; P ≺ P ′ if P  P ′ and P 6= P ′.
In other words, P  P ′ if P is finer than P ′ and P ≺ P ′ if P is strictly finer
than P ′. For example, for P = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}} and P ′ = {{1, 2, 3}, {4}}, we have
P  P ′. In fact, P ≺ P ′.
Theorem 5.5.2 (PSP [167, 168]). fˆ #α (V) = minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] is a piecewise linear nonde-
creasing curve in α with p ≤ |V| − 1 critical/turning points
H(V) = α0 > α1 > α2 > . . . > αp ≥ 0
that have the following properties.
(a) Denote Pj the finest/minimal minimizers of minP∈Π(V) f #αj [P ]. All Pjs form a partition
chain/sequence CP :
{V} = P0  P1  . . .  Pp = {{i} : i ∈ V}.
If αj > α > αj+1 for some j ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}, the minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] is
uniquely Pj; If α < αp, the minimizer is uniquely Pp = {{i} : i ∈ V}; If α > α1, the
minimizer is uniquely P0 = {V};
(b) The gradient of fˆ #α (V) is decreasing in α: The gradient is |Pp| = |V| initially; It changes
to |Pj−1| after each critical value αj and finally decreases to 1 after α1.
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Figure 5.8: The value of fˆ #α (V) as a function of α for the system in Example 5.2.1.
α1 = RACO(V) = 72 and P1 = P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}} according to Corollary 5.5.3.
Corollary 5.5.3. α1 = RACO(V) and P1 = P∗, i.e., the parameters in PSP that correspond
to the first critical point α1 constitute the solutions to the asymptotic CO problem.
Proof. According to Theorem 5.3.3, the base polyhedron B( f #α ,≤) is nonempty if and
only if α = fˆ #α (V). In other words, B( f #α ,≤) 6= ∅ if and only if the value of α falls in
the segment of the piecewise linear fˆ #α (V) vs. α curve where the gradient is 1, which,
based on property (b) in Theorem 5.5.2, is when α ≥ α1. Then, the minimum sum-
rate RACO(V) is the smallest value of α such that B( f #α ,≤) 6= ∅, which is α1. The set of
all maximizers of (5.7a) coincides with the set of all minimizers of minP∈Π(V) f #α1 [P ].
So, the minimal/finest minimizer P1 is the minimal/finest maximizer of (5.7a), i.e.,
P1 equals to the fundamental partition P∗.
Based on Corollary 5.5.3, solving the asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem
reduces to determining the value of α1 and P1 in the PSP. The proof of Corollary 5.5.3
is exemplified below.
Example 5.5.4. We show the plot fˆ #α (V) in α for the systems in Examples 5.2.1 and 5.3.11
in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9, respectively. It can be seen from both figures that fˆ #α (V) is an in-
creasing piecewise linear function in α. We discuss Fig. 5.3.11 based on Theorem 5.5.2 and
Corollary 5.5.3 as follows.
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Figure 5.9: The value of fˆ #α (V) as a function of α for the system in Example 5.3.11.
α1 = RACO(V) = 132 and P1 = P∗ = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}} according to Corollary 5.5.3.
In addition to α0 and P0, there are three critical points αj with Pj, the minimal minimizers
of minP∈Π(V) f #αj [P ], being
α0 = 10, P0 = {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}};
α1 = 6.5, P1 = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}};
α2 = 6, P2 = {{4, 5}, {1}, {2}, {3}};
α3 = 4, P3 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}}.
We have the partition sequence CP : P0  P1  P2  P3. The gradient is: 5 when
α ∈ [0, α3]; 4 when α ∈ [α3, α2]; 3 when α ∈ [α2, α1]; 1 when α ∈ [α1, α0]. In addition,
one can show that the minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] is uniquely P3 when α ∈ [0, α3),
P2 when α ∈ (α3, α2), P1 when α ∈ (α2, α1) and P0 when α ∈ (α1, α0]. Here, α1 and
P1 coincide with the minimum sum-rate RACO(V) = 132 and the fundamental partition
P∗ = {{4, 5}, {1}, {2}, {3}} in Example 5.3.11, respectively.
In Fig. 5.9, we also plot the line f #α (V) = α. It can be seen that f #α (V) overlaps with
fˆ #α (V), i.e., α = fˆ #α (V), when α ∈ [α1, α0]. So, B( f #α ,≤) 6= ∅ when α ≥ α1 according to
Theorem 5.3.3. α1 = 6.5, the minimal value of α in the region [α1, α0], is the minimum sum-
rate RACO(V) and the corresponding partition P1 = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}} is the fundamental
partition P∗.
Consider the region when α < α1 = 6.5 in Fig. 5.9. We have f #α (V) = α > fˆ #α (V). As
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Algorithm 5.1: Modified Decomposition Algorithm (MDA)
input : the ground set V, an oracle that returns the value of H(X) for a given X ⊆ V
output: α that equals to RACO(V), P∗ which is the fundamental partition and a rate
vector rV in the optimal rate set R∗ACO(V) = B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤)
1 Initialize α according to Theorem 5.4.1:
α← maxi∈V
{
ϕ({{i}, V \ {i}}), ϕ({{i} : i ∈ V})};
2 find the minimal/finest minimizer P∗ of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] and a rate vector
rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤);
3 αˆ← ϕ(P∗);
4 while αˆ 6= α do
5 α← αˆ;
6 find the minimal/finest minimizer P∗ of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] and a rate vector
rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤);
7 αˆ← ϕ(P∗);
8 end
9 return α, P∗ and rV ;
discussed in Section 5.3.3, the polyhedron P( f #α ,≤) does not intersect with the hyperplane
{rV ∈ R|V| : r(V) = α}, i.e., B( f #α ,≤) = ∅, in this region. It means that the minimum sum-
rate α is too low for attaining the omniscience in V. On the contrary, when α ≥ α1 = 6.5,
P( f #α ,≤) intersects with the hyperplane {rV ∈ R|V| : r(V) = α}, i.e., B( f #α ,≤) = ∅. It
can be seen that the comparison between fˆ #α (V) and f #α (V) as functions of α provides another
interpretation of Theorem 5.3.3.
5.5.2 Modified Decomposition Algorithm
The MDA algorithm is given in Algorithm 5.1 for solving the minimum sum-rate
problem in the asymptotic model.18 The optimality of the MDA algorithm is sum-
marized in Theorem 5.5.5 below. The proof is in Appendix 5.B.
Theorem 5.5.5. The MDA algorithm outputs the minimum sum-rate RACO(V), the funda-
mental partition P∗ and an optimal rate vector rV ∈ R∗ACO(V) for the asymptotic model.
The estimation sequence of RACO(V), i.e., the value of α in each iteration, converges mono-
tonically upward to RACO(V).
Example 5.5.6. We apply the MDA algorithm to the system in Example 5.3.11. We initi-
ate α = maxi∈V
{
ϕ({{i}, V \ {i}}), ϕ({{i} : i ∈ V})} = 234 as the LB on RACO(V) in
18The MDA algorithm can be considered as an adaption from the decomposition algorithm (DA)
proposed in [167, 168] for determining all parameters in the PSP (see Appendix 5.B). Hence, the name
MDA.
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Figure 5.10: The estimation sequence of RACO(V), i.e., the value of α in each iteration,
when the MDA algorithm is applied to the system in Example 5.3.11. According to
Theorem 5.5.5, it converges monotonically upward to RACO(V).
Theorem 5.4.1, and have the following results.
• When α = 234 , we have P∗ = {{4, 5}, {1}, {2}, {3}} being the minimal minimizer of
the Dilworth truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #23/4[P ] and rV = ( 34 ,− 14 ,− 14 , 154 , 0) ∈
B( fˆ #23/4,≤). We get αˆ = ϕ(P∗) = 193 . Since α 6= αˆ, the iteration continues;
• When α = 193 , we have P∗ = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}} being the minimal minimizer of
minP∈Π(V) f #19/3[P ] and rV = (1, 13 , 13 , 133 , 0) ∈ B( fˆ #19/3,≤). Since αˆ = ϕ(P∗) =
13
2 6= α, the iteration continues;
• When α = 132 , we have P∗ = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}} being the minimal minimizer of
minP∈Π(V) f #13/2[P ] and rV = (1, 12 , 12 , 92 , 0) ∈ B( fˆ #13/2,≤). Since αˆ = ϕ(P∗) =
13
2 = α, the iteration terminates.
At the output, α = 132 and P∗ = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}} coincide with the minimum
sum-rate RACO(V) and the fundamental partition in Example 5.3.11, respectively. In ad-
dition, rV = (1, 12 ,
1
2 ,
9
2 , 0) ∈ B( fˆ #13/2,≤) = R∗ACO(V) is an optimal rate vector. In
fact, (1, 12 ,
1
2 ,
9
2 , 0) ∈ EX( fˆ #RACO(V)) is one of the extreme points in the base polyhedron
B( f #RACO(V),≤), where EX( f #RACO(V)) is shown in Example 5.3.11. Fig. 5.10 shows that the
value of α in each iteration of the MDA algorithm converges monotonically upwards to the
minimum sum-rate RACO(V).
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In the next section, we show how to solve the Dilworth truncation problem
minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] in steps 2 and 6 in the MDA algorithm by a fusion implementa-
tion of the coordinate-wise saturation capacity algorithm, where a rate vector rV ∈
B( fˆ #α ,≤) is also returned.
5.5.3 Coordinate-wise Saturation Capacity Algorithm by Fusion Method
For solving the Dilworth truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ], there exist several
algorithms in the literature, e.g., the fusion set method proposed in [103, 167] for
determining the PSP of electronic networks, the coordinate-wise saturation capacity
(CoordSatCap) algorithm proposed in [170–172] for determining the strength of a
network.19 In this chapter, we consider the CoordSatCap algorithm, which deter-
mines not only the minimum and the minimizer of the Dilworth truncation problem
minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ], but also a rate vector rV in the base polyhedron B( fˆ #α ,≤).20 In this
section, we first describe the CoordSatCap algorithm and then show how to imple-
ment it by a fusion method.
We first introduce some related concepts/definitions as follows. For X ⊆ V, χX
is the characteristic vector of the subset X. The notation χ{i} is simplified by χi. Let
Φ = (φ1, . . . , φ|V|), where φi ∈ V and φi 6= φi′ for all i, i′ ∈ {1, . . . , |V|} such that
i 6= i′. We call Φ a linear ordering of V. For example, Φ = (2, 3, 1, 4) is a linear
ordering of V = {1, . . . , 4}. For U ⊆ P where P is some partition in Π(V), denote
U˜ = unionsqX∈UX
where unionsq is the disjoint union, i.e., U˜ ⊆ V is a fusion of all the subsets in U. For
example, for
P = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {5}, {6}, {7}} ∈ Π({1, . . . , 7}),
U = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {5}, {6}} ⊂ P ,
we have U˜ = {1, . . . , 6}.
19The studies in these works are based on the cut function of a network. A cut function is normalized,
nonnegative and symmetric submodular, but not monotonic. The Dilworth truncation problem can be
solved efficiently due to the submodularity of the cut function.
20The fusion method proposed in [103, 167] does not return any rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤), i.e., if the Dilworth
truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] is solved by the fusion method in [103, 167], the output in the
MDA algorithm will not include an optimal rate vector in R∗ACO(V).
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For a rate vector rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤),
ξˆ = max{ξ : rV + ξχi ∈ P( f #α ,≤)}
is called the saturation capacity in dimension i. Here, ξˆ ∈ R+ denotes the maximum
increment in ri such that the resulting rate vector rV + ξˆχi is still in the polyhedron
P( f #α ,≤). Due to the min-max theorem [51]
max{ξ : rV + ξχi ∈ P( f #α ,≤)} = min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : i ∈ X ⊆ V}, (5.12)
the saturation capacity ξˆ can be determined by solving a minimization problem.
Here, f #α is submodular over all X ⊆ V such that i ∈ X because of the intersecting
submodularity of f #α , i.e., the minimization problem in (5.12) is an SFM one.
5.5.3.1 Coordinate-wise Saturation Capacity (CoordSatCap) Algorithm
The main purpose of the CoordSatCap algorithm is to determine a rate vector, or
base point, in B( fˆ #α ,≤). The idea is to start with a point rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤) and increase
each dimension of rV by the saturation capacity in order. Finally, we have rV still in
P( f #α ,≤) but reaching saturation in each dimension, i.e., rV + ξχi /∈ P( f #α ,≤) for all
ξ > 0 and i ∈ V, which means rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤) necessarily. Based on the tight sets
of this base point, the minimizers of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] can be determined, i.e., the
Dilworth truncation problem is solved accordingly.21
The following lemma shows one way to initiate a rate vector rV such that rV ∈
P( f #α ,≤).
Lemma 5.5.7. For any α such that 0 ≤ α ≤ H(V), rV = (α− H(V))χV ∈ P( f #α ,≤).
Proof. Since the entropy function H is a polymatroid rank function, we have 0 ∈
P(H,≤), i.e., 0 ≤ H(X), ∀X ⊆ V. Consider the rate vector rV = (α− H(V))χV . For
0 ≤ α ≤ H(V), we have α− H(V) ≤ 0. Then, for X = ∅, we have r(∅) = 0 = f #α (∅);
21The definition of tight set and related explanations are in Appendix 5.C, where we also present
a brief proof/explanation that the CoordSatCap algorithm outputs a rate vector rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤) and
the minimal minimizer P∗ of the Dilworth truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] based on the studies
in [49, 51, 170].
22min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V} is an SFM problem. The minimizers of this problem form a lattice,
where the minimal/smallest and maximal/largest minimizer exist. See also Appendix 5.G.
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Algorithm 5.2: Coordinate-wise Saturation Capacity (CoordSatCap) Algorithm
[49]
input : the ground set V, an oracle that returns the value of H(X) for a given X ⊆ V,
α which is an estimation of RACO(V)
output: rV which is a rate vector in B( fˆ #α ,≤) and P∗ which is the minimal/finest
minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ]
1 Initiate rV so that rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤) and P∗ = {{i} : i ∈ V} and choose a linear ordering
Φ = (φ1, . . . , φ|V|);
2 for i = 1 to |V| do
3 determine the saturation capacity
ξˆ ← min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}
and the minimal/smallest22minimizer Xˆφi ;
4 rV ← rV + ξˆχφi ;
5 /* merge/fuse all subsets in P∗ that intersect with Xˆφi in to one
subset X˜ = unionsqX∈XX */
6 X ← {C ∈ P∗ : C ∩ Xˆφi 6= ∅};
7 P∗ ← (P∗ \ X ) unionsq {X˜ };
8 endfor
9 return rV and P∗;
for all X ⊆ V such that X 6= ∅, we have
r(X) = (α− H(V))|X|
≤ α− H(V)
≤ α− H(V) + H(X) = f #α (X)
So, rV = (α− H(V))χV ∈ P( f #α ,≤).
Example 5.5.8. Consider the Dilworth truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] for α = 234 in
Example 5.5.6. We apply the CoordSatCap algorithm by initiating rV = (α− H(V))χV =
(− 174 , . . . ,− 174 ) according to Lemma 5.5.7 and P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}}.
The linear ordering is set to Φ = (4, 5, 3, 2, 1) and we have the following results
• For φ1 = 4, we have ξˆ = 8 and Xˆ4 = {4} being the minimum and minimal minimizer
of min{ f #23/4(X) − r(X) : 4 ∈ X ⊆ V}, respectively. By executing rV ← rV +
8χ4, we update rV to (− 174 ,− 174 ,− 174 , 154 ,− 174 ). Also, X = {{4}} and X˜ = {C ∈
P∗ : C ∩ {4} 6= ∅} = {4}. By executing P∗ = (P∗ \ X ) unionsq {X˜ }, we still have
P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}};
• For φ2 = 5, we have ξˆ = 174 and Xˆ5 = {4, 5}. rV is updated to (− 174 ,− 174 ,− 174 , 154 , 0).
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Since X = {C ∈ P∗ : C ∩ {4, 5} 6= ∅} = {{4}, {5}} and X˜ = {4, 5}, by executing
P∗ = (P∗ \ X ) unionsq {X˜ }, we update P∗ to {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5}};
• For φ3 = 2, we have ξˆ = 4 and Xˆ2 = {2}. rV is updated to (− 174 ,− 14 ,− 174 , 154 , 0).
P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5}} after executing P∗ = (P∗ \ X ) unionsq {X˜ };
• For φ4 = 3, we have ξˆ = 4 and Xˆ3 = {3}. rV is updated to (− 174 ,− 14 ,− 14 , 154 , 0).
P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5}} after executing P∗ = (P∗ \ X ) unionsq {X˜ };
• For φ5 = 1, we have ξˆ = 5 and Xˆ1 = {1}. rV is updated to ( 34 ,− 14 ,− 14 , 154 , 0).
P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5}} after executing P∗ = (P∗ \ X ) unionsq {X˜ }.
At the output, we have P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5}} and rV = ( 34 ,− 14 ,− 14 , 154 , 0) being the
minimal minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #23/4[P ] and a base point in B( f #23/4,≤), respectively.
The results are also consistent with Theorem 5.5.2. Since 6 = α2 > 234 > α3 = 4, ac-
cording to property (b) in Theorem 5.5.2, the minimal minimizer P∗ of minP∈Π(V) f #23/4[P ]
coincide with P2 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5}} in the PSP.
Example 5.5.9. Consider the Dilworth truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] for α = 132 in
Example 5.5.6. By applying the CoordSatCap algorithm in the same way as in Example 5.5.8,
one can show that, at the output, P∗ = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}} and rV = (1, 12 , 12 , 92 , 0), which
are the minimal minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #13/2[P ] and a base point in B( f #13/2,≤), respec-
tively.
For C ⊆ V, we call f #α,C : 2C 7→ R with f #α,C(X) = f #α (X) for all X ⊆ C the reduction
of f #α on C. The polyhedron and base polyhedron of f #α,C are respectively
P( f #α,C,≤) = {rC ∈ R|C| : r(X) ≤ f #α,C(X), X ⊆ C},
B( f #α,C,≤) = {rC ∈ P( f #α,C,≤) : r(C) = f #α,C(C)}.
In Fig. 5.11, we show P( f #α,C,≤) and B( fˆ #α,C,≤) when α = 234 and C = {1, 4, 5}, where
we can see the path to rC = ( 34 ,
15
4 , 0) as a result of the CoordSatCap algorithm in
Example 5.5.8.
In Fig. 5.12, we show P( f #α,C,≤) and B( fˆ #α,C,≤) when α = 132 and C = {1, 4, 5},
where we can see the path to rC = (1, 92 , 0) as a result of the CoordSatCap algorithm
in Example 5.5.9.
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Figure 5.11: For α = 234 and C = {1, 4, 5}, the figure shows the polyhedron P( f #α,C,≤)
and base polyhedron B( fˆ #α,C,≤), where f #α,C is the reduction of f #α on C. Note,
in this case, the base polyhedron B( fˆ #α,C,≤) reduces to a line segment with two
vertices, ( 34 ,
15
4 , 0) and (
3
4 , 2,
7
4 ). This figure also shows the adaptation of the rate
vector rC resulted from the CoordSatCapFus algorithm in Example 5.5.8: the path
(− 174 ,− 174 ,− 174 ) → (− 174 , 154 ,− 174 ) → (− 174 , 154 , 0) → ( 34 , 154 , 0). We have the rate vec-
tor ( 34 ,
15
4 , 0) ∈ B( fˆ #α,C,≤) at the end.
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Figure 5.12: For α = 132 and C = {1, 4, 5}, the figure shows the polyhedron P( f #α,C,≤)
and base polyhedron B( fˆ #α,C,≤). In this case, the base polyhedron is a 2-dimensional
polygon with five vertices that constitutes the extreme point set EX( fˆ #RACO(V),C) =
{(1, 2, 52 ), (2, 1, 52 ), (1, 92 , 0), ( 32 , 4, 0), ( 32 , 1, 3)}. This figure also shows the adaptation of
the rate vector rC resulted from the CoordSatCapFus algorithm in Example 5.5.9: the
path (− 72 ,− 72 ,− 72 ) → (− 72 , 92 ,− 72 ) → (− 72 , 92 , 0) → (1, 92 , 0). We have the rate vector
(1, 92 , 0) ∈ B( fˆ #α,C,≤) at the end.
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5.5.3.2 A Fusion Method Implementation
In the CoordSatCap algorithm, the saturation capacity in dimension φi is determined
by solving min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}, where each element in V is the index of
a user in the system. In this section, we show that this problem can be solved over
a merged user set where each non-singleton element denotes a super user, i.e., the
CoordSatCap algorithm can be implemented by a fusion method. The validity of this
fusion method is based on Lemma 5.5.10 and Lemma 5.5.11 below with the proofs in
Appendix 5.D and Appendix 5.E, respectively.
Lemma 5.5.10. Let the CoordSatCap algorithm starts with a rate vector rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤) such
that rV ≤ 0, where 0 = (0, . . . , 0) ∈ R|V|. We have
min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V} = min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi}, (5.13)
where Vi = {φ1, . . . , φi} and the minimal minimizer Xˆφi ⊆ Vi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|}.
The equality (5.13) in Lemma 5.5.10 was originally derived in [51], based on which
the authors in [67, 68] apply min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi} in the CoordSatCap
algorithm for solving the non-asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem in the finite
linear source model and CCDE.23 However, the studies in [51] did not show that
Xˆφi ⊆ Vi for all i, neither did [67, 68].
Lemma 5.5.11. In the CoordSatCap algorithm,
min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V} (5.14)
= min{ f #α (U˜)− r(U˜) : U ⊆ P∗, φi ∈ U˜} (5.15)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|}. Let Xˆφi and U∗φi be the minimal minimizer of the (5.14) and (5.15),
respectively. X˜ = U˜∗φi , where X = {C ∈ P∗ : C ∩ Xˆφi 6= ∅}.
Both minimization problems, (5.14) and (5.15), in Lemma 5.5.11 are SFM problems
due to the intersecting submodularity of f #α . But, P∗ is a fused user set since some of
the users have been merged into a super user set, which is treated as one dimension
in the SFM problem (5.15). So, |P∗| ≤ |V|. We will show in Section 5.5.5 that mini-
mizing over the fused user set contributes to a reduction in computation complexity
23The algorithms proposed in [67,68] for solving the non-asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem are
based on the CoordSatCap algorithm. See Section 5.5.4.
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of the SFM algorithms. In addition, according to Lemma 5.5.11, if we do the min-
imization problem (5.15) to determine the saturation capacity in the CoordSatCap
algorithm, the update of P∗ is easier: Since (P∗ \U∗φi) unionsq {U˜∗φi} = (P∗ \ X ) unionsq {X˜ }
where X = {C ∈ P∗ : C ∩ Xˆφi 6= ∅}, simply do P∗ ← (P∗ \U∗φ) unionsq {U˜∗φ}, which does
not require the determination of X .
Remark 5.5.12. Lemma 5.5.11 is based on the fact: If Xˆφi is a non-singleton minimal min-
imizer of min{ f #α (X) − r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V} for some φi, then, for any partition P that
crosses Xˆφi , there exists a P ′ that does not cross Xˆφi such that f #α [P ′] < f #α [P ].24 It
means that, to determine the minimal/finest minimizer of the Dilworth truncation problem
minP∈Π′(V) f #α [P ], we just need to consider all the partitions in Π(V) that do not cross
Xˆφi .
25 See Appendix 5.F for the explanation.
Example 5.5.13. In Exmaple 5.5.8, we have Xˆ5 = {4, 5} when α = 234 . For P =
{{1, 4}, {2, 3}, {5}} that crosses {4, 5}, we have P ′ = {{1, 4, 5}, {2, 3}} that does not
cross {4, 5} such that f #α [P ′] = 152 < f #α [P ] = 374 ; For P = {{1, 4}, {2, 3, 5}} that
crosses {4, 5}, we have P ′ = {{4, 5}, {1}, {2, 3}} that does not cross {4, 5} such that
f #α [P ′] = 294 < f #α [P ] = 172 . One can show that for each partition P that crosses {4, 5} there
exists a partition P ′ that does not cross {4, 5} such that f #α [P ′] < f #α [P ]. Therefore, we just
need to consider all partitions that do not cross {4, 5} to determine the minimal minimizer of
minP∈Π′(V) f #α [P ]. It is equivalent to considering all partitions of P∗, where P∗ is updated
to {{4, 5}, {1}, {2}, {3}} when φ2 = 5 in Exmaple 5.5.8.
Based on Lemmas 5.5.10 and 5.5.11, the CoordSatCap algorithm in Algorithm 5.2
is equivalent to the CoordSatCapFus algorithm in Algorithm 5.3. Since the satura-
tion capacity in the CoordSatCapFus algorithm is always obtained by a minimization
problem over a fused user set P∗ ∈ Π(Vi) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|}, we call the Co-
ordSatCapFus algorithm a fusion method implementation of the CoordSatCap algo-
rithm.
Example 5.5.14. Consider the Dilworth truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] when α =
23
4 in Example 5.5.6. We apply the CoordSatCapFus algorithm by initiating rV = (α −
H(V))χV = (− 174 , . . . ,− 174 ).
24A multi-way cut or partition P ∈ Π′(V) does not cross a set X ⊂ V if there exist C ∈ P such that
X ⊆ C. For example, for X = {1, 3}, {{1, 3, 4}, {2}} and {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} are the partitions that do not
cross X, while {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}} and {{1}, {2, 3, 4}} are the partitions that cross X.
25In addition, the fundamental partition P∗ must be a multi-way cut of V that does not cross Xˆφ. See
Appendix 5.F.
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Algorithm 5.3: Coordinate-wise Saturation Capacity Algorithm by Fusion
Method (CoordSatCapFus)
input : the ground set V, an oracle that returns the value of H(X) for a given X ⊆ V,
α which is an estimation of RACO(V)
output: rV which is a rate vector in B( fˆ #α ,≤) and P∗ which is the minimal/finest
minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ]
1 let rV ← (α− H(V))χV so that rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤) and choose a linear ordering
Φ = (φ1, . . . , φ|V|);
2 initiate rφ1 ← f #α ({φ1}) and P∗ ← {{φ1}};
3 for i = 2 to |V| do
4 P∗ ← P∗ unionsq {{φi}};
5 determine the saturation capacity
ξˆ ← min{ f #α (U˜)− r(U˜) : {φi} ∈ U ⊆ P∗}
and the minimal/smallest minimizer U∗φi ;
6 rV ← rV + ξˆχφi ;
7 /* merge/fuse all subsets in U∗φi into one subset U˜
∗
φi
= unionsqX∈U∗φi X */
8 P∗ ← (P∗ \U∗φi ) unionsq {U˜∗φi};
9 endfor
10 return rV and P∗;
The linear ordering is set to Φ = (4, 5, 3, 2, 1) and we have the following results.
• For φ1 = 4, we assign r4 = f #23/4({4}) = 154 so that rV = (− 174 ,− 174 ,− 174 , 154 ,− 174 )
and let P∗ = {{4}};
• For φ2 = 5, we update P∗ to {{4}, {5}} and consider the problem min{ f #α (U˜) −
r(U˜) : {5} ∈ U ⊆ P∗}. Since {U : {5} ∈ U ⊆ P∗} = {{{5}}, {{4}, {5}}} and
f #23/4({5})− r({5}) = 6, f #23/4({4, 5})− r({4, 5}) =
17
4
,
we have ξˆ = 174 and U
∗
5 = {{4}, {5}}. rV and P∗ are updated to (− 174 ,− 174 ,− 174 , 154 , 0)
and {{4, 5}}, respectively;
• For φ3 = 2, we update P∗ to {{2}, {4, 5}} and consider the problem min{ f #α (U˜)−
r(U˜) : {2} ∈ U ⊆ P∗}. Since {U : {2} ∈ U ⊆ P∗} = {{{2}}, {{2}, {4, 5}}} and
f #23/4({2})− r({2}) = 4, f #23/4({2, 4, 5})− r({2, 4, 5}) =
25
4
,
we have ξˆ = 4 and U∗2 = {{2}}. rV is updated to (− 174 ,− 14 ,− 174 , 154 , 0). By executing
P∗ ← (P∗ \U∗2 ) unionsq {U˜∗2}, we have still have P∗ = {{2}, {4, 5}};
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• In the same way, we can show that:
– For φ4 = 3, rV = (− 14 ,− 14 ,− 174 , 154 , 0) and P∗ = {{2}, {3}, {4, 5}};
– For φ5 = 1, rV = ( 34 ,− 14 ,− 174 , 154 , 0) and P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5}}.
At the end, we have r = ( 34 ,− 14 ,− 174 , 154 , 0) and P∗ = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5}}, which are
the same as in Example 5.5.8. It can be seen that the CoordSatCapFus outputs the same
results as in Example 5.5.9 for the Dilworth truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #13/2[P ].
5.5.4 Solutions for the Finite Linear Source Model
As discussed in Section 5.2.2, in a finite linear source model, we are particularly
interested in the existence of fractional and integral optimal rate vectors in R∗ACO(V)
and R∗NCO(V), respectively. As pointed out in Remark 5.3.12, since the extreme
points in R∗ACO(V) = B( fˆ
#
RACO(V)
,≤) and R∗ACO(V) = B( fˆ #RNCO(V),≤) are fractional
and integral, respectively, in a finite linear source model, the problems reduce to
determining a rate vector in EX( fˆ #RACO(V)) and EX( fˆ
#
RNCO(V)
). For this purpose, we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5.15. For all α ≥ RACO(V), the CoordSatCap algorithm returns rV that is an
extreme point, or a vertex, in B( fˆ #α ,≤), i.e., rV ∈ EX( fˆ #α ).
Proof. According to Theorem 5.3.7, fˆ #α is a polymatroid rank function for all α ≥
RACO(V). In this case, we have B( fˆ #α ,≤) ⊆ R|V|+ so that 0 ≤ rV , ∀rV ∈ EX( fˆ #α ).
According to Lemma 5.5.7, for all α ≤ H(V), the CoordSatCap algorithm starts with
a rate vector rV ≤ 0. So, we necessarily have rV ∈ EX( fˆ #α ) at the output.
According to Theorem 5.5.15 and the proofs of Corollary 5.3.9, we have the fol-
lowing results straightforwardly.
Corollary 5.5.16. For a finite linear source model,
(a) the MDA algorithm outputs rV ∈ R∗ACO(V) such that (|P∗| − 1)rV is integral, i.e., rV
can be implemented by (|P∗| − 1)-packet-splitting in CCDE;
(b) with input α = RNCO(V), the CoordSatCapFus algorithm returns rV ∈ R∗NCO(V) which
is integral.
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If the value of RACO(V) can be determined by the MDA algorithm, we know
automatically RNCO(V) = dRACO(V)e. Then, according to Corollary 5.5.16, we can
determine an integral optimal rate vector in R∗NCO(V) for the non-asymptotic model
in a finite linear source model by no more than one additional call of the CoordSat-
CapFus algorithm.26
Example 5.5.17. The optimal rate vector rV = (1, 12 ,
1
2 ,
9
2 , 0) ∈ R∗ACO(V) determined by
the MDA algorithm in Example 5.5.6 is an extreme point in B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) = R∗ACO(V),
i.e., rV = (1, 12 ,
1
2 ,
9
2 , 0) ∈ EX( fˆ #RACO(V)), where EX( fˆ #RACO(V)) is shown in Example 5.3.11.
Recall that the fundamental partition in this system is P∗ = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}} so that
|P∗| = 3. Therefore, rV = (1, 12 , 12 , 92 , 0) can be implemented by 2-packet-splitting.
Since RACO(V) = 132 , we have RNCO(V) = dRACO(V)e = 7. By setting the linear
ordering Φ = (4, 5, 2, 3, 1), we call CoordSatCapFus(V, H, 7) and have rV = (0, 1, 1, 5, 0)
and P∗ = {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}} at the output. One can show that rV = (0, 1, 1, 5, 0) ∈ EX( fˆ #7 ) ⊆
B( fˆ #7 ,≤) ∩Z|5| = R∗NCO(V). The result P∗ = {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}} is consistent with property
(a) of PSP in Theorem 5.5.2: Since RNCO(V) > RACO(V) = α1, P∗ = {V} is the minimizer
of the Dilworth truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #RNCO(V)[P ].
On the other hand, we can adopt a proper sum-rate adaptation method to solve
the non-asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem in the finite linear source model.
This idea was originally proposed in [67, 68]. The method is to iteratively update α,
the estimation of the minimum sum-rate RNCO(V), on an integer set in Z+ until it
reaches RNCO(V). The implementation of this method requires: (a) a method that
can check if a sum-rate α is achievable; (b) an algorithm that can determine a rate
vector rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤) = {rV ∈ RCO(V) : r(V) = α} if α is achievable. It is fortunate
that the CoordSatCap and CoordSatCapFus algorithms satisfy both requirements.
Corollary 5.5.18. For a sum-rate α, let rV be the rate vector returned by the CoordSatCap-
Fus, or CoordSatCap, algorithm: α is achievable if and only if r(V) = α; If α is achievable,
we have rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤) = {rV ∈ RCO(V) : r(V) = α} being an achievable rate vector with
sum-rate α.
Proof. For a given value of α, the CoordSatCapFus algorithm outputs rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤)
at the output, where the sum-rate r(V) = fˆ #α (V) = minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ]. According
26If RACO(V) = RNCO(V), RACO(V) is integral necessarily and the rate vector in R∗ACO(V) returned
by the MDA algorithm is also an integral rate vector in R∗NCO(V); If RACO(V) < RNCO(V), an integral
optimal rate vector inR∗NCO(V) can be determined by an extra call CoordSatCapFus(V, H, dRACO(V)e).
Therefore, in a finite linear source model, the non-asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem can be solved
by no more than one extra call of the CoordSatCapFus algorithm after obtaining RACO(V).
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Algorithm 5.4: sum-rate increment algorithm (SIA) for solving the non-
asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem in the finite linear source model
input : the ground set V, an oracle that returns the value of H(X) for a given X ⊆ V
output: a rate vector rV in the optimal rate set R∗NCO(V) = B( fˆ #RNCO(V),≤) ∩Z
|V| and
α which equals to RNCO(V)
1 Initialize α according to Theorem 5.4.1:
α← ⌈maxi∈V {ϕ({{i}, V \ {i}}), ϕ({{i} : i ∈ V})}⌉;
2 determine a rate vector rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤) by solving the problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ];
3 while r(V) 6= α do
4 α← α+ 1;
5 determine a rate vector rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤) by solving the problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ];
6 end
7 return rV and α;
Theorem 5.3.3, we have r(V) = α being the necessary and sufficient condition for a
sum-rate α to be achievable. Also, if α is achievable, we have the output rate vector
rV ∈ B( f #α ,≤) = B( fˆ #α ,≤) = {rV ∈ RCO(V) : r(V) = α}. Since the CoordSatCap
and CoordSatCapFus algorithms return the same results, corollary also holds for the
CoordSatCap algorithm.
According to Corollary 5.5.18, we can start with a lower estimation α of RNCO(V),
e.g., the LB in Theorem 5.4.1, and increase α by one until it is achievable. The first
achievable α necessarily equals to RNCO(V). Since RNCO(V) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , H(V)},
we can adjust α to RNCO(V) within a finite number of iterations. This idea is im-
plemented by the SIA algorithm in Algorithm 5.4, where the Dilworth truncation
problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] in steps 2 and 5 can be solved by the CoordSatCap or the
CoordSatCapFus algorithm.
Example 5.5.19. We apply the SIA algorithm to the system in Example 5.3.11. We initiate
α =
⌈
maxi∈V
{
ϕ({{i}, V \ {i}}), ϕ({{i} : i ∈ V})}⌉ = 6 according to Theorem 5.4.1.
We implement the CoordSatCapFus algorithm for solving the Dilworth truncation problem
minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ].
• For α = 6, we have rV = (1, 0, 0, 4, 0) and P∗ = {{4, 5}, {1}, {2}, {3}} returned by
the CoordSatCapFus algorithm. Since r(V) = 5 < α, we update α to 7 and continue
the iteration;
• For α = 7, we have rV = (0, 1, 1, 5, 0) and P∗ = {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}} returned by the
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CoordSatCapFus algorithm. Since r(V) = 7 = α, the iteration terminates.
At the output, we have rV = (0, 1, 1, 5, 0) ∈ R∗NCO(V), which is consistent with the result in
Example 5.5.17. However, the SIA algorithm solves the non-asymptotic minimum sum-rate
problem without obtaining the value of RACO(V).
Note, in the SIA algorithm, the updates of α do not require the minimal/finest
minimizer of the Dilworth truncation problem minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ].27 On the other hand,
the sum-rate adaptation method is not unique. For solving the non-asymptotic mini-
mum sum-rate problem in CCDE, the authors in [67,68] proposed efficient algorithms
to update α to RNCO(V), where the CoordSatCap algorithm based on Lemma 5.5.10
is implemented as a subroutine.28 Since the CoordSatCap and CoordSatCapFus al-
gorithms accomplish the same tasks in Corollary 5.5.18, we can replace the Coord-
SatCap algorithm by the CoordSatCapFus algorithm in the sum-rate adaptation algo-
rithms in [67,68]. In the next section, we will show the advantage of this replacement:
the reduction in complexity.
5.5.5 Complexity
Let δ be the computation complexity of evaluating the value of a submodular func-
tion f : 2V 7→ R.29 We denote O(SFM(|V|)) the complexity of solving the SFM prob-
lem min{ f (X) : X ⊆ V}, which is strongly polynomial.30 For example, the SFM
algorithm proposed in [173] completes in O(|V|5 · δ+ |V|6) time, which is the most
efficient SFM algorithm in the literature to the best of our knowledge. Although
the SFM algorithms vary in computation complexity (see Appendix 5.G), the exact
completion time of an SFM algorithm depends on |V|. We call |V| the size of the SFM
problem min{ f (X) : X ⊆ V}. In this section, we study the complexity of the MDA
and SIA algorithms proposed in Sections 5.5 in terms of the size of the SFM problem
27It means that, when applied to the SIA algorithm, the initiation and updates of P∗ in the CoordSat-
CapFus and CoordSatCap algorithms are not required. In addition, the determination of the minimal
minimizers, U∗φi and Xˆφi in the CoordSatCapFus and CoordSatCap algorithms, respectively, is not re-
quired. This would allow more SFM algorithms to be applicable since some of them do not directly
return the minimal minimizer of an SFM problem.
28In the algorithms in [67, 68], the saturation capacity ξˆ in the CoordSatCap algorithm is determined
by the minimization problem min{ f #α (X) − r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi}. The authors in [67, 68] call it the
Edmond greedy algorithm, which, as shown in Appendix 5.C, is in fact the CoordSatCap algorithm.
29We assume that the value of f (X) for any X ⊆ V can be obtained by an oracle call and δ refers to
the upper bound on the computation time of this oracle call.
30See the brief review on SFM algorithms in Appendix 5.G.
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and completion time (in seconds), respectively. It should be noted that, in this chap-
ter, we assume that the value of the entropy function H at a given subset X ⊆ V can
be evaluated by an oracle call, which takes X as an input and outputs H(X), and δ
refers to the complexity upper bound of this oracle call.
5.5.5.1 CoordSatCapFus vs. CoordSatCap
The main subroutine of the MDA and SIA algorithms is the CoordSatCap or Coord-
SatCapFus algorithm, and the core part of the CoordSatCap and CoordSatCapFus
algorithms is the SFM problem that determines the saturation capacity ξˆ. Consider
the CoordSatCap algorithm where the saturation capacity is determined by
min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi}. (5.16)
The size of this SFM problem is |Vi| − 1. The SFM problem min{ f #α (U˜)− r(U˜) : {φi} ∈
U ⊆ P∗} in the CoordSatCapFus algorithm is over P∗, a fused user set of Vi, where
each non-singleton subset X ∈ P∗ is treated as a super user that corresponds to
one dimension in P∗. Since |P∗| − 1 ≤ |Vi| − 1, the computation complexity of the
CoordSatCapFus algorithm is no greater than that of the CoordSatCap algorithm.
Example 5.5.20. For φ3 = 2 in Example 5.5.14, we have P∗ = {{4, 5}, {2}}, where {4, 5}
forms one dimension in P∗, so that the size of the SFM problem min{ f #α (U˜)− r(U˜) : {φ3} ∈
U ⊆ P∗} is |P∗| − 1 = |{{4, 5}, {2}}| − 1 = 1. Suppose that we solve the problem
min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φ3 ∈ X ⊆ V3} instead. Then, the size of this SFM problem is |V3| −
1 = |{2, 4, 5}| − 1 = 2, which is greater than |P∗| − 1.
However, the complexity of the CoordSatCapFus algorithm in the worst case is
the same as that of the CoordSatCap algorithm, which is O(|V| · SFM(|V|)). The
worst case is when P∗ = {{φ1}, . . . , {φi}} for all i ∈ V, which happens when the
components in ZV are mutually independent.
5.5.5.2 MDA algorithm
The MDA algorithm with the CoordSatCapFus being the subroutine completes in
O(|V|2 · SFM(|V|)) time. We remark that O(|V|2 · SFM(|V|)) is the complexity up-
per bound for two reasons. On one hand, the complexity of the CoordSatCapFus
algorithm is upper bounded by O(|V| · SFM(|V|)); On the other hand, the number of
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calls of the CoordSatCapFus algorithm in the MDA algorithm is upper bounded
by |V|. Then, the complexity of solving the non-asymptotic minimum sum-rate
problem in the finite linear source model by no more than one additional call of
the CoordSatCapFus algorithm, as proposed in Section 5.5.4, is upper bounded by
O((|V|+ 1) · |V| · SFM(|V|)).
Experiment 5.5.21. Let H(V) be fixed to 50 and the number of users |V| vary from 5 to
120. For each value of |V|, we repeat the following procedure for 20 times:
• randomly generate a multiple random source system;
• solve the asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem by applying the MDA algorithm as
follows:
– MDA by CoordSatCap: Algorithm 5.1, where the Dilworth truncation problem in
steps 2 and 6 is solved by the CoordSatCap algorithm with the saturation capacity
determined by (5.16);
– MDA by CoordSatCapFus: Algorithm 5.1, where the Dilworth truncation prob-
lem in steps 2 and 6 is solved by the CoordSatCapFus algorithm.
We sum up the sizes of the SFM algorithm in each run of the MDA algorithm. This sum-size
is averaged over the 20 repetitions and shown in Fig. 5.13. Note, the average sum-size of
the MDA by CoordSatCap is upper bounded by |V|
2(|V|−1)
2 .
31 It can be shown that there is
a reduction from |V|
2(|V|−1)
2 to
|V|1.9(|V|−1)
2 in the average sum-size of the SFM problem by
implementing the CoordSatCapFus algorithm. This reduction could be considerable when |V|
is large. For example, in Fig. 5.13, when |V| = 25, the average sum-size of SFM is 6037.5
for MDA by CoordSatCap and 3831.4 for MDA by CoordSatCapFus.
The authors in [174] proposed a divide-and-conquer (DC) algorithm for solving
the asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem. This algorithm finds the fundamental
partition P∗ and recursively breaks each element in P∗ to singletons by calling the
decomposition algorithm (DA) algorithm in [167, 168]. The DC algorithm completes
in O(|V|3 · SFM(|V|)) time. The detailed description of the DC algorithm is in Ap-
pendix 5.H, where we also show that the recursive splitting of the subsets in P∗ is
not necessary since the asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem can be solved at the
same time when the fundamental partition P∗ is determined.
31This refers to the average size of the SFM algorithm in the MDA algorithm. The computation
complexity of the MDA algorithm is still O(|V|2 · SFM(|V|)).
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Figure 5.13: The results in Experiment 5.5.21. H(V) is fixed to 50 and the number
of users |V| varies from 5 to 120. The sum-size of SFM refers to the total size of
SFM algorithm in one call of the MDA algorithm. The sum-size averaged over 20
repetitions is presented in this figure. The average sum-size of SFM in one call of the
MDA algorithm is upper bounded by |V|
2(|V|−1)
2 .
5.5.5.3 SIA algorithm
The authors in [67, 68] show that the complexity of adapting the estimation α on an
integer set to the minimum sum-rate RNCO(V) in a finite linear source model grows
logarithmically in H(V). Therefore, the SIA algorithm completes in O(log H(V) ·
|V| · SFM(|V|)) time. To show the actual run-time, or completion time in seconds, of
the SIA algorithm, we do the following experiment.
Experiment 5.5.22. Let H(V) be fixed to 50 and the number of users |V| vary from 5 to
120. For each value of |V|, we repeat the following procedure for 20 times:
• randomly generate a multiple finite linear source system;
• solve the non-asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem by applying the SIA algorithm
as follows:
– SIA by CoordSatCap: Algorithm 5.4, where the Dilworth truncation problem in
steps 2 and 5 is solved by the CoordSatCap algorithm with the saturation capacity
determined by (5.16);
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Figure 5.14: The result of Experiment 5.5.22. H(V) is fixed to 50 and the number of
users |V| varies from 5 to 120. The run-time in seconds of each call of the SIA algo-
rithm is recorded and averaged over 20 repetitions. We implemented the minimum
norm algorithm in [99] as the SFM algorithm. The SIA algorithm is run in MATLAB
R2013a.
– SIA by CoordSatCapFus: Algorithm 5.4, where the Dilworth truncation problem
in steps 2 and 5 is solved by the CoordSatCapFus algorithm.
We implement the minimum-norm point algorithm proposed in [99] for solving the SFM
problems in the CoordSatCap and CoordSatCapFus algorithms. The SIA algorithm is writ-
ten in MATLAB codes and run in MATLAB R2013a. We do the experiment on a desktop
computer with Intel Core i7-3770 processer, 8Gb RAM and 64-bit Windows 7 Enterprise
operating system. The run-time in seconds in each call of the SIA algorithm is recorded and
averaged over repetitions. The results are shown in Fig. 5.14. The run-time of SIA by Coord-
SatCap is comparable to 4 · 10−3 · |V|1.5. With the fusion method, SIA by CoordSatCapFus
reduces it to 4 · 10−3 · |V|1.27.
The authors in [67] show that the SIA by CoordSatCap method based on the
minimum-norm algorithm [99] completes in 4 · 10−3 · |V|1.85 seconds on average,
which is slower than the result in Experiment 5.5.22. The main reason that can cause
this run-time reduction is that we do the experiment on a dataset and computer that
are different from those in [67]. In addition, the LB that we used in the SIA is tighter
than the one in [67] may be another reason that results in a faster run-time. On the
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other hand, the complexity of the minimum-norm algorithm is still unknown and
may vary with different data processing softwares [99]. Therefore, while the average
run-time just shows an example on how faster the SIA algorithm completes in prac-
tice, the complexity of the SIA algorithm is still O(log H(V) · |V| · SFM(|V|)), i.e., no
matter how good the run-time is, it cannot be used to characterise the complexity of
the SIA algorithm. However, based on Figs. 5.13 and 5.14, we can see clearly that the
fusion method in CoordSatCapFus algorithm contributes to a considerable reduction
in computation complexity when the number of users |V| grows.
5.6 Minimum Weighted Sum-rate Problem
Another problem that has been considered in CO is the minimum weighted sum-rate
problem in the optimal rate vector setsR∗ACO(V) andR
∗
NCO(V) in the asymptotic and
non-asymptotic models, respectively. Let wV = (wi : i ∈ V) ∈ R|V|+ be a weight vector
and wᵀVrV = ∑i∈V wiri be the weighted sum-rate of rV . The minimum weighted sum-
rate problem in asymptotic model and non-asymptotic models are respectively
min{wᵀVrV : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)},
min{wᵀVrV : rV ∈ R∗NCO(V)}.
In this section, we show that these two problems can be easily solved by choosing a
proper linear ordering in the CoordSatCapFus or CoordSatCap algorithm.
We say that Φ = (φ1, . . . , φ|V|) is a linear ordering w.r.t. wV if wφ1 ≤ wφ2 ≤ . . . ≤
wφ|V| . For a given weight vector wV , a linear ordering Φ w.r.t. wV can be chosen, for
which we have Theorem 5.6.1 below.
Theorem 5.6.1. For a weight vector wV ∈ R|V|+ , by fixing Φ to be the linear ordering
w.r.t. wV in the CoordSatCapFus or CoordSatCap algorithm, the optimal rate rV returned by
the MDA algorithm is the minimizer of min{wᵀVrV : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)}. In the finite linear
source model and CCDE, the optimal rate rV returned by CoordSatCapFus or CoordSatCap
algorithm with input α = RNCO(V) is the minimizer of min{wᵀVrV : rV ∈ R∗NCO(V)}.32
Proof. According to Theorem 5.5.15, the MDA algorithm returns an optimal rate vec-
tor rV ∈ R∗ACO(V) that is an extreme point in B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤), i.e., rV ∈ EX( fˆ #RACO(V)).
32The statement in Theorem 5.6.1 for the finite linear source model is consistent with the result
in [67, 68].
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Based on [49, Corollary 3.17], for linear ordering w.r.t. wV , the output rV is also
the minimizer of min{wᵀVrV : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)}, where R∗ACO(V) = B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤).
It is shown in the proof of Corollary 5.5.16 that, for a finite linear source model,
when the input α = RNCO(V), the CoordSatCapFus algorithm outputs a rate vec-
tor rV ∈ EX( fˆ #RNCO(V)), which, according to [49, Corollary 3.17] is the minimizer of
min{wᵀVrV : rV ∈ R∗NCO(V)} where R∗NCO(V) = B( fˆ #RNCO(V),≤). Since the outputs of
the CoordSatCapFus and CoordSatCap algorithms are the same, it also applies to the
CoordSatCap algorithm.
Example 5.6.2. It can be shown that the optimal rate vector rV = (1, 12 ,
1
2 ,
9
2 , 0) ∈ R∗ACO(V)
determined by the MDA algorithm based on the linear ordering Φ = (4, 5, 2, 3, 1) in Exam-
ple 5.5.6 is the minimizer of min{wᵀVrV : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)} where wV ∈ R|V|+ could be any
weight vector such that w4 ≤ w5 ≤ w2 ≤ w3 ≤ w1, e.g., wV = (2, 0.85, 1.1, 0.11, 0.13).
The optimal rate vector rV = (0, 1, 1, 5, 0) ∈ R∗NCO(V) based on the linear ordering Φ =
{4, 5, 2, 3, 1} in Examples 5.5.17 and 5.5.19 is the minimizer of min{wᵀVrV : rV ∈ R∗NCO(V)}
where wV ∈ R|V|+ could be any weight vector such that w4 ≤ w5 ≤ w2 ≤ w3 ≤ w1.
Note, for a weight vector wV ∈ R|V|+ such that all dimensions wi are equal, e.g.,
wV = 1 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ R|V|, the minimum weighted sum-rate problem reduces to the
minimum sum-rate problem. In addition, if the problem is just to determine an op-
timal rate vector in R∗ACO(V) or R
∗
NCO(V), the linear ordering Φ in the CoordSatCap
and CoordSatCapFus algorithms can be arbitrarily chosen.
5.7 Fundamental Partition: Minimal Separators
The fundamental partition P∗ is not only the optimizer for the asymptotic minimum
sum-rate problem, but also an essential solution to many problems. In network
strength or optimal attack problems [169–172], the fundamental partition is an op-
timal way for an attacker to disconnect a network, i.e., decomposing the network
into the fundamental partition requires the least effort on breaking the connection-
s/edges between nodes. The authors in [168] proposed a novel clustering criterion,
which is called minimum average cost (MAC) clustering, based on the submodu-
larity of the similarity measures that is generally used in clustering problems. The
objective function in MAC is defined as the clustering cost averaged over the incre-
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mental number of clusters.33 Based on the MAC, the authors in [163] proposed an
information-theoretic clustering (info-clustering) framework where the MMI is used
as the similarity measure and the purpose is to search a clustering solution such that
the intra-cluster MMI is maximized while the inter-cluster MMI is minimized. In
both MAC clustering and info-clustering, the optimal clustering is the fundamental
partition P∗. In CO, beyond being the optimizer of the minimum sum-rate prob-
lem (5.7a), the fundamental partition P∗ has practical interpretation or usefulness in
other aspects. In this section, we show that P∗ is the minimal separator of a sub-
modular function which makes the estimation of the value of function fˆ #RACO(V) and
the separable convex minimization problem over R∗ACO(V) decomposable.
For a normalized submodular set function f : 2V 7→ R, a nonempty proper subset
X ⊂ V is a separator of f if f (X) + f (V \ X) = f (V).34 A submodular set function f
is called separable if there exists a separator of f . For each separable submodular set
function, there exists a unique set of minimal separators as defined below.
Definition 5.7.1 (minimal separators [49]). For a separable submodular set function f , a
partition P∗ ∈ Π(V) is the set of minimal separators if, for all X ∈ P∗, X is a separator and
any X′ ⊂ X such that X′ 6= ∅ is not a separator of f .
Theorem 5.7.2. fˆ #RACO(V) is a separable submodular function and the fundamental partition
P∗ is the set of minimal separators of fˆ #RACO(V).
The proof of Theorem 5.7.2 is in Appendix 5.I.
5.7.1 Properties of Minimal/Finest Separators
For any X, Y ⊂ V such that X∩Y = ∅, let rX ⊕ rY = rXunionsqY be the direct sum of rX and
rY. For example, for r{1,3} = (r1, r3) = (3, 0.7) and r{2,5,6} = (r2, r5, r6) = (2.4, 2, 4),
r{1,3} ⊕ r{2,5,6} = r{1,2,3,5,6} = (3, 2.4, 0.7, 2, 4).
Lemma 5.7.3 (properties of minimal separators [49, Theorem 3.32, Lemma 3.37]). For
the fundamental partition P∗ as the set of minimal separators of fˆ #RACO(V), the followings hold.
33As compared to the NP-hard k-clustering problem [175,176] where k is the predetermined number
of clusters, the MAC provides a more objective and efficient clustering approach in that the optimal
number of clusters is determined based on the data-set and the clustering problem can be solved by
SFM algorithms in strongly polynomial time.
34The standard definition of a separator in [49] refers to a submodular system which is denoted
by two tuple: the power set 2V and the rank function f : 2V 7→ R that is submodular. X ⊂ V is
called a separator of the submodular system (2V , f ) if X 6= ∅ and f (X) + f (V \ X) = f (V). In this
chapter, without introducing the concept of the submodular system, we just define the separator and
separability w.r.t. a submodular set function.
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(a) fˆ #RACO(V)(X) = ∑C∈P∗ fˆ
#
RACO(V)
(X ∩ C) for all X ⊆ V;
(b) The dimension of B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) is |V| − |P∗| and
B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) = {⊕C∈P∗rC : rC ∈ B( fˆ #RACO(V),C,≤), C ∈ P∗}.
(c) Let rV be any rate vector in B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤). For any C, C′ ∈ P∗ such that C 6= C′,
rV + e(χi − χj) /∈ B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤)
for all e > 0, i ∈ C and j ∈ C′.
Based on property (a) in Lemma 5.7.3, by using the fundamental partition P∗,
we can break the task of evaluating the value of fˆ #RACO(V) at any subset X ⊆ V into
subtasks: get the values of fˆ #RACO(V) at C ∩ X for all C ∈ P∗ and sum them up.
Here, each value of fˆ #RACO(V)(C∩X) can be obtained by applying the CoordSatCap or
CoordSatCapFus algorithm. By doing so, the complexity of evaluating fˆ #RACO(V)(X)
is reduced from O(|X| · SFM(|X|)) to O(η · SFM(η)) where η = max{|C ∩ X| : C ∈
P∗}. Property (b) means that a separable submodular function results in a separable
base polyhedron, which gives rise to property (c) [49]. Property (c) is an important
result in CO in that it makes the separable convex minimization problem over the
optimal rate vector set R∗ACO(V) decomposable. In the following context, we first
show the examples of properties (a) and (b) and then discuss the decomposability of
the separable convex minimization problem based on property (c).
Example 5.7.4. For the system in Example 5.3.11, we know that the minimum sum-rate
RACO(V) = 132 and the fundamental partition P∗ = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}} for the asymp-
totic model by the MDA algorithm. Consider the value of the Dilworth truncation function
fˆ #RACO(V) at X = {1, 2, 3, 5}. Based on property (a) in Lemma 5.7.3, we have
fˆ #13/2({1, 2, 3, 5}) = ∑
C∈P∗
fˆ #13/2({1, 2, 3, 5} ∩ C)
= fˆ #13/2({1, 5}) + fˆ #13/2({2}) + fˆ #13/2({3})
= 4+
1
2
+
1
2
= 5.
Here, the value of fˆ #13
2
({1, 2, 3, 5}) can be obtained in O(4 · SFM(4)) time, while the value
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of ∑C∈P∗ fˆ #13
2
({1, 2, 3, 5} ∩ C) can be obtained in O(2 · SFM(2)) time. Consider the base
polyhedron B( fˆ #13/2,≤) for the system in Example 5.3.11. According to property (b) in
Lemma 5.7.3, the dimension of B( fˆ #13/2,≤) is |V| − |P∗| = 2.
We can visualize property (b) in Lemma 5.7.3 via Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. In Fig. 5.11,
when α = 234 and C = {1, 4, 5}, fˆ #α,C is separable with the minimal separator set being
P∗ = {{1}, {4, 5}} so that the dimension of B( fˆ #α,C,≤) is |C| − |P∗| = 1, i.e., B( fˆ #α,C,≤)
is a 1-dimension line segment, and r{4,5} ⊕ r1 ∈ B( fˆ #23/4,C,≤) for r1 = 34 and all r{4,5} ∈
B( fˆ #23/4,{4,5},≤). In Fig. 5.12, when α = 132 and C = {1, 4, 5}, fˆ #α,C is nonseparable so that
the dimension of B( fˆ #13/2,C,≤) is |C| − 1 = 2, i.e., B( fˆ #α,C,≤) is a 2-dimension polygon on
the plane {rC ∈ R|C| : r(C) = fˆ #13/2(C) = 112 }.35
5.7.2 Separable Convex Function Minimization
We say g : R|V| 7→ R is a separable convex function if g(rV) = ∑i∈V gi(ri) where gi : R 7→
R is convex for all i ∈ V. For the minimization problem min{g(rV) : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)}
where g is a separable convex function, the local optimality w.r.t. the elementary
transform χi − χj implies global optimality.
Theorem 5.7.5 ( [49, Theorem 20.3]). For a separable convex function g, r∗V is the mini-
mizer of min{g(rV) : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)} if and only if, for all i, j ∈ V and e > 0 such that
r∗V + e(χi − χj) ∈ R∗ACO(V), g(r∗V) ≤ g(r∗V + e(χi − χj)).
Corollary 5.7.6. For all C ∈ P∗, let r∗C be the minimizer of the separable convex min-
imization problem min{g(rC) : rC ∈ R∗ACO(V)}. r∗V = ⊕C∈P∗r∗C is the minimizer of
min{g(rV) : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)}.
Proof. For all C ∈ P∗, g(r∗C) ≤ g(r∗C + e(χi−χj)), ∀i, j ∈ C according to Theorem 5.7.5.
On the other hand, according to property (c) in Lemma 5.7.3, if i ∈ C and i ∈ C′ for
any C, C′ ∈ P∗ such that C 6= C′, rV + e(χi − χj) /∈ B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) = R∗ACO(V) for all
e > 0. Then, we have g(r∗V) ≤ g(r∗V + e(χi − χj)) for all i, j ∈ V and e > 0 such that
rV + e(χi − χj) ∈ B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) = R∗ACO(V). Therefore, according to Theorem 5.7.5,
r∗V = ⊕C∈P∗r∗C is the minimizer of min{g(rV) : rV ∈ B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) = R∗ACO(V)}.
35A nonseparable function f : 2V 7→ R can be considered as a separable function with the minimal
separator set being P∗ = {V} so that, according to property (b) in Lemma 5.7.3, the dimension of
B( f ,≤) is |V| − 1. Also, for a nonseparable function f , there does not exist P ∈ Π′(V) such that
f (X) = ∑C∈P f (X ∩ C), ∀X ⊆ V or B( f ,≤) = {⊕C∈P rC : rC ∈ B( f ,≤), C ∈ P}. The latter means that
if we determine rC ∈ B( fC,≤) for all C ∈ P , the direct sum rV = ⊕C∈P rC does not necessarily belong
to B( f ,≤).
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Based on Corollary 5.7.6, the minimization problem min{g(rV) : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)}
can be divided to |P∗| minimization problems min{g(rC) : rC ∈ R∗ACO(V)}, each of
which has lower dimension than the original one. On the other hand, there exist
many algorithms in the literature that efficiently solve the minimization problem
min{g(rC) : rC ∈ R∗ACO(V)}, e.g., the algorithms in [177, 178]. We show an example
of Corollary 5.7.6 below, where g is a quadratic function.
Example 5.7.7. For the system in Example 5.3.11, consider the quadratic programming
min{∑i∈V r
2
i
wi
: rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)} where wV ∈ R|V|+ is a weight vector.36 The objective
function ∑i∈V
r2i
wi
is separable convex. For this system, we have RACO(V) = 132 and P∗ =
{{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}}.
According to Corollary 5.7.6, we can determine the minimizers of
min{∑
i∈C
ri
wi
: rC ∈ B( fˆ #RACO(V),C,≤)} (5.17)
for all C ∈ P∗ and combine the results by obtaining the direct sum of them. In fact,
we just need to solve the problem (5.17) for C = {1, 4, 5} since both B( fˆ #RACO(V),{2}) and
B( fˆ #RACO(V),{3}) are singletons that only contain r2 =
1
2 and r3 =
1
2 , respectively. For prob-
lem (5.17) when C = {1, 4, 5}, it can be shown that r∗{1,4,5} = ( 32 , 2, 2) when w{1,4,5} =
(1, 1, 1) and r∗{1,4,5} = (1, 2,
5
2 ) when w{1,4,5} = (1, 3, 4). Therefore, the minimizer of
min{∑i∈V r
2
i
wi
: rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)} is r∗V = ( 32 , 12 , 12 , 2, 2) when wV = 1 and r∗V = (1, 12 , 12 , 2, 52 )
when wV = (1, 2, 5, 3, 4).
It is shown in [75] that the problem min{∑i∈V r
2
i
wi
: rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)} can be solved in
O(|V|2 · SFM(|V|)) time, where |V| = 5 for the system in Example 5.3.11. But, if we
computation of the minimizer of (5.17) for each subset C in the fundamental partition P∗,
the problem can be solved in O(η2 · SFM(η)) time, where η = max{|C| : C ∈ P∗} = 3.
Therefore, the separate computation of the minimizer of min{g(rC) : rC ∈ R∗ACO(V)} for all
C ∈ P∗ based on Corollary 5.7.6 results in a reduction in the computation complexity.
In Example 5.7.7, the minimzer of min{∑i∈V r
2
i
wi
: rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)} is called the
lexicographical optimizer in [181] since it lexicographically dominates any other
rate vectors in the submodular base polyhedron B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) = R∗ACO(V).37 It
36This quadratic programming problem is also called the resource allocation problem under submod-
ular constraints in [179, 180].
37We refer the reader to [181, 182] for the detailed definition and explanation of the lexicographical
domination and its properties in the submodular base polyhedron.
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is also the optimizer of many other optimization problem in R∗ACO(V) [178, 183].
For example, min{∑i∈V eri+wi : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)}, max{∑i∈V wi ln ri : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)}
and min{∑i∈V ri log riwi : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)}. The authors in [162] proposed an integral
rate incremental method for solving the fairness problem min{∑i∈V ri log ri : rV ∈
R∗NCO(V)}, where the objective function is equivalent to ∑i∈V ri log riwi when w =
1. But, this method is not able to provide a solution to min{∑i∈V ri log ri : rV ∈
R∗ACO(V)} for the asymptotic setting when RACO(V) is not integral. See Appendix 5.J
for the explanation.
5.8 Complimentary User Subset for Successive Omniscience
The concept of successive omniscience (SO) is proposed in [73, 161]. The idea is
to let the omniscience be achieved in a successive manner: first achieve the local
omniscience in a subset X of V; then solve the omniscience problem in the ground
set V by assuming that all the users i ∈ V \ X have obtained the information in the
communications for achieving the local omniscience in X. Here, local omniscience in
the subset X refers to the state that all users i ∈ X recovers the sequence ZnX. The
omniscience in the ground set V is called the global omniscience, which is a special
case of the local omniscience when X = V.
The study in [151] shows that there exists non-singleton subset X ⊆ V such
that the local omniscience in X is complimentary: The local omniscience in X can be
achieved before the global omniscience without increasing the sum-rate for attaining
the global omniscience. This discovery is desirable when we want to implement the
SO while keeping the sum-rate for CO minimized. It means that an optimal rate
vector can be implemented in a manner such that the local omniscience in some
user subset can be attained first. To be more specific, take the asymptotic model for
example. For X ⊆ V, let RACO(X) be the minimum sum-rate and rX ∈ R∗ACO(X) be
an optimal rate vector for the local omniscience in X. Let r′V = (r
′
i : i ∈ V) where
r′i = ri if i ∈ X and r′i = 0 otherwise. If there exists a rate vector r′′V ∈ R|V|+ such
that r′V + r
′′
V ∈ R∗ACO(V), then local omniscience in X is complimentary and we
call X a complimentary user subset for SO in the asymptotic model. Similarly, in the
non-asymptotic model, let r′V be constructed in the same way by rX ∈ R∗NCO(X) for
X ⊆ V. X is a complimentary user subset for SO for the non-asymptotic setting if
there exists a rate vector r′′V ∈ Z|V|+ such that r′V + r′′V ∈ R∗NCO(V).
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Example 5.8.1. Consider the asymptotic model for the system in Example 5.3.11. We show
that the local omniscience in {4, 5} is complimentary as follows. For user subset {4, 5}, the
minimum sum-rate for achieving the local omniscience is RACO({4, 5}) = 2H({4, 5}) −
H({4})−H({5}) = 2. There is only one optimal rate inR∗ACO({4, 5}): r{4,5} = (r4, r5) =
(2, 0).38 So, we have r′V = (0, 0, 0, 2, 0). After the users transmit r
′
V for achieving the local
omniscience in {4, 5}, we can let users transmit r′′V = (1, 12 , 12 , 52 , 0) so that global omniscience
in V = {1, . . . , 5} can be achieved. Therefore, {4, 5} is a complimentary user subset. Here,
r′V + r
′′
V = (1,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
9
2 , 0) ∈ R∗ACO(V) is an optimal rate vector in asymptotic model that is
determined by the MDA algorithm in Example 5.5.6. Alternatively speaking, the optimal rate
vector (1, 12 ,
1
2 ,
9
2 , 0) can be achieved in an SO manner so that the local omniscience in {4, 5}
can be achieved before the global omniscience in V = {1, . . . , 5}.
For the non-asymptotic setting, it can be shown that {4, 5} is also a complimentary user
subset so that r{4,5} = (r4, r5) = (2, 0) ∈ R∗NCO({4, 5}) and SO can be done by rate vectors
r′V = (0, 0, 0, 2, 0) and r
′′
V = (0, 1, 1, 3, 0), which first achieve local omniscience in {4, 5}
and then global omniscience in V = {1, . . . , 5}. Here, r′V + r′′V = (0, 1, 1, 5, 0) ∈ R∗NCO(V)
is an optimal rate vector that is determined by the SIA algorithm in Example 5.5.19.
In fact, the CO in both asymptotic and non-asymptotic models can be done by multi-
stages of SO, i.e., the rate r′′V can also be transmitted in an SO manner, the details of which is
shown in Example 5.8.10.
In this example, we have I({4, 5}) = 6 such that I({4, 5}) > I(V) = 72 and I({4, 5}) >
bI(V)c = 3. We will show in Theorem 5.8.2 that this these inequalities are consistent with
the necessary and sufficient condition for {4, 5} to be complimentary for SO in asymptotic
and non-asymptotic models.
SO is an attractive idea when we want to design a practical method for CO for
the following reasons. Firstly, the complexity of obtaining an optimal rate vector in
R∗ACO(X) or R
∗
NCO(X) for a complimentary subset X ⊂ V is less than that of obtain-
ing an optimal rate vector in R∗ACO(V) or R
∗
NCO(V). Secondly, in a large scale system
where the global omniscience takes a long time, it is practical to let a small group of
users to attain the local omniscience first. By doing so, this subset of users can be
treated as a super user which constitutes one dimension in the global omniscience
problem so that the number of dimensions in CO is reduced. Thirdly, when the sys-
38In the case when |V| = 2, e.g., V = {i, j}, we have RACO(V) = RACO({i, j}) = 2H({i, j}) −
H({i})− H({j}) by (5.7a), based on which, I({i, j}) = H({i, j})− RACO({i, j}) = H({i}) + H({j})−
H({i, j}). In other words, the MMI I(V) in (5.8) in the case when |V| = 2 reduces to the mutual
information between two random variables [160].
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tem parameters vary, e.g., when some users in the original system move out of the
communication range,39 the rate vector for SO is optimal up-to-the-date. The authors
in [151] derive the necessary and sufficient condition for a user subset X to be com-
plimentary for both asymptotic and non-asymptotic models. Here, since the ground
set V is a trivial complimentary subset, we restrict our attention to non-singleton
proper subsets X of V that are complimentary.
Theorem 5.8.2 (necessary and sufficient condition for complimentary user subset for
SO [151, Theorems 4.2 and 5.2]). In an asymptotic model, a non-singleton user subset
X ⊂ V is complimentary for SO if and only if I(X) ≥ I(V); In a non-asymptotic model, a
non-singleton user subset X ⊂ V is complimentary for SO if and only if bI(X)c ≥ bI(V)c.
Theorem 5.8.2 states that if the MMI in a non-singleton proper subset X ⊂ V is
no less than that in V, X is a complimentary subset for SO in the asymptotic model.
This can be easily understood in CO when we translate the necessary and sufficient
condition I(X) ≥ I(V) to
H(V)− H(X) + RACO(X) ≤ RACO(V) (5.18)
by the duality relationship between I(V) and RACO(V) in (5.9a). Here, H(V)−H(X)
is the amount of information that is missing in user subset X, the omniscience of
which only relies on the transmissions from the other users in V \X. Therefore, if we
let the users in X transmit the minimum sum-rate RACO(X) to attain the local omni-
science, we necessarily require the users in V \ X to transmit at least H(V)− H(X)
to achieve the global omniscience. Then, the total number of transmissions is at least
H(V)− H(X) + RACO(X). If it is strictly greater than RACO(V), it necessarily means
that the global omniscience is not achievable by the minimum sum-rate RACO(V)
if we allow the users in X attain the local omniscience first. The statement for non-
asymptotic model in Theorem 5.8.2 can be interpreted in the same way by converting
the condition bI(X)c ≥ bI(V)c to
H(V)− H(X) + RNCO(X) ≤ RNCO(V). (5.19)
However, the study in [151] does not show how to find a complimentary user
subset for SO. It is apparent that determining a complimentary subset by directly
39This is a common situation in a large scale CCDE system where the users are mobile clients.
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applying Theorem 5.8.2 is not realistic since the brute-force search for the compli-
mentary subset X in the power set 2V is not efficient. In the following context, we
convert Theorem 5.8.2 to the conditions on the Dilworth truncation function fˆ #RACO(V)
and fˆ #RNCO(V) for the asymptotic and non-asymptotic models, respectively, and use
them to propose a polynomial time algorithm for searching a complimentary user
subset for SO.
Corollary 5.8.3. In an asymptotic model, a non-singleton user subset X ⊂ V is compli-
mentary for SO if and only if f #RACO(V)(X) = fˆ
#
RACO(V)
(X); In a non-asymptotic model, a
non-singleton user subset X ⊂ V is complimentary for SO if and only if f #RNCO(V)(X) =
fˆ #RNCO(V)(X).
Proof. The necessary and sufficient condition (5.18) is equivalent to
RACO(X) ≤ RACO(V)− H(V) + H(X) = f #RACO(V)(X).
On the other hand, we have RACO(X) ≥ ∑C∈P H(X)−H(C)|P|−1 for all P ∈ Π′(X). Then,
the condition (5.18) is further converted to f #RACO(V)(X) ≥ ∑C∈P
H(X)−H(C)
|P|−1 for all
P ∈ Π′(X). We can write this inequality as
f #RACO(V)(X) ≤ ∑
C∈P
(
f #RACO(V)(X)− H(X) + H(C)
)
= f #RACO(V)[P ]
for all P ∈ Π(X), which is equivalent to f #RACO(V)(X) ≤ minP∈Π(X) f #RACO(V)[P ] =
fˆ #RACO(V)(X). But, we also have fˆ
#
RACO(V)
(X) ≤ f #RACO(V)(X). Therefore, we have
f #RACO(V)(X) = fˆ
#
RACO(V)
(X) being the necessary and sufficient condition for a non-
singleton subset X ⊂ V to be a complimentary for SO in the asymptotic model. In
the same way, we can prove that f #RNCO(V)(X) = fˆ
#
RNCO(V)
(X) is the necessary and
sufficient condition for non-singleton X ⊂ V to be complimentary for SO in the
non-asymptotic model.
Example 5.8.4. For the system in Example 5.3.11, one can shown that
{X ⊂ V : |X| > 1, I(X) ≥ I(V)} = {X ⊂ V : |X| > 1, f #RACO(V)(X) = fˆ #RACO(V)(X)}
=
{{1, 4}, {4, 5}, {1, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 3, 4}},
each of which is a complimentary user subset for SO in the asymptotic model. It also can be
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Algorithm 5.5: complimentary subset for SO (CompSetSO)
input : the ground set V, an oracle that returns the value of H(X) for a given X ⊆ V
output: Xˆ which is a complimentary user subset for SO
1 α← RACO(V) for the asymptotic model or α← RNCO(V) for the non-asymptotic
model;
2 rV ← (α− H(V))χV and choose a linear ordering Φ;
3 rφ1 ← f #α ({φ1});
4 for i = 2 to |V| do
5 if there exists a minimizer Xˆ of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi} such that Xˆ ⊂ V and
|Xˆ| > 1 then
6 terminate iteration and return Xˆ as a complimentary subset;
7 else
8 ξˆ ← min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi};
9 rV ← rV + ξˆχφi ;
10 endif
11 endfor
shown that
{X ⊂ V : |X| > 1, bI(X)c ≥ bI(V)c} = {X ⊂ V : |X| > 1, f #RNCO(V)(X) = fˆ #RNCO(V)(X)}
=
{{1, 4}, {1, 5}, {3, 4}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}, {1, 2, 4},
{1, 2, 5}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 3, 5}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4},
{2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 5},
{1, 2, 4, 5}, {1, 3, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
each of which is a complimentary user subset for SO in the non-asymptotic model.
Based on Corollary 5.8.3, we propose the complimentary subset for SO algorithm
(CompSetSO) in Algorithm 5.5. This algorithm is based on the CoordSatCap algo-
rithm. The main idea is to return the first non-single minimizers of the minimization
problem min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi}.
Theorem 5.8.5. The output Xˆ of the CompSetSO algorithm is a complimentary user subset
in the asymptotic model if α = RACO(V) and the non-asymptotic model if α = RNCO(V).
The proof of Theorem 5.8.5 is in Appendix 5.K.
Example 5.8.6. Consider applying the CompSetSO algorithm to the asymptotic model of the
system in Example 5.3.11. We initiate the value of α to RACO(V) = 132 . We choose the linear
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ordering Φ = (4, 5, 2, 3, 1). It can be shown that for i = 2, Xˆ = {4, 5} is found and returned
as a complimentary subset.40 Other complimentary subsets for SO in the asymptotic model
can be searched by choosing a proper linear ordering: {1, 4}, {1, 4, 5} and {1, 2, 3, 4} can be
determined by the CompSetSO algorithm if we choose the linear ordering Φ = (1, 4, 5, 2, 3),
Φ = (1, 5, 4, 2, 3) and Φ = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), respectively.
For the non-asymptotic model, by letting α = RNCO(V) = 7 andΦ = (4, 5, 2, 3, 1) in the
CompSetSO algorithm. We have Xˆ = {4, 5} as a complimentary subset at the output again.
Other complimentary sets for SO in non-asymptotic model can also be searched by choosing
a proper linear ordering, e.g., {1, 2, 4} can be determined by the CompSetSO algorithm if we
choose the linear ordering Φ = (1, 2, 4, 3, 5).
It should be noted that knowing the minimum sum-rate RACO(V) or RNCO(V) is a
prerequisite for the CompSetSO algorithm because it is required when assigning the
value of α at the beginning. However, if we obtain the value of RACO(V) or RNCO(V),
say, by the MDA algorithm or the SIA algorithm, respectively, we necessarily know
an optimal rate vector in R∗ACO(V) or R
∗
NCO(V) for the global omniscience, in which
case knowing the rate vector for the local omniscience in a subset of users may not be
necessary. In addition, this method is not consistent with the advantage of SO that
determining an optimal rate vector for the local omniscience is less complex than
that for the global omniscience.
So, the question is: Can we find a complimentary user subset for SO without
knowing the minimum sum-rate RACO(V) or RNCO(V)? The answer is yes. In the
following context, we derive the necessary conditions for a subset to be complimen-
tary such that the value of α in the CompSetSO algorithm can be relaxed from the
exact value of RACO(V) or RNCO(V) to an LB on RACO(V) or RNCO(V) which can be
obtained in O(|V|) time.
Lemma 5.8.7. In an asymptotic model, a non-singleton user subset X ⊂ V is complimentary
for SO if f #α (X) = fˆ #α (X) for all α ∈ R+ such that α ≤ RACO(V); In a non-asymptotic
model, a non-singleton user subset X ⊂ V is complimentary for SO if f #α (X) = fˆ #α (X) for
40How we get the output Xˆ = {4, 5} can be seen from the results in Example 5.5.9. It can be seen that
Xˆφi for the smallest i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|} such that |Xˆφi | > 1 in the CoordSatCap algorithm (with the input
α = RACO(V)) gives one of the possible outputs Xˆ of the CompSetSO algorithm. In Example 5.5.9,
the first non-singleton Xˆφi we get is when i = 2. We have Xˆφ2 = Xˆ5 = {4, 5}. Therefore, {4, 5} is
necessarily an output of the CompSetSO algorithm. Note, we say that the non-singleton Xˆφi for the
smallest i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|} is only one of the possible outputs of the CompSetSO algorithm is because
there may exist a non-singleton minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi} that is not minimal but
could be an output of the CompSetSO algorithm.
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all α ∈ Z+ such that α ≤ RNCO(V).
Proof. Due to the monotonicity of H, we have (H(V)− H(X))(|P| − 1) ≥ 0 hold for
all P ∈ Π′(X). So, if f #α (X) = fˆ #α (X) for some non-singleton subset X ⊂ V, we have
f #α (X) ≤ fˆ #α [P ] for all P ∈ Π′(X), which is equivalent to
(H(V)− α)(|P| − 1) ≤ H[P ]− H(X), ∀P ∈ Π′(X).
Since H(V)− α ≥ H(V)− RACO(V), we have (H(V)− RACO(V))(|P| − 1) ≤ H[P ]−
H(X) for all P ∈ Π′(X), which is equivalent to f #RACO(V)(X) = f #RACO(V)(X). Accord-
ing to Corollary 5.8.3, X is the complimentary user subset for SO in the asymptotic
model. In the same way, we can prove that X ⊂ V such that |X| > 1 is complimen-
tary for SO in the non-asymptotic model if f #α (X) = fˆ #α (X) for α ∈ Z+ such that
α ≤ RNCO(V).
Theorem 5.8.8. The CompSetSO algorithm returns a complimentary user subset for the
asymptotic and non-asymptotic models if α is initiated as an LB on RACO(V) and RNCO(V),
respectively.
The proof of Theorem 5.8.8 is in Appendix 5.L. We show an example below, where
α is initiated as the LBs for the asymptotic and non-asymptotic models according to
Theorem 5.4.1.
Example 5.8.9. Consider the asymptotic model of the system in Example 5.3.11. We initiate
the value of α as the LB on RACO(V) in Theorem 5.4.1, i.e., α = 234 , and still choose the linear
ordering Φ = (4, 5, 2, 3, 1) in the CompSetSO algorithm. At the output, we get {4, 5} which
is a complimentary subset.
For the non-asymptotic model, we set α to the LB on RNCO(V) in Theorem 5.4.1, i.e.,
α = 6, in the CompSetSO algorithm and, again, get {4, 5} as a complimentary user subset
for the linear ordering Φ = (4, 5, 2, 3, 1). We can find the complimentary subset other than
{4, 5} for the non-asymptotic model by choosing other linear orderings. For example, if
Φ = (1, 2, 4, 3, 5), we can find that {1, 4} and {1, 2, 4} are also the complimentary subset
for SO in the non-asymptotic model.
Below is a practical example that shows how to achieve the global omniscience
with minimum sum-rate and by multi-stages of SO in both asymptotic and non-
asymptotic models.
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Example 5.8.10. Consider the system in Example 5.3.11 as a CCDE system where the linear
combinations of packets are transmitted by random linear network coding (RLNC) scheme
[184]. For example, if ri = 2, then user i broadcasts the linear coding Si = γᵀzi = ∑j∈zi γjWj
twice. Here, γ = (γj : Wj ∈ zi) and, at each broadcast, γj is randomly chosen from a
Galois field Fq with q > H(V) · |V|. If ri = 32 , then each packet Wj ∈ Zi is broken into
two packets: W(1)j and W
(2)
j and user i broadcast Si = ∑j∈Zi(γ
(1)
j W
(1)
j + γ
(2)
j W
(2)
j ) for six
times. At each broadcast, each γ(1)j and γ
(2)
j are randomly chosen from a Galois field Fq with
q > 2 · H(V) · |V|.
For the asymptotic model, the global omniscience can be achieved by three stages of SO:
By transmitting the rates r′V = (0, 0, 0, 2, 0), r
′′
V = (1, 0, 0, 2, 0) and r
′′′
V = (0,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 , 0),
the omniscience is achieved in {4, 5}, {1, 4, 5} and {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} in sequence. Here, we have
r′V + r
′′
V + r
′′′
V = (1,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
9
2 , 0) ∈ R∗ACO(V), which also means that the optimal rate vector
(1, 12 ,
1
2 ,
9
2 , 0) can be implemented by three stages of SO. We have shown how to find the
complimentary user subset {4, 5} by the CompSetSO algorithm in Examples 5.8.6 and 5.8.9.
We show how to find the complimentary subset {1, 4, 5} as follows.
Since local omniscience in {4, 5} is attained after the transmission of r′V , we can treat
{4, 5} as a super user and give a user index 45′. For each user i ∈ V \ {4, 5}, we assign
a new index i′ with Zi′ = Zi ∪ Γ, where Γ contains all the transmissions that is received by
user i in the first stage of SO, i.e., all the broadcasts for achieving the local omniscience in
{4, 5}. For the super user 45′, we have Z45′ = Z4 ∪ Z5. We construct the ground set of the
new system as V ′ = {1′, 2′, 3′, 45′} with the observations Zi′ for all i ∈ V ′. By applying the
CompSetSO algorithm to the new system, we get {1′, 45′} as a complimentary subset, which
corresponds to {1, 4, 5} in the original system.
In the same way, for the non-asymptotic model, it can be shown that the global omni-
science can be achieved by three stages of SO: By transmitting the rates r′V = (0, 0, 0, 2, 0),
r′′V = (0, 0, 1, 2, 0) and r
′′′
V = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), the omniscience is achieved in {4, 5}, {1, 4, 5}
and {1, . . . , 5} in sequence. And, r′V + r′′V + r′′′V = (0, 1, 1, 5, 0) ∈ R∗NCO(V), which also
means that the optimal rate vector (0, 1, 1, 5, 0) can be implemented by three stages of SO.
5.9 Summary
In this chapter, we solved the minimum sum-rate problem in CO for both asymp-
totic and non-asymptotic models. We defined an intersecting submodular function
on set lattice (2V ,∪,∩). We showed that all achievable rate vectors having the same
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sum-rate were contained in the base polyhedron of this function and derived the
necessary and sufficient condition on the Dilworth truncation for a sum-rate to be
achievable. We showed that the minimum sum-rate equaled to the highest SW con-
straint over all multi-way cuts of the user set. For solving the minimum sum-rate
problem, we proposed MDA and SIA algorithms for asymptotic and non-asymptotic
models, respectively. These two algorithms could be reduced to the tasks of solv-
ing SFM problems which complete in polynomial time. In addition, we proposed
the CoordSatCapFus algorithm, a fusion method implementation of the CoordSat-
Cap algorithm, for solving the Dilworth truncation problem, which was shown to
contribute to a complexity reduction based on the experimental results.
We also discussed how to choose a proper linear ordering of user indices so that
the optimal rate vector returned by the MDA and SIA algorithms also minimized
a weighed sum-rate function. Finally, we revealed the decomposition property of
the fundamental partition as the minimal separators of a submodular function and
showed how to choose the complimentary user subset so that the CO can be done
in a successive manner. For the CCDE problem where the packets are divisible, we
showed that there existed a fractional optimal rate vector which could be imple-
mented by (|P∗| − 1)-packet-splitting. In fact, the results in this paper generalized,
extended or improved those in [68, 162, 174] for finite linear source model and those
in [67, 153–158] for CCDE.
There is a practical issue that has not been discussed in this chapter: We have not
studied the content in the communications for attaining omniscience. For example, if
a rate vector rV designates that user i should transmit at the rate of ri, it is not clear,
based on the study in this chapter, what to transmit, i.e., the exact linear combination
of packets/chunks, or the network coding scheme, in each transmission in CCDE
has not been designed. In addition, in SO, we need to discuss whether we should
consider the SO stages in the future when we design the network coding scheme for
achieving the local omniscience in the complimentary user subset. These problems
should be solved before the results in this chapter are applied to practical systems
such as CCDE.
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Appendix
5.A Lemma 5.A.1 in Proof of Theorem 5.3.3
Lemma 5.A.1. For an intersecting submodular set function f : 2V 7→ R, the base polyhedron
B( f ,≤) is nonempty if and only if
f (V) = fˆ (V).
Proof. The author in [49, Theorem 2.6] derives a necessary and sufficient condition
for B( f ,≤) to be nonempty:
f (V) = max
P∈Π(V)
f #[P ] = min
P∈Π(V)
f [P ], (5.20)
which is equivalent to f (V) ≥ f #[P ] and f (V) ≤ f [P ] for all P ∈ Π′(V). The latter
can be written as f (V) ≥ ∑C∈P f
#(V\C)
|P|−1 , ∀P ∈ Π′(V). Then, (5.20) is equivalent to
f (V) ≥ max
{
∑
C∈P
f #(C), ∑
C∈P
f #(V \ C)
|P| − 1
}
, ∀P ∈ Π′(V).
For all P ∈ Π′(V), we have two cases: either |P| = 2 or |P| > 2. In the first
case, ∑C∈P
f #(V\C)
|P|−1 = ∑C∈P f
#(C). In the second case, due to the intersecting sub-
modularity of f , for all ∅ 6= X, Y ⊂ V such that X ∩ Y = ∅ and X ∪ Y 6= V,
f #(X ∪ Y) ≥ f #(X) + f #(Y). For some C ∈ P , f #(V \ C) ≥ ∑C′∈P\C f #(C′) and
∑C∈P f #(V \ C) ≥ (|P| − 1)∑C∈P f #(C), i.e.,
∑
C∈P
f #(V \ C)
|P| − 1 ≥ ∑C∈P
f #(C), ∀P ∈ Π′(V) : |P| > 2.
Therefore, (5.20) reduces to f (V) ≥ ∑C∈P f
#(V\C)
|P|−1 , ∀P ∈ Π′(V), which is equivalent
to f (V) = minP∈Π(V) f [P ] = fˆ (V).
5.B Proof of Theorem 5.5.5
We have the following properties for ϕ and the partitions Pjs in the PSP based on
the study in [168].
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Lemma 5.B.1 (property of ϕ(P) [168]). The followings hold for ϕ(P) and Pj ∈ CP in the
PSP for j ∈ {1, . . . , p}.
(a) α1 = ϕ(P1);
(b) For any j such that 1 < j ≤ p, let α = ϕ(Pj). Then, αj < α < α1.
Based on Lemma 5.B.1 and Theorem 5.5.2, consider two situations for a partition
Pj ∈ CP where j ∈ {1, . . . , p}:
• If j = 1, then α1 = ϕ(Pj);
• If j > 1, then α = ϕ(Pj) satisfies αj < α < α1. Let Pj′ be the minimal minimizer
of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ]. Then, P1  Pj′  Pj.
They suggest a recursive method for determining P1 and α1. Consider the iteration
α(n+1) = ϕ(P (n)),
where P (n) is the minimal minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #α(n) [P ]. Let the iteration start
with α(0) ≤ α1 and terminate when α(n+1) = α(n). We necessarily have {α(n)} and
{P (n)} converge to α1 and P1, respectively. Let the iteration terminate at N when
α(N+1) = α(N). According to Lemma 5.B.1(b), α(n+1) > α(n) and P (n+1)  P (n) for
all n ∈ {0, . . . , N}. Recall that α1 = RACO(V) and P1 = P∗ (Corollary 5.5.3). The
MDA algorithm exactly implements the recursion above with α initiated as the LB
on RACO(V) in Theorem 5.4.1. Therefore, Theorem 5.5.5 holds.
The authors in [167,168] proposed a decomposition algorithm (DA) for determin-
ing all partitions Pjs and the corresponding critical values αjs in the PSP, which is
also based on Lemma 5.B.1. In fact, the MDA algorithm can be considered as an
adapted version of the DA algorithm for determining just P1 and α1.
5.C Tight Sets and CoordSatCap Algorithm
According to Lemma 5.3.2, f #α : 2V 7→ R is an intersecting submodular set function for
all α ∈ R+.41 In addition, f #α is normalized, i.e., f #α (∅) = 0, and P( f #α ,≤) = P( fˆ #α ,≤)
where fˆ #α is submodular [164]. Consider the maximum sum-rate problem
max{r(V) : rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤)}. (5.21)
41Any submodular set function is also intersecting submodular.
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The maximizers of (5.21) form the base polyhedron B( fˆ #α ,≤) [51]. Then, problem
(5.21) is solved if a rate vector rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤) is determined. On the other hand, there
is a relationship between (5.21) and the Dilworth truncation problem [170, Theorem
3.1]:
max{r(V) : rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤)} = minP∈Π(V) f
#
α [P ].
Then, for a rate vector rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤), its sum-rate r(V) also determines the value of
fˆ #α (V) = minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ].
Consider the CoordSatCap algorithm in Algorithm 5.2. Since the algorithm starts
with a rate vector rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤), it can be shown by induction that, for all i ∈
{1, . . . , |V|}, we have rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤) and rV + ξˆχφi ∈ P( f #α ,≤) due to the min-max
theorem (5.12). Then, at the output, we have rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤) with saturation reached
in each dimension, i.e., for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|} and e > 0, rV + eχφi /∈ P( f #α ,≤). It
means rV ∈ B( f #α ,≤) with the sum-rate r(V) being the maximum of max{r(V) : rV ∈
P( f #α ,≤)} or the minimum of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ]. The minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ]
can be determined by the minimizers Xˆφi s as follows.
Let Xˆφi be the minimizer of the saturation capacity problem min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈
X ⊆ V} for i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|} in the CoordSatCap algorithm. For i, let rV be the rate
vector after executing rV ← rV + ξˆχφi . Then, Xˆφi is rV-tight [49], i.e., r(Xˆφi) = fˆ #α (Xˆφi).
At the end of the CoordSatCap algorithm, we have rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤) and it can be shown
by induction that Xˆφi is rV-tight for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|}. Due to the intersecting sub-
modularity of f #α , Xˆφi s satisfy property: If Xˆφi ∩ Xˆφj 6= ∅ for i 6= j, then Xˆφi ∩ Xˆφj and
Xˆφi ∪ Xˆφj are also rV-tight [170]. Then, consider the following process:
• Let P∗ ← {Xˆφi : i ∈ V};
• Repeatedly merge any two elements Xˆφi , Xˆφj ∈ P∗ such that Xˆφi ∩ Xˆφj 6= ∅, i.e.,
do P∗ ← (P∗ \ {Xˆφi , Xˆφj}) unionsq {Xˆφi ∪ Xˆφj}, until there are no such elements left.
Since φi ∈ Xˆφi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|}, we finally have P∗ being a partition of V, i.e.
P∗ ∈ Π(V), that satisfies r(V) = r[P∗] = f #α [P∗]. Recall that rV ∈ B( fˆ #α ,≤) at the end
of the CoordSatCap algorithm, which means
r[P∗] = max{r(V) : rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤)} = minP∈Π(V) f
#
α [P ].
Then, P∗ is a minimizer of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] and P∗ is the minimal minimizer if Xˆφi
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is the minimal minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V} for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|}.
The process above is equivalent to steps 6 and 7 in the CoordSatCap algorithm.
5.C.1 Edmond Greedy Algorithm
It is shown in [49, Theorem 3.18] that, for a normalized submodular set function f ,
the CoordSatCap algorithm reduces to the Edmond greedy algorithm [51]: for i = 1
to |V|, do
rφi = f (Vi)− f (Vi−1),
where Vi = {φ1, . . . , φi} and Xφ0 = ∅. The resulting rV is a point in B( f ,≤) [49,
Corollary 3.17]. For an intersecting submodular function f , the Edmond greedy
algorithm should be modified as: From i = 1 to |V|, do
rφi ← rφi +min{ f (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi}.
It is called modified Edmond greedy algorithm in [68] and has been used for solving
non-asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem in the finite linear source model and
CCDE in [67, 68]. In fact, the modified Edmond greedy algorithm is exactly the
CoordSatCap algorithm based on Lemma 5.5.10.
5.D Proof of Lemma 5.5.10
Recall that the entropy function H is monotonic, i.e., H(X) ≤ H(Y), ∀X, Y ⊆ V : X ⊆
Y. Then, f #α (X) ≤ f #α (Y), ∀X, Y ⊆ V : ∅ 6= X ⊆ Y. If rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤) such that
ri ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ V initially, we have
f #α (X)− r(X)− ( f #α (X ∩Vi)− r(X ∩Vi)) =
f #α (X)− f #α (X ∩Vi)− r(X \ (X ∩Vi)) ≥ 0
holds for all X ⊆ V such that φi ∈ X. Therefore, equality (5.13) holds for all i ∈
{1, . . . , |V|}. Let Xˆ be a minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi}. Due to the
intersecting submodularity of f #α , whenever there is a minimizer Yˆ of min{ f #α (X)−
r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V} such that Yˆ * Vi, we have Yˆ ∩ Xˆ ⊆ Vi and φi ∈ Yˆ ∩ Xˆ 6= ∅. So,
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Yˆ ∩ Xˆ is also the minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}.42 Therefore, if Xˆφi
is the minimal minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi}, it is also the minimal
minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}.
5.E Proof of Lemma 5.5.11
For all i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|}, we have r(C) = f #α (C), ∀C ∈ P∗ : |C| > 1 in the CoordSatCap
algorithm (due to the previous updates of rV) and, since rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤), r(C′)+ f #α (C \
C′) ≥ r(C′) + r(C \ C′) = f #α (C), i.e., r(C′) ≥ f #α (C) − f #α (C \ C′), ∀C′ ⊂ C : C′ 6=
∅, |C| > 1. For any X ⊆ V, let Y = {C ∈ P∗ : C ∩ X 6= ∅} and Y ′ = {C ∈
Y : C ∩ X 6= X}. Then, we have C ∈ P∗ such that |C| > 1 for all C ∈ Y ′ and
f #α (X)− r(X)− f #α (Y˜) + r(Y˜) = f #α (X)− f #α (Y˜) + r(Y˜ \ X)
= f #α (X)− f #α (Y˜) + ∑
C∈Y ′
r(C \ (C ∩ X))
≥ f #α (X)− f #α (Y˜) + ∑
C∈Y ′
(
f #α (C)− f #α (C ∩ X)
) ≥ 0,
where the last inequality is due to the intersecting submodularity of f #α . The mini-
mality of U˜∗i over all X ⊆ V such that φi ∈ X and X˜ = U˜∗i can be proved by the
induction below.
Consider the set X = {C ∈ P∗ : C ∩ Xˆφi 6= ∅}. For all C ∈ X : |C| = 1, we have
C ⊆ Xˆφi and r(C ∪ Xˆφi) + ξˆ = r(Xˆφi) + ξˆ = f #α (Xˆφi); For all C ∈ X : |C| > 1, we have
r(C) = f #α (C) and r(Xˆφi) + ξˆ = f
#
α (Xˆφi) so that r(C ∪ Xˆφi) + ξˆ = f #α (C ∪ Xˆφi) [170].
By induction, we have r(X˜ ) + ξˆ = f #α (X˜ ) and X˜ = U˜∗φi , where U˜∗φi is the minimal
minimizer of min{ f #α (U˜)− r(U˜) : U ⊆ P∗, φi ∈ U˜}.
5.F Fundamental Partition P∗ noncrossing Xˆφi
For α ∈ [0, RACO(V)],43 let Xˆφi be the minimal minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈
X ⊆ V} that is non-singleton. According to Theorem 5.5.2(a), the minimal minimizer
42Let rV be any rate vector in ∈ P( f #α ,≤). The following property can be shown by the intersecting
submodularity of f #α [170]: If Xˆ and Yˆ are two distinctive minimizers of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆
V}, then Xˆ ∩ Yˆ and Xˆ ∪ Yˆ are also the minimizers of min{ f #α (X) − r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}. Note, this
proper is the same as the tight set argument in Appendix 5.C for the proof of the optimality of the
CoordSatCap algorithm.
43In the MDA algorithm, we have α ∈ [0, RACO(V)] always.
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of minP∈Π(V) f #α [P ] must be a Pj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , p} in the PSP, i.e., f #α [Pj] <
f #α [P ], and, according to the proof in Appendix 5.C, Pj must be a multi-way cut that
does not cross Xˆφi . We also have α ≥ f #α [Pj] which is equivalent to α ≤ ϕ(Pj). For a
P that is crossing Xˆφi , we have f #α [Pj] < f #α [P ], which is equivalent to
ϕ(P) < (1− θ)α+ θϕ(Pj) ≤ ϕ(Pj),
where θ = |Pj|−1|P|−1 . It means that for any partition P that is crossing Xˆφi there always
exist a partition Pj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , p} in the PSP that is not crossing Xˆφi such
that ϕ(P) < ϕ(Pj). Since Pj  P1 = P∗ for all j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, the fundamental
partition does not cross Xˆφi , necessarily.
This result can be explained by the studies in [151,160]: If Xˆφi is the non-singleton
minimal minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}, the MMI in Xˆφi is strictly
larger than that in V, i.e., I(Xˆφi) > I(V). It can be converted to RACO(Xˆφi) <
RACO(V): The omniscience in Xˆφi requires less communications than the one in V.
Therefore, the minimum sum-rate must be incurred by some multi-way cut that does
not cross Xˆφi because otherwise the value of the achievable sum-rate is not mini-
mized.
5.G Submodular Function Minimization Algorithms
The SFM problem under consideration is min{ f (X) : X ⊆ V} where f : 2V 7→ R is
a submodular set function. The minimizers of this problem form a set lattice [49].
There exist polynomial time algorithms for solving the SFM problem [49]. Let δ be
the complexity upper bound of evaluating the value of f (X). We briefly review the
SFM algorithms in the existing literature as follows.
The authors in [93] proposed the idea of solving the SFM problem by utilizing
the ellipsoid method proposed in [94] for parametric optimization, the corresponding
algorithm of which is presented in [95]. Although this algorithm completes in poly-
nomial time, it is not very efficient in practice as pointed out in [93, 96]. The authors
in [97] proposed a polynomial time algorithm for solving the SFM problems base on
a combinatorial approach in [185]. The complexity of which is upper bounded by
O(|V|8 · δ). In [98], the Iwata-Fleisher-Fujishige (IFF) algorithm improves the com-
plexity to O(|V|7 · log |V| · δ). The most recent polynomial time SFM algorithm is
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the one in [173], which completes in O(|V|5 · δ+ |V|6) time. On the other hand, the
authors in [99] proposed an SFM algorithm based on the approach in [186] for de-
termining the minimum-norm point in the convex hull. This algorithm is called the
minimum-norm point algorithm in the SFM toolbox [187]. The experimental results
in [99] show that this algorithm is strongly polynomial and runs faster than those
algorithms in [97,98,173]. However, the complexity of the minimum-norm algorithm
in terms of δ is still not determined, which is also stated as an open problem in [99].
While it is widely known that SFM problems can be solved in polynomial time, the
exact complexity depends on which SFM algorithm is implemented. Therefore, in
this chapter, we just denote the complexity of solving an SFM problem by SFM(|V|),
where |V| is the cardinality of V.
There is another concern on the SFM algorithm: Can the minimal minimizer of
an SFM problem be determined efficiently? It is shown in [188] that this problem
is not difficult to solve since any SFM algorithm can be modified so that the max-
imal/minimal minimizer can be determined. For example, the minimal minimizer
can be searched by |V| runs of the IFF algorithm in [98]. In addition, it is shown
in [99] that both maximal and minimal minimizers of an SFM problem can be di-
rectly determined by the minimum-norm point in the base polyhedron, which means
that the minimal minimizer can be returned at the same time as an SFM algorithm
completes. Therefore, in this chapter, the complexity of finding the minimum and
minimal minimizer of the SFM problem min{ f (X) : X ⊆ V} is O(SFM(|V|)).
5.H Divide-and-conquer Algorithm
The authors in [174] proposed a divide-and-conquer (DC) algorithm (in Algorithm 5.6)
for solving the asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem based on the results as fol-
lows. For a subset X ⊆ V, let RACO(X) and P∗X be the minimum sum-rate and the
fundamental partition, respectively, for the asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem
for attaining the omniscience in X. Then, for all optimal rate vectors rX ∈ R∗ACO(X),
we have r(C) = RACO(X)− H(X)− H(C), ∀C ∈ P∗X [160,174].44 Then, for all C ∈ P∗X
such that |C| = 1, the optimal rate of the only user in C is determined; for all C ∈ P∗X
such that |C| > 1, the optimal rate can be determined by further solving the omni-
44Here, RACO(X)− H(X) + H(C) corresponds to f #RACO(V)(C) = RACO(V)− H(V) + H(C) in that X
is the ground set for the omniscience in X.
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Algorithm 5.6: divide-and-conquer (DC) algorithm [174]
input : a subset X ⊆ V, and r(X) if X 6= V
output: a rate vector rX ∈ R∗ACO(X)
1 (RACO(X),P∗X)← DA(∅, X);
2 forall C ∈ P∗X do r(C)← RACO(X)− H(X) + H(C);
3 if X 6= V then ∆r ← r(X)− RACO(X), choose any C ∈ P∗X and let r(C)← r(C) + ∆r;
4 forall C ∈ P∗X : |C| > 1 do rC ← DC(C, r(C));
science problem in C. Therefore, by knowing the fundamental partition P∗ for the
omniscience in V, an optimal rate vector in R∗ACO(V) can be solved by recursively
breaking the non-singleton subset in the P∗ until the rates of all individual users are
determined. This idea is implemented by the DC algorithm in Algorithm 5.6, where
RACO(X) and P∗X are determined by the DA algorithm in [168]. In step 3 in the DC
algorithm, ∆r is the excessive rate, the additional rate that should be transmitted by
X in addition to RACO(V). ∆r can be transmitted by any users in X since all users
in it have the same knowledge of ZV after omniscience is achieved in X by sum-rate
RACO(V).
Example 5.H.1. By applying the DC algorithm to the system in Example 5.3.11, we first
determine that the minimum sum-rate RACO(V) = 132 and fundamental partition P∗ =
{{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}}. We also know that we must have r({1, 4, 5}) = 112 , r({2}) = 12 and
r({3}) = 12 for attain the omniscience in V with the minimum sum-rate RACO(V) = 132 . By
recursively calling the DC algorithm, the individual rates in {1, 4, 5} are determined as r1 =
1, r4 = 52 and r5 = 0 so that we have the optimal rate vector rV = (1,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
5
2 , 0) ∈ R∗ACO(V)
at the output.
Since the DA algorithm completes in O(|V|2 · SFM(|V|)) time, the complexity of
the DC algorithm is O(|V|3 · SFM(|V|)). However, the recursive splitting of the non-
singleton subset in the fundamental partition P∗ in the DC algorithm is not necessary
since an optimal rate vector rV ∈ R∗ACO(V) is obtained when P∗ is determined by
the DA algorithm. In fact, the DC algorithm utilizes RACO(V) and P∗ determined by
the DA algorithm in [168] while discards the optimal rate vector rV ∈ B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤).
This is not surprising since the study in [168] aims to solve a clustering problem,
where the optimal partition P∗ is of the most interest. Therefore, although a rate
vector rV ∈ B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) is returned as an auxiliary result, it is not explicitly stated
in [168] that B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤) = R∗ACO(V) so that this rate vector is the solution to the
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asymptotic minimum sum-rate problem.
5.I Proof of Theorem 5.7.2
The proof of Theorem 5.7.2 relies on the method for determining the minimal sepa-
rators of a submodular function that is proposed in [49, 189].45
Lemma 5.I.1 ( [49, Lemma 3.41]). For any rate vector rV ∈ B( fˆ #RACO(V),≤), let Xˆi be the
minimal minimizers of min{ fˆ #RACO(V) − r(X) : i ∈ X ⊆ V}. Initiate the minimal minimizer
set P∗ = {Xˆi : i ∈ V} and repeatedly merge any two distinctive elements Xˆi, Xˆj ∈ P∗
such that Xˆi ∩ Xˆj 6= ∅, i.e., do P∗ ← (P∗ \ {Xˆi, Xˆj}) unionsq {Xˆi ∪ Xˆj}, until there are no such
elements left. The resulting P∗ is the set of minimal separators of fˆ #RACO(V).
Lemma 5.I.2. Let Φ be any linear ordering of V. For all α ∈ R+, i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|} and
rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤), if ξˆ and Xˆφi are the minimum and minimal minimizer of min{ f #α (X) −
r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}, respectively, then ξˆ and Xˆφi are also the minimum and minimal
minimizer of min{ fˆ #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}, respectively.
Proof. Let r′V = rV + ξˆχφi . Then, we have r
′
V ∈ P( f #α ,≤) and Xˆφi is r′V-tight, i.e.,
f #α (Xˆφi) = r
′(Xˆφi). Since P( f #α ,≤) = P( fˆ #α ,≤), r′V ∈ P( fˆ #α ,≤) and we have r′(Xˆφ) ≤
fˆ #α (Xˆφi). On the other hand, fˆ
#
α (X) ≤ f #α (X) for all X ⊆ V by the definition of the
Dilworth truncation. Then, fˆ #α (Xˆφi) ≤ f #α (Xˆφi) = r′(Xˆφi). Therefore, r′(Xˆφ) = fˆ #α (Xˆφi),
which means ξˆ is also the minimum of min{ fˆ #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}.
We prove that Xˆφi is the minimal minimizer of min{ fˆ #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}
by contradiction. Assume that Xˆφi is not the minimal minimizer, i.e., there exists X ⊂
Xˆφi such that φi ∈ X and fˆ #α (X)− r(X) = ξˆ. Then, r′(X) = fˆ #α (X) < f #α (X), where
the last strict inequality is because X is not the minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈
X ⊆ V}. According to the definition of the Dilworth truncation, fˆ #α (X) < f #α (X)
means that there exists a P∗ ∈ Π′(X) such that
r′(X) = fˆ #α (X) = f #α [P∗] = r′[P∗].
On one hand, we have r′(C) ≤ f #α (C), ∀C ∈ P∗ since r′V ∈ P( f #α ,≤). On the other
hand, f #α (C) − r′(C) = ∑C′∈P∗\{C}(r′(C′) − f #α (C′)) ≤ 0, i.e., r′(C) ≥ f #α (C) for all
45This method was first proposed in [189] for polymatroid rank function and then generalized to
[49, Lemma 3.41] for general submodular function. Note, the minimal separators are also called the
principal structure of a submodular system in [190].
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C ∈ P∗. Then, r′(C) = f #α (C) for all C ∈ P∗. Let Cˆ ∈ P∗ such that φi ∈ Cˆ. We have
f #α (Cˆ) = r′(Cˆ), i.e., f #α (Cˆ) − r(Cˆ) = ξˆ. Here, Cˆ ⊂ X necessarily, which means Xˆφi
is not the minimal minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}. This contradicts
the given condition. Therefore, we must have Xˆφi being the minimal minimizer of
min{ fˆ #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ V}.
Recall that we have rV ∈ B( f #RACO(V),≤) and the fundamental partition P∗ at the
output of the CoordSatCap algorithm by inputting α = RACO(V). For the base point
rV ∈ B( f #RACO(V),≤), Xˆi is the minimal minimizer of min{ fˆ #RACO(V)(X) − r(X), i ∈
X ⊆ V} for all i ∈ V according to Lemma 5.I.2. If we implement the method in
Lemma 5.I.2 over all Xˆis, we have the set of minimal separators of fˆ #RACO(V) the same
as the fundamental partition P∗.
5.J Integral Rate Increment Method for Fairness
The authors in [162] proposed an integral rate increment method for solving prob-
lem min{∑i∈V ri log ri : rV ∈ R∗NCO(V)} for the finite linear source model. The
minimizer of this problem is an optimal rate vector in R∗NCO(V) that distributes
the rate fairly among the users. This method is based on the same idea as the
method for determining the lexicographical base in the submodular base polyhe-
dron in B( fˆ #α ,≤) in [75, 178, 181, 191]: From rV = 0, increase the rate along the fair-
ness direction which is adapted after reaching some boundary in the polyhedron
P( fˆ #α ,≤). The difference is that the increment is 1 in each rate adaptation in the algo-
rithm in [162], while the rate adaptation could be real or fractional in the algorithms
in [75, 178, 181, 191]. However, this integral rate incremental method does not apply
to problem min{∑i∈V ri log ri : rV ∈ R∗ACO(V)} since the rate increment in each step
is not necessarily integral and it is not explicit, based on the studies in [162], how
much this step size should be.
5.K Proof of Theorem 5.8.5
We show the proof for the asymptotic setting first. Let α = RACO(V) and Xˆ be
the user subset returned by the CompSetSO algorithm, i.e., we find a non-singleton
user subset Xˆ ⊂ V that minimizes min{ f #α (X) − r(X) : φiˆ ∈ X ⊆ Viˆ}, for some
iˆ ∈ {1, . . . , |V|}. It also means that we have not found any minimizer of min{ f #α (X)−
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r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi} that is a proper subset of V and is not singleton for all i ∈
{1, . . . , iˆ− 1}. Then, {φi} is the only minimizer of min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φi ∈ X ⊆ Vi}
and rφi = f
#
α ({φi}) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , iˆ− 1} necessarily. Recall that rV ∈ P( f #α ,≤). So,
for all X ⊆ Viˆ−1, we have ∑i∈X f #α ({i}) = r(X) ≤ f #α (X). Therefore, for all X ⊆ Viˆ−1,
fˆ #α (X) = ∑i∈X f #α ({i}), or ∑i∈X f #α ({i}) ≤ f #α [P ] for all P ∈ Π(X).
On the other hand, if Xˆ ⊂ V is a non-singleton user subset that minimizes
min{ f #α (X)− r(X) : φiˆ ∈ X ⊆ Viˆ}, then for all C ⊆ Xˆ such that φiˆ ∈ C, f #α (Xˆ)− r(Xˆ) ≤
f #α (C)− r(C). Since Xˆ \ C ⊆ Viˆ−1, the inequality is equivalent to
f #α (Xˆ) ≤ f #α (C) + r(Xˆ \ C)
= f #α (C) + ∑
i∈Xˆ\C
f #α ({i})
≤ f #α (C) + f #α [P ], P ∈ Π(Xˆ \ C).
(5.22)
Note, for all P ∈ Π(Xˆ \ C), {C} unionsq P is a partition of X. Since the inequality (5.22)
holds for all C ⊆ Xˆ such that φiˆ ∈ C, we have f #α (Xˆ) ≤ f #α [P ] for all P ∈ Π(Xˆ), i.e.,
f #α (Xˆ) = fˆ #α (Xˆ). According to Corollary 5.8.3. Xˆ is a complimentary user subset for
SO in the asymptotic model. In the same way, we can prove that Xˆ returned by the
CompSetSO algorithm is a complimentary user subset for SO in the non-asymptotic
model when α = RNCO(V).
5.L Proof of Theorem 5.8.8
In Theorem 5.4.1, the LB α in Theorem 5.4.1 for the asymptotic model is a nonnegative
real number such that α ≤ RACO(V). According to Lemma 5.8.7, in the same way
as the proof in Theorem5.8.5, we can show that the output Xˆ of the CompSetSO
algorithm is a complimentary subset for SO in the asymptotic model. Similarly, the
LB in Theorem 5.4.1 for the non-asymptotic model is a nonnegative integer number
such that α ≤ RACO(V). In this case, the output Xˆ of the CompSetSO algorithm is a
complimentary subset for SO in the non-asymptotic model.
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Conclusion
In this monograph, we presented examples of submodularity in wireless communi-
cations and discussed how to utilized it to improve the design and performance of
the optimization algorithms.
In the cross-layer adaptive m-QAM modulation system, we proved the L\-convexity
and submodularity of the cost function in DP defined on a integer lattice. The L\-
convexity and submodularity gave rise to a monotonic optimal transmission policy
in queue occupancy and channel state, respectively. We proposed an MPI algorithm
based on L\-convexity to reduce the complexity of DP and a DSPSA algorithm which
is able to search for the optimal policy in real time.
In the m-QAM adaptive modulation problem in NC-TWRC, we showed that there
existed a strategic complementarities so that the problem could be modeled by a two-
player supermodular game where the PSNEs always existed and the extremal PSNEs
could be searched by the Cournot tatonnement within a finite number of iterations.
We studied the CO problem based on the submodularity of the entropy function,
the concept of submodular polyhedron and base polyhedron and the properties of
Dilworth truncation. We showed that the CO problem could be solved in strongly
polynomial time, the fundamental partition could be used to decompose a separable
convex minimization problem and and the global omniscience can be achieved by
multi-stages of local omniscience in a successive manner.
6.1 Future Work
Submodularity is also an analogy to the discrete convexity in parametric optimiza-
tions, which has not been explored in this monograph. In fact, Murota showed
in [192] that L\-convexity coincided with the discrete mid-point convexity and the lin-
147
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ear interpolation of an L\-convex function was convex in a hypercube, while Lovász
proved in [164] that the linear extension of a submodular set function was convex in
a unit hypercube. In some recent research works such as [122, 193, 194], it is shown
that the discrete convexity ensures convergence and a rapid convergence rate in dis-
crete optimization problems. Therefore, discuss how to exploit the analogy of the
submodularity to the discrete convexity in wireless communications could be one of
the research directions in the future.
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